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THE RED DRAGON’S STRATEGIC OVERREACH
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

The year 2020 will be remembered not only for the covid-19 shock and the end of Donald
Trump’s presidency in the US, but also as a moment of reckoning for China. With its
international reputation battered by the pandemic, and with pushback against its territorial
overreach intensifying, China’s ability to pursue its geopolitical ambitions is diminishing rapidly.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in its relations with India.

The shift began in May. As the brutal Himalayan winter receded, a shocked India reportedly
found that Chinese forces had occupied hundreds of square kilometres of borderlands in its
northernmost Ladakh region.

The encroaching forces, backed by thousands of troops in the rear, had seized mountaintops
and other strategic vantage points, and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had established
forward bases, blocking India’s access to areas along the disputed frontier that had been under
its exclusive jurisdiction.

It was a cynical attempt to exploit not only the chaos and hardship caused by China’s most
infamous global export, covid-19, but also the longstanding appeasement policy of the
government led by the Bharatiya Janata Party.

In the previous six years, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had met with Chinese President Xi
Jinping 18 times, in the hope of fostering friendlier relations (and weakening the China-Pakistan
axis). This hope appeared to have blinded India to China’s preparations for aggression,
including combat exercises and the frenzied construction of military infrastructure along the
frontier.

In this sense, Modi repeated the mistake of India’s first post-independence prime minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru, whose dogged courtship of Mao Zedong enabled China to annex Tibet,
thereby eliminating the territorial buffer between itself and India. Chinese encroachments
culminated in the 1962 Himalayan border war, which began with a surprise PLA attack and
ended with territorial losses for India.

That war shattered India’s illusions of China as a trustworthy partner, and triggered a shift away
from pacifism. With China’s recent Himalayan aggression, India seems to be re-learning the
same lesson. Already, India has matched Chinese troop deployments along the frontier and
occupied strategic positions in the area. The heightened tensions have triggered a series of
clashes, the worst of which left 20 Indian soldiers and an undisclosed number of PLA troops
dead in mid-June.

By turning what was once a lightly patrolled frontier into a “hot" border and raising the spectre of
further military surprises—all while deepening its strategic ties with Pakistan—China has left
India little choice but to strengthen its strategic posture significantly.

In fact, a major Indian military buildup is on the cards. This will include vastly increased frontier
patrols and additional mountain-warfare forces. But, because Indian forces cannot guard every
nook and cranny of one of the world’s most inhospitable and treacherous borders, deterrence
will also be essential.

That is why India has been testing a series of leading-edge missile systems, including a
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hypersonic cruise missile, a hybrid missile-torpedo (which can be deployed against submarines
and aircraft carriers), and an anti-radiation missile (designed to seek and destroy enemy radar-
equipped air defence systems). This portends substantial Indian investment in military
modernization.

India’s military buildup will also include significant expansion of its naval capacity. This will
enable India to adopt a much stronger maritime posture, which includes opening a front in the
Indian Ocean, through which much of China’s trade (including most of its energy supplies)
passes.

But India is not confronting China alone. In November, Australia, Japan, and the US joined India
for the Malabar naval war games—the first-ever military exercise involving all four members of
the so-called Quad, a loose strategic coalition of the Indo-Pacific region’s four leading
democracies. Deepening cooperation among the Quad is central to America’s Indo-Pacific
policy, which includes a focus on the maritime realm. Given bipartisan consensus in the US on
the need to counter China’s expansionism, this policy is unlikely to change significantly under
President-elect Joe Biden’s administration.

A US-India strategic alliance has long been China’s security nightmare. Yet, by repaying Modi’s
peace overtures with stealthy land grabs, Xi has made such an alliance more likely. It was in
response to China’s aggression that in October, India finally concluded the last of four
“foundational" agreements that the US reaches with its allies. The terms of the agreement had
been under negotiation for more than a decade.

Beyond working with like-minded states, diplomatically and militarily, India is attempting to
counter China by exposing its neocolonial activities, such as the Belt and Road Initiative. And it
will likely seek to foil Xi’s plan to capture the 442-year-old institution of the Dalai Lama and
cement China’s hold over Tibet. With the current Dalai Lama having made clear that his
“reincarnation will appear in a free country", India should tacitly help Tibetan exiles find his
successor in its Tibetan-Buddhist Himalayan regions, which produced a Dalai Lama in the late
seventeenth century.

Yet another likely dimension of India’s new China strategy will be to pursue a managed and
selective economic decoupling. China’s trade balance with India represents its third-largest
bilateral surplus (after the US and the European Union). Now that India recognizes the folly of
relying on China for critical supplies, this is bound to change.

Since the People’s Republic was founded in 1949, it has more than doubled its territory by
annexing ethnic-minority homelands and seizing other countries’ lands. Against this background,
its recent encroachments on India’s territory in the Himalayas could pose a significant threat to
Indo-Pacific stability.

Fortunately, regional powers—beginning with India—are pushing back. With this regional
resistance increasingly supported by the US and other Western powers, Xi will most likely live to
regret the decisions he made in 2020.

Brahma chellaney is a professor of Strategic Studies at the New Delhi-based Center for Policy
Research and a fellow at the Robert Bosch Academy in Berlin
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BUDGETING FOR INDIA’S DEFENCE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Budget 2021-22 could see an increased allocation for defence, given the need to factor in the
threat from China. The agreements which India thought were enough to stabilize the border with
China while it focused on growing the economy have not worked.

The year 2020-21 saw India scouring global markets for high-altitude clothing and light tanks
that could be deployed in mountainous terrain against the backdrop of the Ladakh standoff. Did
India underestimate the threat from China? India’s defence budget as a percentage of central
government expenditure had been decreasing in the past decade.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

With the Indian economy currently in recession, the question is, how do we plan and budget for
the China challenge—from the borders to cyberspace?

That’s the question our panel will be debating tonight at 7pm in the fourth of Mint’s Road to
Recovery live online discussions (see box for details).

Over the past three weeks, Mint’s Road to Recovery series of online debates have examined
issues such as the challenge of funding and distributing the covid-19 vaccine, whether the
government’s Atmanirbhar Bharat scheme is any different from import substitution and whether
the past 10 months of living through a pandemic has worsened inequality and what specific
budget interventions can address this.

Curated by Mint’s editors and backed by a strong line-up of reports, editorials, commentaries
and podcasts, the Road to Recovery series will run till February, not only providing insights for
the proficient but also clarity for novices wanting to better understand the intersection of policy,
politics and economics.

This week’s topic is: “Countering the China challenge: from the borders to cyberspace."

Leading the conversation are P.S. Raghavan, a former ambassador to Russia who was till a few
days ago the chairman of India’s National Security Advisory Board, a body on security and
strategic issues that provides inputs to the government; Laxman Kumar Behera, associate
professor at the Special Centre for National Security Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University; G.
Mohan Kumar, a former defence secretary (2015-17); Rajeshwari Rajagopalan, a distinguished
fellow and head of Nuclear and Space Policy Initiative at Observer Research Foundation think
tank; and Lt. General S.L. Narasimhan, a former Indian military attaché in Beijing and currently
director-general, Centre for Contemporary China Studies, a government think tank. Mitali
Mukherjee of Observer Research Foundation will moderate the session.

Click here to read the Mint ePaperMint is now on Telegram. Join Mint channel in your Telegram
and stay updated with the latest business news.

Log in to our website to save your bookmarks. It'll just take a moment.

Your session has expired, please login again.
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HOW DEMOCRACIES CAN COUNTER THE CHINA
SYNDROME

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

US President-elect Joe Biden, scheduled to assume America’s leadership on 20 January, has
vowed to build a coalition of like-minded countries to take on a belligerent China. Mint explores
the possible coalition, and the challenges China poses.

US President-elect Joe Biden, scheduled to assume America’s leadership on 20 January, has
vowed to build a coalition of like-minded countries to take on a belligerent China. Mint explores
the possible coalition, and the challenges China poses.

What challenges does Beijing present?

China sees America as a nation in decline and, in its quest to emerge as the pre-eminent global
power, has subverted international norms, conducted cyber espionage, and forced foreign
MNCs operating on its soil to part with intellectual property and technological know-how. Its state
subsidies to firms and questionable currency and trade policies have powered its exports. China
under President Xi Jinping has wielded military threats and sanctions to bend its neighbours and
has intimidated capitals in far off places. Its rising global influence, if left unchecked, could
devour many civic, economic freedoms that we so cherish.

What kind of coalition is Biden talking about?

Biden is contemplating an alliance with liberal democracies across globe to compel China to
change its behaviour. US President Donald Trump’s diagnosis of China as a revisionist,
predatory power was accurate and his trade and tech war, barring Chinese companies such as
Huawei from supplying 5G telecom equipment or accessing American software, rattled Beijing.
However, his propensity to bully allies and the “America First" call dashed any hopes of a
coalition against China’s expansionism. That could change under Biden, who may forge a
coherent strategy against China predicated on values of democracy and openness.

Where does India figure in this whole scenario?

India would be an important part of any coalition to counter China, given its liberal political
culture. Besides, Beijing has sought to exercise leverage over India’s neighbouring countries
such as Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Bangladesh through its debt-trap diplomacy, even as it refuses to
budge from the Indian territory it has occupied in Ladakh.

Can such a coalition ever fructify?

It is not difficult to forge such a coalition, especially after the coronavirus that first emerged in
China and soon swept the world. Global opinion, from Brussels to Canberra and New Delhi has
turned against China. Beijing’s draconian national security law, which it imposed on Hong Kong,
has raised alarm bells. However, the real question is whether such a coalition would endure and
if Biden would stay the course. Also, how many Asian countries can withstand the bruising
economic sanctions that China can slap?

What does the future look like?

https://www.livemint.com/Search/Link/Author/Joe%20Biden
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China’s rise looks inevitable. It has been able to swiftly curb the virus and is set to be the only
major economy that would expand this year. It is expected to leap past the US to become the
world’s largest economy in 2028, five years earlier than previously estimated. This rise won’t be
peaceful, though. We will see increased militarization and a bid to dominate resource-rich South
China Sea. It will spike tensions, as about $3.4 trillion of global maritime trade passes via the
Sea. The free world has little option than to confront China.

Click here to read the Mint ePaperMint is now on Telegram. Join Mint channel in your Telegram
and stay updated with the latest business news.

Log in to our website to save your bookmarks. It'll just take a moment.
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INDIA SETS UP HIGH-LEVEL GROUP FOR SOUTH ASIA
ENERGY SECURITY

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: South-East Asia, ASEAN and India

Cross-border energy trade is a key part of PM Modi’s South Asia-focused neighbourhood-first
policy

The government has set up a high-level group headed by former Union power secretary Ram
Vinay Shahi and tasked it with helping build a South Asia-focused energy security architecture,
said two people aware of the development.

Cross-border energy trade is a key part of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s neighbourhood-first
policy, with plans to build energy links to check China’s growing influence. India’s energy
diplomacy ranges from cross-border electricity trade to supplying petroleum products and setting
up liquefied natural gas terminals.

The high-level group, named the South Asia Group for Energy (SAGE), has been set up under
the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)-run think tank Research and Information System for
Developing Countries (RIS). India is also moving ahead with its ambitious global electricity grid
plan to take on China’s Belt and Road Initiative.

According to a government document reviewed by Mint, “The objective is to achieve a balanced
and optimal development of energy infrastructure through mutual understanding and
cooperation. SAGE will have the role of promoting, initiating and facilitating effective policy
dialogue and capacity building on bilateral, sub-regional and regional basis for energy and
related issues, among South Asian countries."

The other members of SAGE are Amar Sinha, former economic relations secretary in the MEA
and India’s former ambassador to Afghanistan; Preeti Saran, former secretary east in MEA;
Chandan Kumar Mondol, director commercial at NTPC Ltd, India’s largest power generation
utility; Rakesh Nath, former chairman of Central Electricity Authority, the apex power sector
planning body; Anil Sardana, managing director, Adani Power; and Deepak Amitabh, chairman
and managing director, PTC India Ltd, the country’s largest electricity trader.

“The idea is to see how best we can cooperate with each other so that energy shortage is
reduced. It is for the benefit of all and to ensure that climate change concerns are also
adequately addressed," Shahi told Mint.

While India has been procuring hydropower from Bhutan, it is also supplying electricity to
Bangladesh and Nepal. The plan now is to include the option of building an overhead electricity
link with Sri Lanka. India is trying to create a common pool for neighbouring countries and has
an installed power generation capacity of 373.43 gigawatts.

Speaking at Mint’s annual energy conclave in March last year, power and new and renewable
energy minister Raj Kumar Singh said he aims to have a regional power grid and market, which
includes Myanmar, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka.

India is already moving ahead with its ambitious global electricity grid plans to roll out a “One
Sun, One World, One Grid" (OSOWOG). The global grid plan has been spread across three
phases. The first phase deals with the Middle East-South Asia-South-East Asia (MESASEA)

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-will-soon-start-world-s-largest-vaccination-drive-pmmodi-11609742617534.html
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interconnection for sharing green energy sources such as solar for meeting electricity needs,
including peak demand. The second phase connects MESASEA grid with African power pools;
the third and final phase is about global interconnection.

India has already notified cross-border trading regulations. The proposed market, which will
include Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh, could aid regional peace and
improve utilization of generation assets—including the stranded assets in India—and efficient
price discovery.

“There is an urgent need, and a tremendous scope, for enhancing per capita consumption of
energy, particularly electricity, in South Asia, for its overall development. Towards this end,
mutual cooperation among South Asian nations can lead to optimal solutions with benefits to all,
besides also addressing climate change concerns." the government document said.

Click here to read the Mint ePaperMint is now on Telegram. Join Mint channel in your Telegram
and stay updated with the latest business news.
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HONG KONG ACTS AGAIN TO CRACK DOWN ON
DISSENT

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

China’s crackdown in Hong Kong escalated on Wednesday with police arresting more than 50
opposition figures in their largest operation since a draconian security law was imposed on the
financial hub.

The sweep is the latest salvo in Beijing’s battle to stamp out dissent in the semi-autonomous city
after millions hit the streets in 2019 with huge pro-democracy protests.

Police confirmed 53 people — including a U.S. citizen — were arrested for “subversion” in an
early morning operation that involved about 1,000 officers.

The charges were sparked by an attempt by opposition groups last year to win a majority in the
city’s partially-elected legislature.

Hong Kong’s security chief John Lee described the arrests as “necessary” and aimed at a group
of people who tried to “sink Hong Kong into an abyss” and “overthrow the government”.

Beijing’s Liaison Office in Hong Kong said those facing prosecution “strategically organised or
implemented a plan to paralyse the government”.

But the operation sparked a rebuke from Antony Blinken, U.S. President-elect Joe Biden’s pick
for Secretary of State, who said authorities were launching “an assault on those bravely
advocating for universal rights”.

“The Biden-Harris administration will stand with the people of Hong Kong and against Beijing’s
crackdown on democracy,” he added.

The EU — which recently agreed a major investment deal with Beijing — called for the
“immediate release” of those arrested and said it was eyeing possible further sanctions on China
over the crackdown.
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CONTROL OVER ‘DATA’ BEHIND ALIBABA’S TUSSLE
WITH AUTHORITIES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Mounting pressure:A file photo showing the Ant Group headquarters in Hangzhou.AFPSTR  

At the heart of the on-going tussle between Jack Ma’s Alibaba Group and regulators in China is
the control over “troves of consumer-credit data” that authorities believe have given the e-
commerce giant an unfair advantage over its competitors, according to a report on Wednesday.

“How to regulate data monopolies is at the heart of the issue here,” an adviser to the antitrust
committee of China’s State Council, or Cabinet, was quoted as saying by The Wall Street
Journal .

On December 24, the State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) said it had launched a
probe into Alibaba’s “suspected monopolistic acts”, including “forcing merchants to choose one
platform between two competitors”.

This followed the last minute suspension, the previous month, of what was expected to be a
record-breaking $35 billion initial public offering (IPO) of the Ant Group, which is the group’s
financial arm and behind Alipay, China’s biggest digital payments company.

China’s State media said last month Mr. Ma was “summoned” for talks ahead of the Ant Group’s
IPO, and talks with regulators are on-going.

The People’s Bank of China — China’s central bank — said last month it was, along with the
banking and insurance regulator and the securities regulator, holding talks with the Ant Group
aimed at “implementing financial regulatory requirements, holding onto fair competition and
protecting consumers’ legitimate rights”.

The Wall Street Journal report said “central to the crackdown” on the Ant Group was “what
regulators view as the unfair competitive advantage the company has over small lenders or even
big banks through swaths of personal data harnessed from its payment and lifestyle app Alipay”,
adding that “equipped with that information, Ant has originated loans to half a billion people and
has gotten about 100 commercial banks to supply the majority of the funding”.

Authorities now, the report said, were “seeking to overturn that business model” and “planning to
break what they see as the company’s monopoly over data”, including by reportedly considering
a plan requiring the group “to feed its data into a nationwide credit-reporting system.”

The on-going probe has led to speculation about the future of Mr. Ma, who has cut back on
public appearances since the IPO suspension. On Tuesday, the CNBC business news channel
in the U.S. reported that the billionaire “was not missing” but “lying low for the time being”.

While neither regulators nor State media in China have accused him of personal wrong-doing,
he has been asked, Bloomberg reported earlier, to stay in the country while investigations into
the group continue.
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CHINA SURGING AHEAD, SAYS NITI AAYOG
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

At a meeting of the Standing Committee on Finance headed by BJP MP Jayant Sinha to discuss
the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy, trade flows and
financial markets, NITI Aayog officials said China continued to outstrip India and, in fact, had
managed to narrow the gap with the U.S. in the post-pandemic scenario. The officials did not
give any specific details about the current economic state of India.

A presentation given by Ajit Pai, consultant to NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman Rajiv Kumar, said the
global economy was at the same stage as it was in 1918 after the First World War.

The committee members asked whether COVID-19 had proved to be an inflection point in the
global supply chain and if China would still continue to be the factory of the world.

Painting a grim picture, the officials said China had been closing the gap between it and the U.S.
This could very well be a flashpoint between the two big economies of the world. China, the
officials said, had readjusted faster than the other economies in the post COVID-19 world.

The reforms

NITI Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant, according to sources, equated the 2020 reforms with the 1991
opening of the Indian economy. “He claimed that the impact of 1991 reforms initiated by then
Finance Minister Manmohan Singh is equivalent to the opening of mine and coal sectors done
by the Narendra Modi government. He was lambasted by Trinamool MP Saugata Roy, who
asked for more details about the so-called reforms,” one of the members said.

There were no specific answers to the current state of the Indian economy. “They claimed that
India should become an export-based economy without actually laying down the specifics. It was
a rhetorical statement,” another member said.

The NITI Aayog officials, sources said, have assured that a separate presentation would be
made about it.
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CHINA MUST RESPECT RULES, SAYS FRANCE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Emmanuel Bonne  

A day after the Chinese Ambassador in India objected to the outgoing U.S. Ambassador’s
comments on the India-China stand-off, a senior French diplomat, on Thursday, said that “when
China breaks rules, we have to be very robust and very clear”. When it came to direct threats to
India, he said, France had always been supportive on Kashmir at the UN Security Council and
did “not let the Chinese play any procedural games”.

“Let us not go for confrontation — it’s much easier to say this from Paris, [than] from Delhi when
you almost have a problem in the Himalayas and when you have Pakistan at your border. And I
mean on direct threats to India, we have always been very clear. Whether on Kashmir we have
been very supportive of India in the Security Council, we have not let the Chinese play any kind
of procedural games,” Emmanuel Bonne, Diplomatic Adviser to French President Emmanuel
Macron, said at a webinar organised by the Vivekananda International Foundation on Thursday.

Referring to the stand-off in eastern Ladakh, he said that when it came to the Himalayas, the
statement had been “perfectly clear”. “What we say publicly, we say to the Chinese also
privately. We need to be robust…” Mr. Bonne said.

Mr. Bonne was in India for the third India-France strategic dialogue led by National Security
Adviser Ajit Doval from the Indian side.

Thanks for support

Mr. Bonne thanked India for its support recently in “countering disinformation” from Turkey and
Pakistan, and said that their relations with Pakistan were “at a historic low”. “We very much
appreciate the support we got not only from your authorities but also from Indian civil society
when our country was under attack by some leaders in Turkey and Pakistan and in other
countries,” he said.

Saying that they wanted China to respect “certain rules, be less aggressive,” Mr. Bonne said
China should work in the same framework as others and it was important for France to be more
defensive, aggressive but also be more dynamic and nimble, and join forces.
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MODI SPEAKS TO FRENCH DIPLOMAT, SAYS HAPPY
WITH PROGRESS TWO COUNTRIES MADE

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Emmanuel Bonne, Diplomatic Advisor to the French President Emmanuel Macron called on
Prime Minister Narendra Modi after the representatives of the two countries discussed key
issues at their annual strategic dialogue. Modi told the French diplomat that he is happy with the
progress the two countries have made and conveyed his best wishes to the French President.

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) later informed India and France discussed key issues
such as counter-terrorism, maritime security, cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region and vowed
to accord high priority to their partnership.

National Security Advisor Ajit Doval led the Indian delegation, while the French delegation was
headed by Emmanuel Bonne at the talks.

The Prime Minister expressed his satisfaction with the progress both countries have made on
key aspects of the India-France strategic partnership, including counter-terrorism, cyber-
security, defence and strategic cooperation, etc.

Bonne also briefed the Prime Minister on India-France cooperation on various regional and
global issues, including maritime and multilateral cooperation.

Prime Minister fondly recalled his recent exchanges with President Macron, and conveyed his
best wishes for his health. He also reiterated his invitation to President Macron to visit India as
soon as conditions permits.

The Prime Minister later tweeted, Had a productive meeting with Mr. Emmanuel Bonne,
Diplomatic Advisor to President Macron. Expressed joy at the progress in India-France Strategic
Partnership, a force for global good in the post-COVID world. Reiterated the invitation to my
friend Emmanuel Macron to visit India.

Had a productive meeting with Mr. Emmanuel Bonne, Diplomatic Advisor to President Macron.
Expressed joy at the progress in India-France Strategic Partnership, a force for global good in
the post-COVID world. Reiterated the invitation to my friend @EmmanuelMacron to visit India.
pic.twitter.com/YQHmbqJXST

In its statement, the MEA said the two sides held discussions on a variety of issues including
counter-terrorism, cybersecurity, defence cooperation, maritime security, regional and global
issues and cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region.

The French release on the dialogue said, at the dialogue, they reiterated their attachment to an
inclusive, rules-based Indo-Pacific which contributes to a multipolar Asia in a multipolar world.

the agenda of the strategic dialogue covered all aspects of the Indo-French strategic partnership
in the Indo-Pacific and in the fields of space, defence, security, civil nuclear energy, among
others.

On each topic, the two sides noted the high degree of convergence of views and agreed on
concrete steps to further enhance their cooperation, the French statement said.

https://www.livemint.com/news/world/eu-china-leaders-seal-long-awaited-investment-deal-11609337263939.html
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During his meetings, Bonne conveyed President Macron's wish to further strengthen the
relationship of trust and friendship between France and India in 2021.

"Indo-French cooperation will be key to tackling global challenges in 2021, such as ensuring
equal and universal access to COVID-19 vaccines, protecting climate and biodiversity, and
building a renewed multilateralism," the French statement said.

Bonne highlighted that France will work closely with India in the UN Security Council in 2021-
2022 and reiterated France's support for India's bid for a permanent seat, it said.

Both sides reaffirmed the high priority they accord to the India-France strategic partnership and
highlighted the convergence of views between the two countries, the MEA said.

(With inputs from agencies)
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INDIA ASKS CHINA TO ALLOW CREW CHANGE FOR
STRANDED SAILORS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Indian Ambassador Vikram Misri has raised with China the issue of stranded Indian sailors in
ships off Chinese ports, asking the authorities to allow an early approval for a crew change.

Mr. Misri took up the issue with China’s Vice Foreign Minister, the Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) said on Friday, with details for changing the crew still being worked out.

Two ships, MV Jag Anand and MV Anastasia, are among several carrying Australian coal that
have been unable to offload their cargo after China essentially banned coal imports amid
deteriorating relations with Australia. There are 23 Indian sailors on the bulk carrier MV Jag
Anand which has been stuck off the Jingtang port on the Bohai Sea in northern China since
June, and 16 others on MV Anastasia, which has been off the port of Caofeidian, also in Hebei,
since September.

New outbreak

Complicating the situation is a new outbreak of COVID-19 cases in Hebei province, which has
gone into “wartime” mode after more than 100 cases were reported this week and 11 million
people in the city of Shijiazhuang have been put under lockdown.

The Sydney Morning Herald reported this week there are about 70 ships waiting, caught in
between China not allowing them to unload and “importers and ship charterers [that] are
demanding the ships wait regardless.”

China has said the ships are free to leave and has placed the responsibility on freight forwarding
companies for resolving the impasse. The companies neither want to incur the costs of the
cargo nor lose their waiting spots, leaving the sailors caught in the middle.

“In view of China’s strict COVID-19 pandemic control and prevention measures as well as
various travel restrictions in place, the Chinese authorities have outlined detailed steps to ensure
the smooth movement of new crew to China to effect crew change,” MEA spokesperson Anurag
Srivastava said on Friday.

“These steps have to be complied with by the shipping companies concerned. With regard to the
request of exploring alternative modes of crew change at sea, this possibility has also been
taken up by with Chinese authorities, who have indicated that the details for this option are being
worked out. We are awaiting these details from Chinese authorities.”

India, he said, “will continue to remain in touch with various relevant Chinese authorities as well
as shipping companies to ensure that the humanitarian needs of the crew are taken care of and
that crew changes can be effected at the earliest.”

On the situation along the Line of Actual Control (LAC), Mr. Srivastava said both sides had
maintained communication at the ground level “to avoid any misunderstandings and
misjudgments” but did not say when the next round of talks between Corps Commanders would
be held.
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Both sides had agreed on December 18, following a meeting of the Working Mechanism for
Consultation and Coordination on India-China border affairs, to hold the next round at an early
date but have failed to agree on a date so far, underlining the broader impasse in taking forward
disengagement and a return to the status quo prior to China’s transgressions last May.

“The two sides have agreed to hold the next round of Senior Commanders meeting and are in
constant communication through diplomatic and military channels in this regard,” he said. “In the
meantime, both sides have maintained communication at the ground level to avoid any
misunderstandings and misjudgments.”
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CHINA HOLDS THIRD EDITION OF SOUTH ASIA
MULTILATERAL MEET

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Hua Chunying  

China has held its third multilateral dialogue with countries from South Asia to take forward
closer cooperation on fighting COVID-19 and coordinating their economic agendas, reflecting a
new approach in Beijing’s outreach to the region.

The third dialogue, held virtually on January 6, brought together every country in the region
barring India, Bhutan and the Maldives, and was aimed at “anti-epidemic cooperation and
poverty reduction cooperation”, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying said.

All three dialogues have been attended by Pakistan and Nepal, which are emerging as two
lynchpins in China’s regional strategy. The first such meeting was convened by China in July,
and was attended by Pakistan, Nepal and Afghanistan. This was followed by a grouping in
November attended by China, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.

The January 6 meeting was attended by all five countries that have taken part in these dialogues
— Pakistan, Nepal, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh — and was a follow-up to the two
earlier meetings, Ms. Hua said.

“In this meeting, the representatives shared their experience on anti-epidemic and poverty
relief,” she said. “They talked about dealing with the impact of the pandemic, resuming economic
and trade cooperation, dealing with non-traditional security challenges and advancing
sustainable development, and reached an initial consensus. It shows our strong will and
confidence in dealing with challenges together and achieving cooperation. China would like to
work with all sides in implementing our consensus and to make greater contribution to building a
regional community with shared future for health.”

In the previous two rounds, the countries also discussed how to work more closely together
under China’s Belt and Road Initiative to boost their post-COVID-19 economic recovery and
agreed that countries linked by land ports should establish joint response mechanisms in border
areas, apart from committing to greater information sharing and international cooperation.

CPEC extension

At the July quadrilateral dialogue with Afghanistan, Nepal and Pakistan, China’s Foreign Minister
Wang Yi proposed extending the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to Afghanistan, as
well as taking forward an economic corridor plan with Nepal, called the Trans-Himalayan Multi-
dimensional Connectivity Network.

Mr. Wang told the conference the four countries were “connected by mountains and rivers”, and
also offered to share China’s expertise and capacities on COVID-19 vaccines. The Foreign
Minister also hit out at countries that had “politicised” the pandemic and “undermined
cooperation for their own political needs”, saying they would be “nailed to history’s pillar of
shame forever”.
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GRADING INDIA’S COUNTER-COERCIVE STRATEGY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

In the murky and chameleon-like world of contemporary geopolitics, adopting a sceptical
approach to analyses and evaluation is often the best way forward. Nine months is a reasonable
period to arrive at a holistic and reasonably acceptable evaluation of crises across domains.
That the world was caught napping and brought to its knees by the COVID-19 pandemic is an
undisputable proposition. In the grey zone at the global level is the absence of a definitive
prognosis on the decline and rise of American and Chinese power, respectively.

The two heavyweights are jabbing at one another without anyone of them being able to deliver
that decisive knockout blow. The contest promises to be a long-drawn one that could last
decades and result in several bouts across domains ranging from the traditional military and
diplomatic spaces to new frontiers such as space, cyber and the cognitive domain. As the two
powers engage in a strategy of exhaustion, middle powers such as India must see an
opportunity to redefine their place in the world order.

Also read | China holds third South Asia multilateral meet in new push

Alexander L. George, a pioneering American political scientist who published several path-
breaking works on deterrence and coercion in a career spanning over six decades, is best
known for his work on coercive diplomacy. It is instructive to benchmark the happenings in
eastern Ladakh against four of his variants of coercive diplomacy — a gradual turning of the
screw, a try-and-see, a tacit ultimatum, or a full-fledged ultimatum. As the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) engaged in unprovoked transgressions through May 2020 that sought to alter the
existing status quo in eastern Ladakh, it did so in a progressive manner that much resembled
the graduated turning of the screw and then waiting to see India’s response. This was critical for
the Chinese to decide whether it could replicate similar transgressions elsewhere along the Line
of Actual Control.

An immediate Indian military response in the form of a quid-pro-quo was among the options that
was demanded by shrill voices across constituencies of strategic watchers. This was correctly
not subscribed to by India’s strategic establishment, which decided instead to adopt the try-and-
see approach. In this phase of the crisis, India sought to engage in mild forms of coercion that
involved the building up of forces to achieve parity on the ground. It was also the first time ever
that the Indian Air Force could display its capabilities in Ladakh in all its roles, giving an
indication that a serious demand was being made by India from the People’s Liberation Army to
restore status quo without an explicit threat or a time limit laid down by India.

Interestingly, as India’s defensive posture was strengthened militarily, so did the coercive
content in its diplomacy and economic posturing vis-à-vis China. Having failed to coerce the
People’s Liberation Army to withdraw by mid-July, India had two options as per the escalatory
ladder laid out by Alexander George. It could issue an indirect or tacit ultimatum that would
involve an implicit and tightly controlled tactical action, thereby demonstrating resolve and intent.
Or, it could issue a full-fledged ultimatum followed by multi-dimensional military action that could
lead to a limited conflict. If avoidance of war and winning without fighting lies at the heart of both
Kautilya and Sun Tzu’s approach towards statecraft, the People’s Liberation Army’s initial moves
and the deliberate Indian response conformed to a predictable journey up the escalation ladder
that stopped at a tacit ultimatum.

Also read | U.S., India have ‘close cooperation’ on LAC action by China: Kenneth Juster
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Equally applicable to the eastern Ladakh crisis from Alexander George’s repository of ideas are
the psychological variables that impact the effectiveness of coercion, particularly the ‘dangers of
misperceptions and miscalculations under the stressful conditions of crises’. Ringing true is also
his emphasis on the ‘importance of political leaders having a good understanding of adversary
leaders, their mind-sets and domestic constraints’.

In eastern Ladakh, the People’s Liberation Army unrolled its tactical plans with speed and
transgressed with the requisite stealth. However, at the operational and strategic level, the
Chinese engaged in significant overreach and did not expect the Indian Army and the Indian Air
Force to mobilise in strength and slip into their operational roles at high altitude with ease. The
comfort levels of the Indian Army with absorbing attrition and offering an impactful riposte like
the one it did by occupying key heights overlooking People’s Liberation Army positions, makes
one wonder whether the People’s Liberation Army has ceded the psychological high ground it
had gained in May. At the strategic level, the refusal of India’s political establishment to push the
panic button in May, and the synergised politico-diplomatic-military approach by the Indians
during negotiations have been a welcome departure from the past.

Also read | ‘No third-party meddling’: Chinese envoy responds to U.S. Ambassador on LAC

If one looks at the crisis through the prism of a larger global and regional context, or even
through the more focused lens of coercive diplomacy, there are several positives for Indian
statecraft, particularly in the diplomatic and military realms. India is a status quo power and this
is ingrained in its strategic DNA and associated strategies of deterrence and coercion. This
implies, and history is testimony to the possibility, that when faced with adversaries who are
either irrational or revisionist, there is every likelihood of India initially being rocked onto the back
foot during a crisis that involves either the application or the show of force. Response strategies
to such situations are where there is much ground still to be covered.

India has militarily recovered well, diplomatically played hard-ball and strategically postured
deftly despite the constraints of the ongoing pandemic. While it is too early to predict the
trajectory of events when the snows melt, the Chinese have bitten off more than they can chew
and could be looking for a face-saving solution. When such a possibility emerges with the kind of
power asymmetry that exists between the two countries, it can only be fair to argue that India
has done well in countering Chinese coercion in Ladakh with its own brand of counter-coercion.

Arjun Subramaniam is a military historian and strategic commentator
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‘MALÉ MAKES NO APOLOGY FOR TIES WITH INDIA’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Maldivian President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih , rose to power in 2018, promising democratic
governance and justice to citizens. While the two years he has completed in office have seen
major policy changes, his incumbent government faces many challenges, only heightened by
the pandemic. In an email interview, President Solih speaks on economic revival plans, regional
cooperation, and responds to criticism over his government’s “over-reliance” on India. Excerpt:

Mr. President, you have completed over two years in office. How would you evaluate your
performance?

This administration has accomplished much in the past two years across every major policy
sphere. We have made education free up to the first undergraduate degree; initiated a health
sector reform programme which has seen the upgrading of medical centres; we’ve strengthened
our decentralisation legislation to empower local communities and reverse decades of over-
centralisation.

We have also demonstrated our commitment to gender equality by legally mandating that 1/3rd
of our local councils be comprised of women and by appointing the first ever women justices to
the Maldives’ Supreme Court. We have repealed regressive legislation such as a defamation act
that criminalised speech critical of the government.

On the international front we have reinvigorated our relationships with our global partners, re-
entered the Maldives into important organisations such as the Commonwealth of Nations, and
reiterated our ambitions towards mitigation and adaption against the climate emergency.

Like the rest of the world, the Maldives too is reeling under the impact of the pandemic.
How do you plan to revive your economy?

Our economy has long been reliant on tourism. The pandemic and the consequent restrictions
on global air travel have adversely affected this industry and the overall economy. With the
reopening of our borders, and stringent health measures in place at our resorts in accordance
with guidelines developed by our health authorities and Tourism Ministry, the tourism industry is
now slowly recovering, as is our economy. However, the pandemic has also made clear the
danger of our economy being overly reliant on a single sector.

We will also need international assistance and support for our recovery efforts, to shore up our
depleted foreign currency reserves, and reduce our debt burden.

The Maldivian Auditor-General recently voiced concern over your government’s “heavy
reliance” on a single country for grants, alluding to India. Given that Male-New Delhi
bilateral relations improved drastically after your election, how do you respond to that?

We appreciate the proactive role that India has taken in economic relief efforts and providing
financial assistance to the Maldives, as well as for its continued development assistance. We
are also very happy that bilateral relations have improved with India, as it has between the
Maldives and many of our partners across the globe. The Maldives is keen to engage with all
our partners.

It is significant, because the political opposition and critics of your government have
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accused your administration of “selling off Maldives” to India, taking out rallies on Male’s
streets and leading ‘India out’ campaigns on social media.

Moving away from an isolationist foreign policy and engaging with our neighbours strengthen our
national security and increase respect for us as a sovereign country. The Maldives makes no
apologies for our positive engagement with our largest neighbour, and one of our closest
international partners, India.

We welcome constructive criticism of our foreign policy, as well as other aspects of our
governance. Undermining relationships that are in the interest of the Maldives for the sake of
demagoguery and cheap political points is irresponsible.

One of your key election promises was that your government will revisit the deals signed
by the Yameen administration with China - loans and infrastructure projects - if elected.
Have you been able to restructure the debt — over $ 1.4 billion — Male owes Beijing?

China is a close and valued partner to the Maldives. We welcome their participating in the G20’s
DSSI [Debt Service Suspension Initiative], and appreciate that we have been able to positively
engage with them to renegotiate the terms of ongoing development assistance and economic
projects, in a manner mutually beneficial to both countries, and consistent with our friendly
relations.

Your government recently signed a defence deal with the U.S., and another agreement
with Japan to strengthen your Coast Guard. Last month, the Indian Foreign Secretary
visited your capital. Is Male leaning towards the ‘Quad’ bloc?

The Maldives’ priorities lie in a peaceful Indian Ocean region. Our international engagements
are to enhance our commercial cooperation, strengthen regional peace and security, facilitate
economic prosperity for our country, and voice out on issues important to us on the international
fora, such as climate change and environmental preservation. We will pursue our goals
alongside our partners who share our mutual priorities.

The geopolitical contest in the region has escalated this year, especially after the border
tensions between India and China. How does this impact the Maldives and your foreign
policy choices?

Not at all. The Maldives believes that differences between international partners can be settled
peacefully through dialogue and mediation. While this is ongoing, it does not hinder our ability to
constructively engage with our partners on issues of mutual interest.

What, in your view, are the prospects for regional cooperation, including through SAARC,
in the Indian Ocean Region in this difficult climate of the pandemic and persisting
bilateral tensions between India and Pakistan?

I reiterate that regional differences should be settled amicably through means and solutions
agreeable to all concerned. While it is not in the Maldives’s policy to comment on disagreements
between two sovereign countries, we also believe that such disputes are best resolved through
strengthening multilateral and regional cooperation mechanisms, and using such channels for
frequent dialogue and mediation. While the pandemic may be a challenge towards realising
such ends in the immediate future I believe it has made especially evident that major global
issues and crises cannot be contained to borders, and will thus help galvanise efforts to
strengthen regional cooperation frameworks in the long-term. The Maldives is happy to be part
of such efforts.
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Moving away from an isolationist foreign policy and engaging with our neighbours
strengthen our national security
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U.S. REMOVES RESTRICTIONS ON DIPLOMATIC
CONTACT WITH TAIWAN

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Mike Pompeo  

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced on Saturday that the State Department is voiding
longstanding restrictions on how U.S. diplomats and others have contact with their counterparts
in Taiwan, another move that is expected to upset China as the Trump administration winds to
an end.

The Trump administration has sought to strengthen bilateral relations with Taiwan. It announced
on Thursday that UN Ambassador Kelly Craft would go to Taiwan, a move that sparked sharp
criticism from Beijing and a warning that the U.S. would pay a heavy price. In August, Health
and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar became the first Cabinet member to visit Taiwan since
2014.

Mr. Pompeo said that the State Department has created complex restrictions when it comes to
contacts between the two parties. He said those actions were taken to appease the Communist
regime in Beijing.

“No more,” Mr. Pompeo declared in a statement. “Today I am announcing that I am lifting all of
these self-imposed restrictions.”

Mr. Pompeo said the U.S. maintains relationships with unofficial partners around the world, and
Taiwan is no exception.

“Our two democracies share common values of individual freedom, the rule of law, and a
respect for human dignity,” Pompeo said. “Today’s statement recognizes that the U.S.-Taiwan
relationship need not, and should not, be shackled by self-imposed restrictions of our permanent
bureaucracy.”

Taiwan Foreign Minister Joseph Wu welcomed the move.

“I’m grateful to @SecPompeo & @StateDept for lifting restrictions unnecessarily limiting our
engagements these past years,” Wu said in a retweet of a Pompeo tweet about the
announcement.

China hits back at U.S.

China’s state media lashed out at Mr. Pompeo , accusing the Secretary of State of “seeking to
maliciously inflict a long-lasting scar on China-U.S. ties.”

The Chinese government maintains that mainland China and Taiwan are parts of “one China.”
China has been stepping up its threats to bring the self-governing island under its control by
military force with frequent war games and aerial patrols. It has been using its diplomatic clout to
stop Taiwan from joining any organisations that require statehood for membership.

Subscribe to The Hindu digital to get unlimited access to Today's paper
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WTO RAISES CONCERNS OVER IMPLICATIONS OF
GOVT’S PROGRAMMES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade, WTO and issues involved

Members noted that India’s policy relied heavily on tariff, export taxes, min import prices, import
and export curbs

World Trade Organization (WTO) members have raised concerns over the Centre’s
programmes, such as Atmanirbhar Bharat, to promote domestic manufacturing and import
substitution, cautioning India about trade restrictions such programmes could attract.

“Members took note of the programmes put in place to promote foreign direct investment and
local manufacturing, and to further integrate Make in India, Digital India, Start-up India, Skill
India and Self-Reliant India into global supply chains. They welcomed these initiatives, while
raising concerns about the possible trade restrictions they could introduce, urging India to be
mindful of any trade implications," ambassador Harald Aspelund, chair of the WTO’s trade policy
review body, said in his concluding remarks during India’s 7th trade policy review.

India’s average tariff increased from 13% in FY15 to 14.3% in FY21 with policymakers frequently
using measures to encourage domestic production and curb inflation, the WTO said in its latest
Trade Policy Review report for Asia’s third-largest economy conducted between 6 and 8
January.

Also Read | The curious case of the glowing beaches

WTO members acknowledged India’s “comprehensive stabilization and stimulus package" to
deal with the pandemic, but encouraged New Delhi to ensure that these measures were
designed and implemented in a transparent manner and that they meet legitimate policy goals
without unduly restricting trade.

Members noted that India’s trade policy had remained unchanged since the previous review in
2015, with continued heavy reliance on instruments such as tariff, export taxes, minimum import
prices, import and export curbs, and licensing.

“On tariff, concerns were expressed with respect to complexity and uncertainty, an increase in
tariff rates, preferences, and concessions. Highlighting that India was an active user of trade
remedies, members asked India to take a cautious approach in applying anti-dumping and
safeguard measures and emphasized that all relevant investigations should be conducted in
conformity with WTO provisions," the chairperson said.
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BRIDGING THE GULF: ON GULF RECONCILIATION
SUMMIT

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

The Gulf reconciliation summit, in Al-Ula, Saudi Arabia, where the kingdom and its allies decided
to end their blockade of Qatar, has brought to an end, for now, their long feud. In 2017, Saudi
Arabia, under the leadership of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS), the UAE, Bahrain
and Egypt imposed the blockade and severed diplomatic ties, accusing the tiny Gulf country of
supporting terrorism. They also issued 13 demands for it to be lifted, which included shutting
down the Qatar-funded TV network, Al Jazeera, closing a Turkish military base and reducing
diplomatic relations with Iran. Qatar did not budge despite the heavy economic cost. When the
Saudi and Emirati airspaces were closed, Iran offered Qatar global connectivity. Al Jazeera is
still live. And, Qatar has invited more Turkish troops, bolstering its ties with Ankara, which is
eager to play a bigger role in West Asia. Moreover, it played an important role in the U.S.-
Taliban deal and continued to host talks between Taliban representatives and the Afghan
government. If the original Saudi plan was to isolate Qatar and make it kneel, it has backfired.
And in the last weeks of the Trump administration, MBS and his allies seem to have realised
their strategic folly.

Qatar has made few concessions to reach the reconciliation. The 13 specific demands were
replaced by a broad agreement on non-intervention in other countries’ internal affairs and
cooperating to ensure regional stability and security, which can be open to different
interpretations for different sides. After the summit, Qatar’s Foreign Ministry has said that the
country had no intention of altering ties with Iran and Turkey. In practice, the Saudi side stepped
down from its demands and made amends with an unshaken Qatar as a new President is going
to assume power in the U.S. The Saudi U-turn could be the result of a genuine tactical rethink.
The rift in the Gulf helped Iran and Turkey, Riyadh’s main rivals, while it failed to scuttle Qatar’s
standing. Iran, reeling under U.S. sanctions, also got some financial relief from Qatari payouts
for using its airspace. By lifting the air and sea blockades, the Saudis and the Emiratis could
deny Iran of those funds and also try to put up a united Arab regional front as Joe Biden is
preparing to renegotiate the Iran nuclear deal. The Saudis may also be hoping that bridging the
Gulf between two American allies would help them warm up to the Biden administration. While
ending the feud is welcome, it cannot be overlooked that this unnecessary crisis was born out of
an ill-thought-out Saudi-Emirati strategy of coercion. It reflects poorly on them. They should
learn from the mistakes and build ties based on mutual interests and cooperation, not on threats
and coercion.
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REFRAMING INDIA’S FOREIGN POLICY PRIORITIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

The year 2021 should see a cementing of the many trends that had their genesis in 2020.
Leadership change in the United States is perhaps the most awaited change, but is unlikely to
bring about a major power shift in the international arena. Even before the changeover, and
despite the promise of a Biden presidency to invigorate the U.S.-Europe axis, Europe has turned
its back on the U.S. and revived its China links, by ‘concluding in principle the negotiations for an
EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment’. In one swift move, Europe has thus
shattered all hope that China would remain ostracised in 2021.

Many countries will now find themselves scrambling for cover. India which has greatly curtailed
its relations with China since April 2020, (in the wake of Chinese aggression in Eastern Ladakh)
will find itself ‘out on a limb’, with many countries likely to seek closer economic relations with
China now.

The year 2021, hence, begins on a triumphal note for China and China’s Supreme Leader, Xi
Jinping. China is about the only major country which had a positive rate of growth at the end of
2020, and its economy is poised to grow even faster in 2021. Militarily, China has further
strengthened itself, and now seeks to dominate the Indo-Pacific Ocean with its announcement of
the launch of its third aircraft carrier in 2021. Simultaneously, it is seeking to strengthen its
military coordination with Russia. Consequent on all this, and notwithstanding Chinese
intransigence in several matters including its heavy-handed actions in Hong Kong and Uighur,
China’s position across Asia is, if anything, stronger than in 2020. News emanating from China
is that President Xi will further cement his position, both as Party leader and as President during
2021, despite internecine tensions within the Communist Party of China. China is, hence,
unlikely to concede any ground to its opponents across the world in 2021, a fact that India will
need to reckon with. It cannot expect any Chinese concessions in Eastern Ladakh, until India
‘makes amends’.

The new year will be dominated by strong authoritarian leaders like Xi Jinping in China, Vladimir
Putin in Russia, and Recep Tayyip Erdoan in Turkey. International politics may not be very
different from that in 2020, but any hope that the Compact of Democracy would emerge stronger
will need to be eschewed. Europe, minus Britain following Brexit, and the retirement of
Germany’s Angela Merkel, could become even less relevant in world affairs. The China-EU
Investment Treaty which saw Europe capitulating to China’s brandishments is an indication that
Europe values its economy more than its politics.

Major changes are afoot in Eurasia and West Asia which could lead to significant shifts. Russia
is beginning to display greater interest in the affairs of countries on its periphery and, together
with strengthening ties with China and reaching an entente with Turkey, this seems to signal
reduced interest in countries such as India. In West Asia, the Abraham Accords, leading to a
realignment of forces in the Arab world, have sharpened the division between the Saudi Bloc
and Iran-Turkey. Despite the hype surrounding the Abraham Accords, the situation, however,
remains fluid and has not reduced the risk of a confrontation between Iran and Israel. This does
pose problems for India, since both have relations with it. Meanwhile, China demonstrates a
willingness to play a much larger role in the region, including contemplating a 25-year strategic
cooperation agreement with Iran.

Saudi Arabia could find the going difficult in 2021, with a Biden Administration taking charge in
Washington. The healing of wounds among the Sunni Arab states in the region should be
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viewed as a pyrrhic victory at best for Saudi Arabia. One by-product of this could be a
sharpening of hostilities between the Sunni and Shia camps. Given the strategic flux in the
region, Iran could well be tempted to use its nuclear capability to enhance its position, confident
that the West may be unwilling to challenge it at this juncture.

At the start of 2021, India seems the odd man missing as far as these developments are
concerned. No breakthrough in Sino-Indian relations has, or is likely to occur, and the
confrontation between Indian and Chinese armed forces is expected to continue. India currently
plays no significant role in West Asia. India-Iran relations today lack warmth. In Afghanistan,
India has been marginalised as far as the peace process is concerned. While India’s charges
against Pakistan of sponsoring terror have had some impact globally, it has further aggravated
tensions between the two neighbours, and in the process, also helped Pakistan to cement its
relations with China. While hostility between India and Nepal appears to have reduced lately,
relations continue to be strained. Through a series of diplomatic visits, India has made valiant
efforts to improve relations with some of its neighbours such as Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri
Lanka, but as of now worthwhile results are not evident. One key takeaway is that as India-
China relations deteriorate, India’s neighbours are not averse to taking sides, increasing India’s
isolation.

Whether India’s perceived marginalisation from global mainstream events as we enter 2021
signifies a sharp drop-off in its foreign policy capabilities is, no doubt, debatable. India’s foreign
policy objectives are to widen its sphere of influence, enhance its role across nations, and make
its presence felt as an emerging power in an increasingly disruptive global system. It is a moot
point though whether any of these objectives has been achieved. Today, India’s voice and
counsel are seldom sought, or listened to. This is a far cry from what used to happen previously.
India will serve as the president of the powerful UN Security Council for the month of August,
2021, but if it is to make a real impact, it must be seen to possess substantial weight to shape
policies, more so in its traditional areas of influence.

Many explanations could be available for this state of affairs. Admittedly, our diplomats conduct
their activities with a high degree of competence, but they are possibly hampered by other
factors. One, could be the kind of policy choices the country has adopted in the recent period,
which have possibly altered the perception of India in certain quarters. There is again a
perception that India’s closeness to the U.S. has resulted in the weakening of its links with
traditional friends such as Russia and Iran, impacting the country’s image. Perhaps the most
relevant explanation could be the shifting balance of power in the region in which India is
situated, notably the rise of China, and the enlarging conflict between the two biggest powers in
Asia, compelling many nations to pick sides in the conflict.

A less obvious, but perhaps more relevant aspect, could also be that India’s foreign policy
suffers from an ideational vacuum. It is not the sharp decline in the economy, problems caused
on account of the pandemic, or the growing polarisation in values across nations and societies,
but more possibly India’s inability or failure in the ideational realm that lies at the root of our
foreign policy inadequacies.

Currently, India remains isolated from two important supranational bodies of which it used to be
a founding member, viz., the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and the South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC). Efforts to whip up enthusiasm for newer institutions such as the
Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC),
have hardly been successful. India has opted out of the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) (a majority of Asian countries are members), and failed to take advantage
of the RIC, or the Russia, India and China grouping, even as relations with Russia and China
have deteriorated. On the other hand, India’s foreign policy imperatives, across Asia and South
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Asia in particular, today seem to be a mixture of misplaced confidence, sometimes verging on
hubris (as in the case of Nepal), a lack of understanding of the sensitivities of neighbours such
as Bangladesh and long-time friends (such as Vietnam and Iran), and according excessive
importance to the policy needs and pressures of nations such as the U.S. There is possibly a
misplaced perception in much of Asia that the India of today is not unwilling to sacrifice its
strategic autonomy under U.S. pressure.

As part of the ideational restructuring of India’s foreign policy, what is urgently required, apart
from competent statecraft, is the adoption of prudent policies, pursuit of realistically achievable
objectives, and, above all, a demonstration of continuity of policy, irrespective of changes in the
nature of the Administration. These may be time consuming, but are a surer recipe for success
in attaining foreign policy objectives.

M.K. Narayanan is a former National Security Adviser and a former Governor of West Bengal
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AL-ULA SUMMIT: RESTORING THE UNITY OF THE GCC
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: GCC

More from the author

A day before the 41st annual summit of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), held at Al-Ula in
Saudi Arabia, the Kuwaiti Foreign Minister, Ahmad Nasser Mohammed Al Sabah, announced on
January 4, 2021 that Saudi Arabia and Qatar had agreed to resume full diplomatic relations and
open their air space, land and sea borders. Along with Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and
Egypt also decided to end their boycott of Qatar, imposed in June 2017.   

In the Al-Ula Declaration, the GCC pledged to restore collaboration among the member
countries, strengthen military integration to face emerging challenges, cooperate on health
issues and further integrate their economies. The GCC also agreed to implement King Salman’s
proposal at the 36th Summit in 2015 calling for joint defence and security systems and a unified
foreign policy for all the members.1

Differences among the member states over a common approach on foreign and security
policies, in fact, had triggered the Qatar crisis. When the three GCC member states — Saudi
Arabia, UAE and Bahrain (along with Egypt) in June 2017 announced the boycott of diplomatic
and commercial ties, they required Qatar it to abide by as many as 13 conditions, for ties to be
restored.

These included the scaling down of its relationship with Iran, the shutting down of a Turkish
military base on its territory, withdrawing alleged support to terrorist groups and aligning its
political, military, economic and social policies with the other GCC countries. Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the UAE were particularly concerned with the activities of the Muslim Brotherhood in
their respective countries and Qatari support to the organisation.

Qatar did not agree to these 13 demands and insisted that the boycott was a violation of
international law and its sovereignty. Instead of downgrading its ties with Iran and Turkey, Qatar
came closer to these two countries in the aftermath of the boycott. Qatar’s support for the
Muslim Brotherhood also continued.

The UAE Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Anwar Gargash, in the aftermath of the Al-Ula
summit, insisted that the demands placed on Qatar were ‘maximalist’ negotiating positions.2
Qatari Foreign Minister, Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani’s statement that all the countries
agreed on ‘basic principles to overcome the current differences’ indicates that the member
states have decided to leave behind the acrimonious past, in the larger interests of the
organisation’s unity and regional stability.3

Saudi Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, in his address to the Al-Ula summit, emphasised
on unity and solidarity among the member states to face common challenges. He charged Iran
with playing a destabilising role in the region, highlighting its alleged support to terrorist proxies
and regional sectarian agenda, apart from due to its nuclear concerns.4

The reconciliation among the GCC countries comes in the backdrop of heightened US-Iran
tensions in the Gulf. Iranian nuclear scientist Mohsen Farkhrizadeh was assassinated in
November 2020. There have been sabotage attacks on nuclear, industrial and petrochemical
sites in Iran in the recent past.

/taxonomy/term/2
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The Al-Ula summit was also held in the aftermath of Israel’s normalisation agreements, the
‘Abraham Accords’, with the UAE and Bahrain. These accords pave the way for the
strengthening of the relationship between Israel and critical Gulf States, neighbouring Iran.

Riyadh and Tehran continue to be at the opposing ends of regional flashpoints. The Yemeni
government, for instance, is backed by Saudi Arabia while the Houthi rebels are backed by Iran.
The Bashar Al Assad regime in Syria is supported by Iran, while the opposition coalition is
supported by Saudi Arabia. Tensions between these two big regional players have also
increased in the waters of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman.

For the GCC, therefore, given the above geo-political context, bringing Qatar back into its fold
was important to more effectively put up a common front against Iran’s regional policies.

Qatar’s robust relationships with Iran and Turkey, and its approach towards the Muslim
Brotherhood, will continue to be keenly watched by Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain and Egypt.

During the period of its isolation, Qatar developed strong political, economic and security ties
with Iran. High-level political interaction took place between the two countries, with Iranian
Foreign Minister Javad Zarif visiting Doha in October 2017, and Qatari Emir, Sheikh Tamim,
visiting Tehran in January 2020.

Even as Qatar gets reconciled with the GCC, it will be difficult for it to snap all its ties with Iran.
Both countries share the South Pars (known as Northern Dome in Qatar) gas field. Iran and
Qatar had also signed an agreement in April 2018 for joint patrols in the Gulf.

Similarly, Qatar’s relationship with Turkey was strengthened in the aftermath of the boycott.
Turkish President Erdogan visited Qatar twice, in July 2017 and in July 2020, while Sheikh
Tamim visited Turkey in September 2017.

A day after the boycott was announced in June 2017, the Turkish parliament fast-tracked and
ratified two agreements relating to the deployment of troops in Qatar and the training of Qatari
forces. The agreement relating to the latter was signed earlier in April 2016. Turkey has since
established a military base in Qatar.

Further, in November 2017, Turkey, Iran and Qatar signed a tripartite trade and transport
agreement which facilitates transfer of goods from Turkey to Qatar via Iran.

Turkey, along with Qatar, are alleged to have strong ties with the Muslim Brotherhood, including
providing funding and shelter to the Muslim Brotherhood leaders. This continues to be a key
concern for Saudi Arabia, UAE and Egypt, who have banned and labelled the Muslim
Brotherhood as a terrorist group.

For Qatar, reconciliation without any conditions attached, was the most satisfactory and
honourable way to have come out of the crisis. Even as the Al-Ula summit has set a positive
tone for the restoration of unity in the GCC, a high level of commitment is required by all parties
to bridge the trust deficit and overcome issues of mutual concern.

Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.

http://www.pugwashindia.com
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-13

RECLAIMING SAARC FROM THE ASHES OF 2020
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SAARC and India

Thirty-six years after it first began, the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC), appears to be all but dead in the water. The year 2020 marked the sixth year since
the leaders of the eight nations that make up SAARC were able to meet. Further evidence of its
perilous position, if any was needed, came on the SAARC charter day on December 8, where
Prime Minister Narendra Modi made it clear that India’s position on cross-border terrorism from
Pakistan that led New Delhi to refuse to attend the SAARC summit in 2016 in Islamabad, is still
in place. This indicates that the grouping, which cannot convene unless all leaders agree to
meet, is unlikely to do so in the near future.

Over the past year, India-Pakistan issues have impacted other meetings of SAARC as well,
making it easier for member countries, as well as international agencies to deal with South Asia
as a fragmented group rather than a collective, working with each country in separate silos or in
smaller configurations. However, the events of 2020, particularly the novel coronavirus
pandemic and China’s aggressions at the Line of Actual Control (LAC) shone a new spotlight on
this mechanism, and should make the Modi government review its position and reverse that
trend.

Also read | SAARC potential can’t be realised until terror ends: Modi

India’s problems with Pakistan on terrorism, territorial claims and on its role in blocking SAARC
initiatives on connectivity and trade are well known. Even so, India’s refusal to allow Pakistan to
host the SAARC summit because of those problems is akin to giving Pakistan a ‘veto’ over the
entire SAARC process. The insistence is particularly puzzling given that Mr. Modi and his
cabinet ministers continued to attend Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) meetings along
with their Pakistani counterparts, including the SCO Heads of Government meeting in November
where New Delhi even invited Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan (he deputed another official).

While China’s incursions in Ladakh and the Galwan killings constituted the larger concern in the
year, India did not decline to attend meetings with the Chinese leadership at the SCO, the
Russia-India-China trilateral, the G-20 and others. No concerns over territorial claims stopped
the Modi government from engaging with Nepal either, despite Mr. K.P. Sharma Oli’s decision to
change Nepal’s map and Constitution to include Indian territories. In a year when the pandemic
has forced most multilateral summits to go online, it is inexplicable that India cannot attend a
virtual SAARC summit hosted by Pakistan, which would allow the South Asian process to move
forward.

Second, reviving SAARC is crucial to countering the common challenges brought about by the
pandemic. To begin with, studies have shown that South Asia’s experience of the pandemic has
been unique from other regions of the world, and this needs to be studied further in a
comprehensive manner (Pandemic Preparedness and Response to COVID-19 in South Asian
Countries) in order to counter future pandemics. Such an approach is also necessary for the
distribution and further trials needed for vaccines, as well as developing cold storage chains for
the vast market that South Asia represents.

Comment | Reviving SAARC to deal with China

The pandemic’s impact on South Asian economies is another area that calls for coordination.
Apart from the overall GDP slowdown, global job cuts which will lead to an estimated 22% fall in

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/saarc-potential-cant-be-realised-until-terror-ends-pm-modi/article33281688.ece
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33370566/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33370566/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/reviving-saarc-to-deal-with-china/article31956334.ece
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/04/22/world-bank-predicts-sharpest-decline-of-remittances-in-recent-history
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revenue for migrant labour and expatriates from South Asian countries, there is an expected
loss of about 10.77 million jobs and $52.32 billion in GDP in the tourism sector alone from the
impact of COVID-19. World Bank reports that have estimated the losses have all suggested that
South Asian countries work as a collective to set standards for labour from the region, and also
to promoting a more intra-regional, transnational approach towards tourism, citing successful
examples including the ‘East Africa Single Joint Visa’ system, or similar joint tourism initiatives
like in the Mekong region or the Caribbean islands.

In the longer term, there will be a shift in priorities towards health security, food security, and job
security, that will also benefit from an “all-of” South Asia approach. The impact of COVID-19 will
be seen in broader, global trends: a growing distaste for ‘globalisation’ of trade, travel and
migration all of which were seen to have helped the pandemic spread from China, as well as a
growing preference for nativism, self-dependence and localising supply chains. While it will be
impossible for countries to cut themselves off from the global market entirely, regional initiatives
will become the “Goldilocks option” (not too hot and not too cold), or the happy medium between
globalisation and hyper-nationalism. It would be important to note therefore, that as the world is
divided between regional trade arrangements such as new United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement, or USMCA (North America), the Southern Common Market, or MERCOSUR for its
Spanish initials (South America), the European Union (Europe), the African Continental Free
Trade Area, or AfCFTA (Africa), the Gulf Cooperation Council, or GCC (Gulf) and Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership, or RCEP (South East Asia and Australasia including
China), India’s only regional trading agreement at present is the South Asian Free Trade Area,
or SAFTA (with SAARC countries).

Comment | Preparing for SAARC 2.0

In dealing with the challenge from China too, both at India’s borders and in its neighbourhood, a
unified South Asian platform remains India’s most potent countermeasure. At the border, it is
clear that tensions with Pakistan and Nepal amplify the threat perception from China, while other
SAARC members (minus Bhutan), all of whom are Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) partners of
China will be hard placed to help individually. Significantly, from 2005-14, China actually wanted
to join SAARC. Officials recall that every SAARC summit during that decade period saw a
discussion on whether China could be upgraded to member status (from observer status). On
each occasion, it was fought back by India and most other countries in the grouping, with the
logic that despite sharing boundaries with three South Asian countries, China is not South Asian.

Despite the rebuff, China has continued to push its way into South Asia, as several statistical
indicators for investment, trade, tourism and South Asian student preferences for universities
(Looking Back, Looking Ahead: Foreign Policy In Transition Under Modi; Is India still the
neighbourhood’s education hub?). In the past year, the Chinese government, and its Communist
Party of China party arms such as the United Front Work Department, or the UFWD have used
the opportunities presented by the pandemic to push ahead with this quest. Apart from sending
medicines, personal protective equipment kits, and promising vaccines to most SAARC
countries as part of its “Health Silk Road” initiative, China’s vice minister has held three separate
meetings with combinations of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, and
discussed economic issues and Sinovac vaccine availability with them. Experts suggest that it is
only a matter of time before Beijing holds a meeting of all SAARC countries (minus India and
Bhutan), for they are all part of the BRI, and even that they will be invited to join RCEP, which
India declined.

Also read | South Asian University still headless after one year

In contrast, India stepped up its health and economic diplomacy in the region, but apart from one

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/04/22/world-bank-predicts-sharpest-decline-of-remittances-in-recent-history
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/198651593536242978/pdf/COVID-19-and-Tourism-in-South-Asia-Opportunities-for-Sustainable-Regional-Outcomes.pdf
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/198651593536242978/pdf/COVID-19-and-Tourism-in-South-Asia-Opportunities-for-Sustainable-Regional-Outcomes.pdf
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/preparing-for-saarc-20/article31273813.ece
https://www.orfonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/ORF_SpecialReport_93_ForeignPolicy-Modi_NEW25July.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/is-india-still-the-neighbourhoods-education-hub/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/is-india-still-the-neighbourhoods-education-hub/
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjbxw/t1832096.shtml
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/south-asian-university-still-headless-after-one-year/article33170921.ece
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SAARC meeting convened by Mr. Modi in March, these have been bilateral initiatives, not a
combined effort for South Asia. These are some of the reasons that led all SAARC leaders other
than Mr. Modi to urgently call for the revival of SAARC during their charter day messages.

Despite the despondency, the rationale for its existence remains intact: while history and political
grievances may be perceived differently, geography is reality. Seen through Beijing’s prism,
India’s SAARC neighbourhood may be a means to contain India, with the People’s Liberation
Army strategies against India over the LAC at present, or in conjunction with Pakistan or Nepal
at other disputed fronts in the future. New Delhi must find its own prism with which to view its
South Asian neighbourhood as it should be: a unit that has a common future, and as a force-
multiplier for India’s ambitions on the global stage.

suhasini.h@thehindu.co.in
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IN ANCIENT AL-ULA, FORGING A NEW FUTURE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: GCC

On January 5, the leaders of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) met at the ancient town of Al-
Ula in Saudi Arabia to end the bitter discord that three of its members — Saudi Arabia, the UAE
and Bahrain, along with Egypt — have had with their partner, Qatar.

On June 5, 2017, the Arab Quartet, as they styled themselves, subjected Qatar to an onerous
diplomatic boycott and a total land, sea and air embargo. They accused Qatar of destabilising
the region with its support for Islamist groups. They then presented Qatar with 13 demands
including severing ties with the Muslim Brotherhood, diluting relations with Turkey and Iran, and
shutting down the Al Jazeera network, in order to normalise ties. Viewing these demands as an
encroachment on its sovereignty, Qatar rejected them. This led to the boycott which was
accompanied by shrill invective against Qatar on national media, which included threats of
violence and even regime change. Now, three and a half years later, the boycott has ended.

Editorial | Bridging the Gulf: On Gulf reconciliation summit

Ten years ago, the Arab Spring uprisings across West Asia had thrown up popular demands for
reform — an end to authoritarian rule and the restoration of Arab “dignity” through freedom and
democracy. Four leaders fell under these pressures, which also gave rise to two new
developments: one, Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated parties came to power in Egypt and Tunisia;
and, two, Saudi Arabia decided to divert demands for domestic reform by highlighting a threat
from Iran. Asserting that Iran had hegemonic designs across the region, the Kingdom shaped
opposition to Iran on sectarian basis and confronted it in theatres of its influence – Syria and
later Yemen.

The Brotherhood, with its grassroots mobilisation and a political platform that marries Islamic
principles with Western-style democracy, poses a serious challenge to the existing monarchical
order that provides no scope for popular participation. Hence, Saudi Arabia and the UAE
watched with horror the Brotherhood’s electoral successes, culminating in Mohammed Morsi
being elected President in Egypt in 2012. Fearing that a successful Brotherhood administration
would become a model for their countries as well, the two GCC allies supported the Egyptian
army’s coup against Morsi in July 2013.

Qatar, a GCC member, has over several years been a maverick in GCC counsels. Besides
supporting its independent television channel, Al Jazeera, that often criticises regional leaders, it
is a major supporter of the Brotherhood. Though explained as an expression of its independent
foreign policy, the reason goes deeper: the former Emir, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, and
his son, Sheikh Tamim, the present ruler, aspire to play a major role in regional affairs,
overcoming with their wealth the disadvantage of Qatar’s small size.

Also read | Saudi Arabia to lift Qatar embargo, easing the Gulf crisis

In pursuing their regional role, they have been sensitive to U.S. interests. Thus, after the events
of 9/11, when the U.S. was convinced of the need for wide-ranging reform in the region, it
believed that the Brotherhood, with its blend of Islam and democracy, could achieve change.
Hence, Qatar’s backing for the Brotherhood from the early 2000s and later, specifically of Morsi,
was in line with U.S. interests.

U.S. President Donald Trump’s visceral hostility towards Iran and total support for Saudi Arabia

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/bridging-the-gulf-on-gulf-reconciliation-summit/article33552856.ece
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gave the quartet the opportunity to change Qatar’s ways: through the boycott of June 2017, they
sought to pressurise their partner into submission. This approach failed: with its huge resources,
Qatar could weather the financial assault, while the backing of Turkey, Iran and two GCC
partners, Kuwait and Oman, ensured that the movement of goods and people was maintained.

Turkey, led by an Islamist party, became Qatar’s strategic partner, and even challenged Saudi
regional leadership on doctrinal and political bases. Recently, when the UAE and Bahrain
“normalised” ties with Israel, both Qatar and Turkey affirmed their support for Hamas, the
Islamist party in power in Gaza. The two countries are also partners in Libya, ranged against the
group backed by Egypt and the UAE in the ongoing civil conflict.

The most likely reason for the reconciliation at Al-Ula is the incoming Biden presidency in the
U.S.: it is expected that, besides reviving the nuclear agreement with Iran and easing sanctions,
Joe Biden could focus on Saudi Arabia’s dismal human rights record and the war in Yemen.
Hence, the Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman was anxious to project his conciliatory
approach to the incoming administration by patching up with Qatar.

Also read | Qataris head to Saudi Arabia after reopening of border

The reconciliation has evoked no enthusiasm from the other sponsors of the boycott. The UAE
and Egypt feel particularly threatened by the Brotherhood; they sent low-level delegations to Al-
Ula and their media comment has been tepid. Both have made clear, as has Bahrain, that future
ties with Qatar will depend on its conduct. No one, however, believes that Qatar will dilute its
backing for the Brotherhood, delink itself from Turkey, or even tone down commentary on Al
Jazeera.

The UAE has its own reasons for hostility towards Qatar. It has far greater concerns relating to
the threat from the Brotherhood than other GCC members due to the influence of its domestic
Brotherhood-affiliated Al Islah party. Again, its leaders are also keen to emerge as major players
in regional affairs on the back of close links with the U.S. They therefore see Qatar as a rival
hindering their aspirations.

Also read | Egypt reopens airspace to Qatar flights

The Al-Ula conclave could herald some major shifts in regional alignments. There could be a
nascent Saudi-UAE competition, with the UAE ingratiating itself with the U.S. and supporting its
interests in diverse theatres – Yemen, the Horn of Africa and the western Indian Ocean. Turkey
and Qatar, possibly with Iran, could then seize the opportunity to re-engage with Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, thus shaping an alternative regional coalition that would perhaps be closer to Russia
and China than to the U.S. As Mr. Biden takes charge in the U.S., the Al-Ula conclave could
trigger the emergence of a new regional order in West Asia.

Talmiz Ahmad served as Indian Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Oman, and the UAE
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A STRONG INDIA WOULD ACT AS
‘COUNTERBALANCE’ TO CHINA: U.S.

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

With days to go before its end, the Trump administration has declassified a sensitive document
on the U.S. strategic framework for the Indo-Pacific’ from 2018. The 10-page document outlines
objectives and strategies with regard to China, North Korea, India and other countries in the
Indo-Pacific region.

Maintaining “U.S. strategic primacy” in the region and promoting a “liberal economic order” while
stopping China from establishing “illiberal spheres of influence” is the U.S.’s first national
security challenge, as per the document. The other two challenges are ensuring that North
Korea does not threaten the U.S. and advancing U.S. economic leadership globally.

With regard to India, one of the ‘desired end states’ of the U.S.’s strategy is for the U.S. to be
India’s preferred partner on security issues and for the two countries to “cooperate to preserve
maritime security andcounter Chinese influence” in South Asia, Southeast Asia and other
regions of “mutual concern”. Several sentences in the document — including in sections on India
— have been redacted.

Border dispute

The U.S. aims to help India become a net security provider in the region, solidify a lasting
strategic partnership with India “underpinned by a strong Indian military able to effectively
collaborate with” the U.S and its regional partners. These objectives it plans to achieve via
enhanced defence cooperation and interoperability; working with India “toward domestic
economic reform” and greater leadership roles for India in the East Asia Summit and ASEAN
Defence Ministers’ Meeting Plus.

Consequently, the U.S.’s to-do list has on it offers of support to India via military, diplomatic and
intelligence channels “to help address continental challenges such as theborder disputewith
China and access to water,including the Brahmaputra and other rivers facing diversion by
China.”

Last year, India and China were engaged in their deadliest border dispute in decades along the
Line of Actual Control, in which 20 Indian soldiers and an unknown number of Chinese soldiers
were killed. Just last week U.S. Ambassador to India Kenneth Juster had said that the U.S.
cooperated with India to counter China’s “aggressive” actions along the LAC, but did not g this
cooperation.

Act-East policy

The U.S. also seeks to bolster common principles, including the peaceful resolution of disputes
and the transparent infrastructure-debt practices (a reference to alternatives to financing by
China’s Belt Road Initiative, which has led to untenable debt positions in borrowing countries),
as per the strategy. The U.S. aims to supportIndia’s “Act East” policyand “its aspiration to be a
leading global power, highlighting its compatibility with the U.S., Japanese and Australian vision”
of the Indo-Pacific.

“A strong India, in cooperation with like-minded countries, would act as a counterbalance to
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China,” is one of the underlying assumptions of the strategy, which expects Chinese military,
economic and diplomatic influence will continue to increase in the short term.

“China aims to dissolve U.S. alliances and partnerships across the region. China will exploit
vacuums and opportunities created by these diminished bonds,” the document says.

On Russia, it says the country will “remain a marginal player” in the region relative to the U.S.,
China and India.

On North Korea, a stated U.S. objective is to, “Convince the Kim regime that the only path to its
survival is to relinquish its nuclear weapons.”

The official reason for the early declassification of the document, 20 years ahead of time, was “
to communicate to the American people and to our allies and partners, the enduring commitment
of the U.S. to keeping the Indo-Pacific region free and open long into the future,” said national
Security Advisor Robert C O’ Brien in a covering note.

“Frankly, the early declassification doesn’t tie the Biden administration’s hands,” Ankit Panda, a
senior fellow in the Nuclear Policy Program of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
told The Hindu .

“I suspect it’s an attempt by some in the outgoing administration to make their mark on policy
clear and public, but it’s not a document that speaks to tremendous strategic foresight,” he said.

“There’s a considerable bit of dissonance across this document, however, in its professed goal
of spreading American and liberal values and the complete lack of any language on human
rights. That again isn’t particularly surprising given how the administration has gone about
things,” Mr. Panda wrote in a post analysing the document.
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TERROR TRAIL: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON PAKISTAN
ACTION AGAINST TERRORISTS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

In his speech to the UN Security Council (UNSC) marking 20 years since the resolutions that
announced a global commitment to the war against terror after the U.S. 9/11 attacks, External
Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar made a pitch for greater coordination between counter terrorism
agencies worldwide. He highlighted the necessity to streamline the process of the UN’s top body
in designating terrorists while strengthening coordination in the agencies that check their
financial resources. First, the world must acknowledge that terrorist organisations use not only
extortion and money laundering, drugs and wildlife trafficking to raise funds, but, in the present
and future, will use loopholes in digital security and the “anonymity” provided by block chain
technology to access finances. Second, in a clear reference to Pakistan, he spoke of the need to
link actions between the UN and the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), and for countries that
“wilfully provide financial assistance and safe havens” as well as “5 star” treatment to criminals
and terrorists, to be held to account by them. His words are significant given that a FATF
committee, the Asia Pacific Joint Group (APJG), is meeting this week to finalise
recommendations for the FATF on whether to continue Pakistan’s ‘greylisting status’,
downgrade it to a blacklist, or let it off, decisions that India is watching closely. Finally, he
pointed to countries that allow their “political and religious” affinities to decide on issues of
designation of terrorists, blocking and unblocking requests at the UNSC for such reasons rather
than technically evaluate the evidence against these individuals. While the broad message here
was for China, which has often blocked India’s efforts to designate individuals at the UNSC, this
also includes Turkey and Malaysia which have helped Pakistan avoid stringent measures at the
FATF thus far.

While Mr. Jaishankar’s words were meant for the global struggle with terrorism since 2001, their
import is for India’s particular problems with Pakistan and cross-border terrorism in the present
for the impending decision at the FATF plenary next month. Pakistan’s recent actions, including
the sudden arrests and quick convictions of most wanted figures Zaki Ur Rehman Lakhvi and
Hafiz Saeed, and the warrant for JeM chief Masood Azhar, all in cases of terror financing,
indicate that Islamabad is aware of the importance of these decisions for its economic future; for
the moment, the government is appearing to fall in line with the FATF’s 27-point action plan. By
drawing the connection between the actions of the UNSC and the FATF together, Mr.
Jaishankar is indicating that India is not only watching what Pakistan does but also how the
international community “walks the talk” on “zero tolerance to terrorism”.
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CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND UAE
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, has given its approval to
the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Scientific and Technical Cooperation between
National Centre of Meteorology (NCM), United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Ministry of Earth
Sciences (MoES) India.

The MoU provides for sharing of knowledge, data and operational products for meteorological,
seismological and oceanic services, such as Radar, Satellite, Tide gauges, seismic and
Meteorological stations. 

 

Background

Weather services make critical contributions in enhancing efficiency of weather dependent
sectors of economy; and in managing risk in weather-dependent economic sectors such as
agriculture, transport, water etc. which underpin the economic growth in the region. Resilience
can be strengthened through regional and global cooperation as countries invest in early
warning systems and modernize weather and forecasting services. Due to evolutionary nature of
weather, regional collaboration can help improve understanding of changing weather patterns,
devise effective response strategies, lower investment costs, and foster regionally relevant
technological innovation and address challenges related to modernization and sustainability of
weather services.

Collaborative participation within MoES (India) and NCM-UAE in terms of activities related to
multi-hazard early warning system and climate resilience can significantly contribute to
economic growth in the region.

The scientific activities being carried out by the respective Institutes in India and NCM-UAE were
discussed during the UAE delegation visit at MoES on 8th November 2019 and found many
common areas of research. Both sides showed interest in the scientific and technical
collaborations faster and more reliable forecasts of Tsunamis propagating through the Oman
Sea and Arabian Sea which affect the coastal areas of India and North East of UAE.
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The MoU provides for sharing of knowledge, data and operational products for meteorological,
seismological and oceanic services, such as Radar, Satellite, Tide gauges, seismic and
Meteorological stations. 

 

Background

Weather services make critical contributions in enhancing efficiency of weather dependent
sectors of economy; and in managing risk in weather-dependent economic sectors such as
agriculture, transport, water etc. which underpin the economic growth in the region. Resilience
can be strengthened through regional and global cooperation as countries invest in early
warning systems and modernize weather and forecasting services. Due to evolutionary nature of
weather, regional collaboration can help improve understanding of changing weather patterns,
devise effective response strategies, lower investment costs, and foster regionally relevant
technological innovation and address challenges related to modernization and sustainability of
weather services.

Collaborative participation within MoES (India) and NCM-UAE in terms of activities related to
multi-hazard early warning system and climate resilience can significantly contribute to
economic growth in the region.

The scientific activities being carried out by the respective Institutes in India and NCM-UAE were
discussed during the UAE delegation visit at MoES on 8th November 2019 and found many
common areas of research. Both sides showed interest in the scientific and technical
collaborations faster and more reliable forecasts of Tsunamis propagating through the Oman
Sea and Arabian Sea which affect the coastal areas of India and North East of UAE.
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INDIA-GCC RELATIONS: LOOKING BEYOND THE
PANDEMIC

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: GCC

More from the author

India’s relations with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, especially Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), have witnessed a significant upswing since 2015, across the
areas of trade, investments, counter-terrorism and security cooperation. Regional and
international developments, including the rise of Islamic State (ISIS), China’s growing regional
footprint, as well as heightened tensions over Iran’s nuclear program, also contributed to
amplifying the importance of the GCC states in India’s foreign policy calculus.

The growing ties, however, had to endure the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. All aspects of
bilateral relations, including trade, investments, flow of workers and pilgrims, and above all,
physical high-level political contacts, were seriously curtailed. Nonetheless, New Delhi kept the
diplomatic channels with the GCC countries open, with Prime Minister Narendra Modi holding
several telephonic conversations with the Gulf leaders. India and the GCC countries exchanged
medical supplies and personnel to help each other fight the pandemic. With the world gradually
getting back to normalcy and economic and trade activities regaining strength, India-GCC
relations too are expected to attain the vibrancy of pre-COVID days.

The Brief maps the disruptions caused by COVID-19 in India’s relations with the GCC countries
and underlines the efforts undertaken to help rejuvenate bilateral ties. It further highlights the
issues that continue to pose a challenge and suggests policy initiatives in new areas that can
supplement the efforts currently underway.

Globally, COVID-19 negatively impacted both the flow of people and trade. The World Health
Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic on March 11, 20201 and by the end
of the month, India as well as GCC countries had decided to suspend all international flights.
Country-wide or limited lockdowns were also imposed simultaneously. Expatriate Indian workers
were seriously affected by these measures.

Due to the curtailed economic activity, India-GCC bilateral trade was seriously affected. As
noted in Table 1, the total trade between India and GCC during April and October 2020, was
$39.98 billion, with the share of GCC in India’s foreign trade during the period being 12 per cent.
During the same period in 2019-20, the share of India-GCC trade was about 33 per cent of
India’s total foreign trade.2 Petroleum imports, the most important commodity in the bilateral
trade, were also seriously affected. India’s oil imports from the GCC between April and October
2020 was worth $17.5 billion, 37.65 per cent of India’s total.3  In 2019-20, India had imported
$55.61 billion worth of petroleum from the GCC.

Table 1: India-GCC Bilateral Trade, April-October 2020 (US$ million)

Exports

Imports

Bilateral Trade

/taxonomy/term/2158
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UAE

8,213.90

10,689.09

18,902.99 

SAUDI ARABIA

3,085.94

7,847.33

10,933.27 

QATAR

648.12

4,021.72

4,669.84 

KUWAIT

524.12

1,980.00

2,504.12 

OMAN

1,237.99

1,208.91

2,446.90 

BAHARAIN

254.60

269.45

524.05 

Total

13,964.67

26,016.50
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39,981.17 

India's Total

150,470.67

183,200.55

333,663.69

Share

9%

14%

 12%

Source: Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (DGCIS), Kolkata,
Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

On the brighter side, despite the pandemic and the ensuing adverse effect on the economy, the
foreign direct investments (FDI) from the GCC countries into India witnessed a significant jump
during the first six months of the FY 2020-21. As noted in Table 2, a total of $30 billion in FDI
came from the GCC countries during this period, comprising 13 per cent of the total FDI inflows
into India. Compared to 2019-20, this was a huge upswing when the total FDI from the GCC
countries to India was $522.59 million, comprising only 1 per cent of the total FDI received by
India. The two significant contributors to this upswing were the UAE and Saudi Arabia that have
in recent years promised $75 billion4 and $100 billion5 of investments in the Indian market,
respectively.

Table 2: FDI Inflow to India from GCC, 2019-20 & April-September 2020 (US$ million)

2019-20

April-September 2020

UAE

338.57

2,125.71

Oman

32.19

6.21

Saudi Arabia

89.92

https://tradestat.commerce.gov.in/eidb/Default.asp
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1,525.12

Qatar

54.70

159.20

Bahrain

5.17

1.5

Kuwait

2.04

6.89

Total

 522.59

3,824.63

India's Total

73,455.00

30,004.00

Share

1%

13%

Source: Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

The worst affected due to the lockdowns and economic disruptions were the over nine million
strong Indian expatriate community in the GCC countries.6 A section of workers lost their jobs
while some were stranded in crowded and unhygienic labor camps without social distancing and
with limited resources. In April, over 2,000 Indians in the GCC countries tested positive for the
virus.7 A plea was filed in the Supreme Court of India for rescue of the Indian workers stranded
in the Gulf.8 The Indian Embassies and Consulates in the GCC were flooded with requests from
stranded workers for help on social media platforms. While the local community welfare
organisations were mobilised to provide help, serious challenges confronted the Indian
community.

Eventually, on May 7, 2020, the Government of India launched the Vande Bharat Mission to
rescue and repatriate stranded Indian workers with the active support of the respective

https://dipp.gov.in/publications/fdi-statistics/archives
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governments in the GCC countries. As of September 16, 2020, 1,447,481 Indians stranded
abroad were repatriated through the air, sea and land routes.9 Unsurprisingly, the GCC
contributed the significant majority of those repatriated from abroad, at 927,212, comprising
nearly two-thirds of the total or nearly 10 per cent of Indian expatriate population in the GCC
countries. While these figures were valid for the sixth phase of the Vande Bharat Mission in
September, three more phases of the mission were completed till December 2020.

The return migration of the Indian expatriates is likely to have a serious short-to-medium term
impact on the livelihood of all the Gulf returnees and their families. It will cause a substantial
drop in the remittances India receives from the GCC that make up nearly 50 per cent to the total
remittances into India. These remittances contribute nearly 3 per cent to India’s GDP.10
Together with the impact of the pandemic, the local labor market policies to promote
nationalisation of jobs have also adversely affected the Indian expatriates.11

During the pandemic, there was an increased use of technology to maintain high-level political
contacts. Video conferencing and telephone conversations, along with the exchange of medical
and pharmaceutical equipment and personnel, gave rise to new terms such as ‘virtual
diplomacy’ and ‘COVID diplomacy’. Prime Minister Modi held telephonic conversations with
GCC leaders on several occasions.

On March 17, 2020, in his conversation with Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi
Arabia, Modi urged the G-20 (with Riyadh being the current Chair of the group) to take a
leadership role in the fight against the pandemic.12 On March 26, the prime minister held
conversations with Abu Dhabi’s Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Zayed and Qatari Emir, Tamim
bin Hamad Al-Thani. On April 1, Modi held talks with Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Sabah.

On April 6, 2020, the prime minister talked to King Hamad bin Isa Al-Khalifa of Bahrain, and
discussed the health crisis and consequences of COVID-19, “including on logistics chains and
financial markets.”13 The issue of welfare of Indian workers was raised and the King assured
the prime minister of their welfare. On April 7, the prime minister talked to Sultan Haitham bin
Tariq of Oman, and the two leaders “discussed the health and economic challenges” posed by
COVID-19.

As part of the ‘Covid diplomacy’, medical support and aid was exchanged. At the request of the
Kuwaiti government, on April 11, an Indian rapid response team comprising 15 doctors and
health professionals was sent to Kuwait.14 On April 19, India dispatched a shipment of 5.5
million hydroxychloroquine pills to the UAE.15 On May 2, India received 7 metric tons of medical
supplies from the UAE.16 India also sent a team of 88 medical professionals to the UAE.17

As the situation started to get a sense of normalcy, New Delhi began taking concentrated steps
to re-engage the GCC countries, External Affairs Minister (EAM) Dr. S. Jaishankar and Minister
of State (MoS) for External Affairs, V. Muraleedharan, paid back-to-back visits to the region. On
November 24-25, the EAM undertook a two-day visit of Bahrain, wherein he met with the
Bahraini leadership, including Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa and conveyed
condolences on the demise of Bahraini Prime Minister, Khalifa bin Salman Al-Khalifa, earlier that
month.

Dr. Jaishankar held wide-ranging discussions with his Bahraini counterpart Dr. Abdullatif bin
Rashid Al-Zayani and the two leaders agreed to “further strengthen the historic India-Bahrain
ties including in areas of defence and maritime security, space technology, trade and
investment, infrastructure, IT, FinTech, health, hydrocarbon and renewable energy.”18 Dr.
Jaishankar invited Dr. Al-Zayani to visit New Delhi to participate in the third India-Bahrain High
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Joint Commission meeting.

During the same tour, he visited the UAE on November 25-26. He called on Abu Dhabi’s Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Zayed and held discussions with his counterpart Abdullah bin Zayed.
COVID-19 and its impacts on the healthcare and economy formed the bulk of the discussions
and the two sides “reviewed their cooperation on various facets of their comprehensive strategic
partnership including trade, investment, infrastructure, energy, food security and defence.”19
Regional and international developments also came up for discussion and both agreed to
continue coordination on issues of mutual interest.

On December 26-27, the EAM travelled to Qatar. Dr. Jaishankar called on Qatari leaders
including Father Emir Hamad Al-Thani and Emir Tamim and thanked the Qatari leadership for
taking care of the Indian community during the pandemic. He also met Prime Minister and
Interior Minister Khalid bin Khalifa Al-Thani, and held wide-ranging talks with his counterpart
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani, wherein both sides agreed to “strengthen the
multifaceted bilateral relationship in areas such as energy, trade, investment, food processing,
healthcare, education, culture, defence and security.”20

MoS Muraleedharan visited Oman on December 16-17 and met the foreign and labor ministers
of the Sultanate.21 Issues related to COVID-19 and its impact on the economy and Indian
concerns regarding its citizens working in Oman were discussed. The visit built on the
discussions held between Prime Minister Modi and Sultan Haitham in April, the virtual Joint
Commission Meeting held in October and the virtual meeting between the EAM and Omani
Foreign Minister, on December 2.

Besides, Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas Dharmendra Pradhan visited Kuwait in October
and the Chief of the Army Staff (COAS), General M. M. Naravane visited the UAE and Saudi
Arabia in December. Pradhan conveyed a message of condolence from the President and Prime
Minister of India on the demise of Emir Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, who passed away
in September. He also congratulated Emir Nawaf Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah on assuming the
responsibility on behalf of India. Kuwait’s contribution to India’s energy security was also
discussed during the visit and the two sides agreed to continue cooperation in all areas of
bilateral relations.22

While Gen. Naravane’s was a historic first visit by an Indian COAS to the two GCC countries, it
was not an isolated incident given India’s growing security and defence ties with the UAE and
Saudi Arabia. The COAS met with senior military officials in both countries and discussed ways
to strengthen defence cooperation, including in manufacturing, training and joint exercises.23

These high-level visits underline the efforts by New Delhi to shrug off the economic impact of the
pandemic and boost its commercial and security cooperation with the GCC countries. The
efforts are significant given the changing regional realignments. Developments such as
normalisation between Bahrain and UAE and Israel24 and the breakthrough in the three-and-
half-year crisis within the GCC after the Al-Ula Declaration25 — both of which were welcomed
by India, are important. The interactions underline that New Delhi is conscious of the changing
regional dynamics and supports efforts that can help build regional security and stability.

The pandemic has brought to fore new possibilities for cooperation between India and the GCC
countries. Firstly, there is immense scope for investments in the healthcare and the
pharmaceutical industries. India is already a popular regional destination for medical tourism.
Digital healthcare services are an area that are likely to witness immense growth in the near
future. The demand for hygiene and personal protective equipment (PPE) products has already
skyrocketed. India has emerged as a major manufacturing hub for these products, apart from its
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strengths as a pharmaceutical manufacturing hub. There are immense possibilities to attract
investments from the GCC countries in these emerging sectors. It fits well into Government of
India’s initiative to develop the industrial and manufacturing base in India under the Atmanirbhar
Bharat program. There are also possibilities to attract investments in the Ayurveda healthcare
ventures which has a growing market in the Gulf region.

Secondly, higher education is an area that remains under-exploited, despite the potential for
enhanced cooperation. Given that the Indian ‘Institutions of Eminence’ have now been given the
green signal to set up branches outside India,26 IITs and IIMs should look for possibilities for
opening branches in the GCC countries which will attract both the local and expatriate
population. India should also make concentrated efforts to attract students from Gulf countries to
join its higher educational institutions for professional courses. India already attracts a large
number of students from its immediate neighborhood and in th recent years, students from GCC
countries have begun to look for international destinations such as the US, Europe, Australia,
China and Japan to gain professional education. The vast network of professional colleges and
universities in India can be an attractive destination for GCC students. The field of digital
education services can also be an area to attract GCC investments and strengthen bilateral
cooperation.

Thirdly, there are immense possibilities for cooperation in the field of defense manufacturing.
India and the GCC countries have witnessed an extraordinary growth in bilateral defense
relations under Prime Minister Modi. The Government of India has in May 2020 increased the
limit for FDI in defense manufacturing industry from 49 per cent to 74 per cent through direct
route, while 100 per cent FDI is possible through government route. This can be a major area to
attract investments, especially as the GCC countries are among the world’s top defense
importers. There is also a possibility of a multilateral cooperation among India, the UAE and
Israel, given that India already has strong bilateral cooperation with both these countries in the
defense and security fields.

Finally, niche areas such as space exploration, artificial intelligence, cyber security,
bioinformatics, renewable energy etc. can be the new areas for cooperation between India and
GCC countries. The UAE is fast emerging as a space exploration leader in the Arab world. The
GCC countries, including the UAE and Saudi Arabia, have in recent years invested significantly
in the renewable energy sector. India, being an energy-deficient country with a walloping hunger
for energy, should explore possibilities for enhancing cooperation in this sector.

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted bilateral ties between India and GCC countries in a
significant manner. While trade relations and Indian expatriates were negatively impacted, the
flow of investments from GCC to India witnessed an upswing. The cooperation and coordination
in the fight against the pandemic was an important positive underlining the strong bilateral
bonds. A continuity in terms of political and diplomatic contacts through digital meetings,
telephonic conversations and virtual diplomacy, was notable. In the last two months of 2020,
India undertook concentrated efforts to rejuvenate its relations with GCC countries. It is now time
for India and GCC to start looking beyond the pandemic to develop cooperation in new and
emerging areas, identified above, and tap the infinite potentials for further strengthening the
bilateral relations.
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THIS IS THE CENTURY OF DIGITAL REVOLUTION AND
NEW AGE INNOVATIONS: PM MODI

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC and India

The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has said that it is for BIMSTEC nations to make this
century the century of Asia as they are one fifth of humanity and have the collectively strength of
3.8 trillion dollar GDP. He was addressing ‘Prarambh: Startup India International Summit’ today
via video conferencing.  

The Prime Minister, noted the vibrant energy in the startup space in BIMSTEC countries like
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand. The Prime Minister noted
that this century is a century of  digital revolution and new age innovations. This is also the
century of Asia. Therefore, it is the demand of our time that future technology and entrepreneurs
should come from the region. For this, the Prime Minister stressed, that Asian counties who
have will for collaboration should take responsibility and come together.  There is a shared
heritage of culture, civilization and relations in these countries. We share our thoughts, our ideas
and wellbeing, therefore our success will also be shared. This responsibility, naturally falls on
BIMSTECF countries as we work for one fifth of humanity, said the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister saw new possibilities in the impatience, energy and eagerness of the youth
of the region. That’s why, he said, he called for collaboration for technology and innovation at
BIMSTEC summit in 2018 and proposed a BIMSTEC Start Up Conclave. Today’s Startup India
International conclave is a step in the direction of fulfilling that pledge, the Prime Minister said. 

Shri Modi outlined the ongoing steps in enhancing connectivity and business relations among
the countries of the region. He recalled that BIMSTEC Ministers participated in India Mobile
Congress in 2018 to promote digital connectivity. Similarly collaboration is on in sectors like
defence, disaster management, space, agriculture and business. “Strong relations in these
areas will benefit our startups leading to a value creation cycle, meaning, deepening ties in fields
like infrastructure, agriculture and business will create new opportunities for our startups which
in turn lead to growth in these sectors”, hoped Prime Minister Modi.

*****

DS

The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has said that it is for BIMSTEC nations to make this
century the century of Asia as they are one fifth of humanity and have the collectively strength of
3.8 trillion dollar GDP. He was addressing ‘Prarambh: Startup India International Summit’ today
via video conferencing.  

The Prime Minister, noted the vibrant energy in the startup space in BIMSTEC countries like
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand. The Prime Minister noted
that this century is a century of  digital revolution and new age innovations. This is also the
century of Asia. Therefore, it is the demand of our time that future technology and entrepreneurs
should come from the region. For this, the Prime Minister stressed, that Asian counties who
have will for collaboration should take responsibility and come together.  There is a shared
heritage of culture, civilization and relations in these countries. We share our thoughts, our ideas
and wellbeing, therefore our success will also be shared. This responsibility, naturally falls on
BIMSTECF countries as we work for one fifth of humanity, said the Prime Minister.
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The Prime Minister saw new possibilities in the impatience, energy and eagerness of the youth
of the region. That’s why, he said, he called for collaboration for technology and innovation at
BIMSTEC summit in 2018 and proposed a BIMSTEC Start Up Conclave. Today’s Startup India
International conclave is a step in the direction of fulfilling that pledge, the Prime Minister said. 

Shri Modi outlined the ongoing steps in enhancing connectivity and business relations among
the countries of the region. He recalled that BIMSTEC Ministers participated in India Mobile
Congress in 2018 to promote digital connectivity. Similarly collaboration is on in sectors like
defence, disaster management, space, agriculture and business. “Strong relations in these
areas will benefit our startups leading to a value creation cycle, meaning, deepening ties in fields
like infrastructure, agriculture and business will create new opportunities for our startups which
in turn lead to growth in these sectors”, hoped Prime Minister Modi.

*****
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-17

PM INTERACTS WITH STARTUPS AND ADDRESSES
‘PRARAMBH: STARTUP INDIA INTERNATIONAL
SUMMIT’

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC and India

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi interacted with startups and addressed ‘Prarambh:
Startup India International Summit’ today via video conferencing. Ministers from BIMSTEC
countries and Union Ministers Shri Prakash Javadekar, Shri Piyush Goyal and Shri Som
Parkash were present on the occasion.

Speaking on the occasion, the Prime Minister said that the start-ups are changing the
demographic characteristics of today’s business. He pointed out that 44 per cent recognized
startups have women directors and number of women working in these start up is very high.
Similarly, 45 per cent startups are in tier 2 and tier 3 cities, working as the brand ambassadors of
the local products. Every state is supporting and incubating startups as per local possibilities and
80 percent of districts of the country are now part of the Startup India mission. Youth from all
types of background are able to realize their potential in this ecosystem. Result, the Prime
Minister said, is before us as attitude has changed from ‘Why don’t you do a job? Why a start-
up?’ to ‘Job is alright, but why not create your own start-up!’. In 2014 only 4 Indian startups were
in the ‘unicorn club’ now, more than 30 startups have crossed the 1 billon mark, Shri Modi
added.

Noting the fact that 11 startups entered the ‘unicorn club’ in 2020 during the Corona time, the
Prime Minister underlined their contribution in the Aatmnirbharta during the crisis. Startups
played a major role in ensuring availability of sanitizers, PPE kits and related supply chains.
They played a sterling role in meeting local needs like grocery, medicine delivery at doorstep,
transportation of frontline workers and online study material. The Prime Minister appreciated the
startup spirit of finding opportunity in adversity.

Shri Modi pointed out many ‘Prarambh’ i.e. starts today. Today, the first startup conclave of
BIMSTEC nation was organized. Startup India Movement completed its successful five years
today and India embarked upon the largest vaccination drive today.  He said that this day is a
witness to the capabilities of our youth, scientists and entrepreneurs and hard work and
dedication of our doctors, nurses and health sector personnel.

The Prime Minister, noted the vibrant energy in the startup space in BIMSTEC counties like
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand. The Prime Minister noted
that this century is a century of  digital revolution and new age innovations. This is also the
century of Asia. Therefore, it is the demand of our time that future technology and entrepreneurs
should come from the region. For this, the Prime Minister stressed, that Asian counties who
have will for collaboration should take responsibility and come together. This responsibility,
naturally falls on BIMSTECF countries as we work for one fifth of humanity, said the Prime
Minister.

The Prime Minister also launched a booklet titled ‘Evolution of Startup India’ detailing the
experiences of India’s 5 year journey in startup space. He recalled the initial challenges which
were overcome to create one of the world’s biggest startup ecosystem with more than 41
thousand startups. Out of these startups 5700 are in IT sector, 3600 in health sectors and about
1700 are active in agriculture sector. The Prime Minister pointed out new possibilities in food
and agriculture area as people are becoming more aware about their diet. India has paid special
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attention to the growth of these sectors as an Agri Infra Fund has been created with a capital
base of one Lakh crore. With these new avenues, startup are collaborating with farmers and
playing a significant role in taking products from farm to table with better ease and quality.

The Prime Minister said that the biggest USP of the startup world is its disruption and
diversification capacity. Disruption, as they are giving rise to new approaches, new technology
and new ways; diversification because they are coming up with diverse ideas bringing revolution
is diverse sectors with unprecedented scale and substance. The greatest feature of this
ecosystem is that it is guided more by passion than pragmatism. This ‘can-do’ spirit is evident in
the way India is working today, said shri Modi.

The Prime Minister gave example of BHIM UPI which has revolutionized the payment system as
only in December 2020, 4 lakh crore worth of transections took place through UPI in India.
Similarly India is leading in solar and AI sector. Shri Modi also mentioned direct benefit transfer
system which providing assistance to poor, farmers and student directly in their accounts,
relieving them of their difficulties and plugging the leakage worth 1.75 lakh crore.

The Prime Minister said that through the government procurement portal GeM, startups are
getting new opportunities as 8 thousand startups are registered on GeM portal and they have
done the business of 2300 crore through GeM. He said that in coming time startup presence on
GeM will only increase. This will lead to promotion of local manufacturing, local employment and
better investment in startup research and innovation.

The Prime Minister also announced launching of Startup India seed fund with one thousand
crore rupees so that there is no shortage of seed money for startups. This will help in starting
and growing new startups. Fund of funds scheme is already helping startups raising  equity
capital. The Government will also help the startups in raising capital through guarantees. India is
working for a startup ecosystem based on the mantra ‘Of the Youth, By the Youth, For the
Youth’, We have to fix our goals for the next five years and these goals should be that our
startups, our unicorns should emerge as global giants and lead in the futuristic technologies.
Shri Modi concluded.

*****

DS

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi interacted with startups and addressed ‘Prarambh:
Startup India International Summit’ today via video conferencing. Ministers from BIMSTEC
countries and Union Ministers Shri Prakash Javadekar, Shri Piyush Goyal and Shri Som
Parkash were present on the occasion.

Speaking on the occasion, the Prime Minister said that the start-ups are changing the
demographic characteristics of today’s business. He pointed out that 44 per cent recognized
startups have women directors and number of women working in these start up is very high.
Similarly, 45 per cent startups are in tier 2 and tier 3 cities, working as the brand ambassadors of
the local products. Every state is supporting and incubating startups as per local possibilities and
80 percent of districts of the country are now part of the Startup India mission. Youth from all
types of background are able to realize their potential in this ecosystem. Result, the Prime
Minister said, is before us as attitude has changed from ‘Why don’t you do a job? Why a start-
up?’ to ‘Job is alright, but why not create your own start-up!’. In 2014 only 4 Indian startups were
in the ‘unicorn club’ now, more than 30 startups have crossed the 1 billon mark, Shri Modi
added.
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Noting the fact that 11 startups entered the ‘unicorn club’ in 2020 during the Corona time, the
Prime Minister underlined their contribution in the Aatmnirbharta during the crisis. Startups
played a major role in ensuring availability of sanitizers, PPE kits and related supply chains.
They played a sterling role in meeting local needs like grocery, medicine delivery at doorstep,
transportation of frontline workers and online study material. The Prime Minister appreciated the
startup spirit of finding opportunity in adversity.

Shri Modi pointed out many ‘Prarambh’ i.e. starts today. Today, the first startup conclave of
BIMSTEC nation was organized. Startup India Movement completed its successful five years
today and India embarked upon the largest vaccination drive today.  He said that this day is a
witness to the capabilities of our youth, scientists and entrepreneurs and hard work and
dedication of our doctors, nurses and health sector personnel.

The Prime Minister, noted the vibrant energy in the startup space in BIMSTEC counties like
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand. The Prime Minister noted
that this century is a century of  digital revolution and new age innovations. This is also the
century of Asia. Therefore, it is the demand of our time that future technology and entrepreneurs
should come from the region. For this, the Prime Minister stressed, that Asian counties who
have will for collaboration should take responsibility and come together. This responsibility,
naturally falls on BIMSTECF countries as we work for one fifth of humanity, said the Prime
Minister.

The Prime Minister also launched a booklet titled ‘Evolution of Startup India’ detailing the
experiences of India’s 5 year journey in startup space. He recalled the initial challenges which
were overcome to create one of the world’s biggest startup ecosystem with more than 41
thousand startups. Out of these startups 5700 are in IT sector, 3600 in health sectors and about
1700 are active in agriculture sector. The Prime Minister pointed out new possibilities in food
and agriculture area as people are becoming more aware about their diet. India has paid special
attention to the growth of these sectors as an Agri Infra Fund has been created with a capital
base of one Lakh crore. With these new avenues, startup are collaborating with farmers and
playing a significant role in taking products from farm to table with better ease and quality.

The Prime Minister said that the biggest USP of the startup world is its disruption and
diversification capacity. Disruption, as they are giving rise to new approaches, new technology
and new ways; diversification because they are coming up with diverse ideas bringing revolution
is diverse sectors with unprecedented scale and substance. The greatest feature of this
ecosystem is that it is guided more by passion than pragmatism. This ‘can-do’ spirit is evident in
the way India is working today, said shri Modi.

The Prime Minister gave example of BHIM UPI which has revolutionized the payment system as
only in December 2020, 4 lakh crore worth of transections took place through UPI in India.
Similarly India is leading in solar and AI sector. Shri Modi also mentioned direct benefit transfer
system which providing assistance to poor, farmers and student directly in their accounts,
relieving them of their difficulties and plugging the leakage worth 1.75 lakh crore.

The Prime Minister said that through the government procurement portal GeM, startups are
getting new opportunities as 8 thousand startups are registered on GeM portal and they have
done the business of 2300 crore through GeM. He said that in coming time startup presence on
GeM will only increase. This will lead to promotion of local manufacturing, local employment and
better investment in startup research and innovation.

The Prime Minister also announced launching of Startup India seed fund with one thousand
crore rupees so that there is no shortage of seed money for startups. This will help in starting
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and growing new startups. Fund of funds scheme is already helping startups raising  equity
capital. The Government will also help the startups in raising capital through guarantees. India is
working for a startup ecosystem based on the mantra ‘Of the Youth, By the Youth, For the
Youth’, We have to fix our goals for the next five years and these goals should be that our
startups, our unicorns should emerge as global giants and lead in the futuristic technologies.
Shri Modi concluded.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-17

US TELLS INDIA THAT IT IS UNLIKELY TO GET A
WAIVER ON S-400 PURCHASE FROM RUSSIA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

United States tells India that it is unlikely to get a waiver on S-400 purchase from Russia:
Reuters.

The United States has told India it is unlikely to get a waiver on its planned acquisition of
Russian S-400 air defence systems, raising the risk of sanctions similar to those imposed on
Turkey for buying that equipment, people aware of the matter said.

The Trump administration has been telling the Indians to drop the $5.5 billion deal for five
missile systems and avoid a diplomatic crisis, saying New Delhi did not have a wide waiver from
a 2017 U.S. law aimed at deterring countries from buying Russian military hardware.

That position is unlikely to change under the Biden administration that takes over next week and
that has promised an even tougher U.S. approach towards Russia, the people aware of the
discussions told Reuters, speaking on condition of anonymity.

India says it needs the long-range surface-to-air missiles to counter the threat from China. India
and China have been locked in a face-off on the disputed Himalayan border since April, the
most serious in decades.

New Delhi has also affirmed its right to choose its defence supplies, potentially setting up an
early point of friction with the new U.S. administration.

"India and the U.S. have a comprehensive global strategic partnership. India has a special and
privileged strategic partnership with Russia," foreign ministry spokesman Anurag Srivastava said
about the proposed S-400 purchase.

"India has always pursued an independent foreign policy. This also applies to our defence
acquisitions and supplies which are guided by our national security interests."

The United States imposed sanctions on Turkey last month for its acquisition of the Russian air
defence systems under the Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act
(CAATSA)

A U.S. embassy spokesperson in Delhi said the United States was aware of reports of India's
planned purchase of the S-400s, but noted there had been no deliveries yet.

"We urge all of our allies and partners to forgo transactions with Russia that risk triggering
sanctions under the CAATSA. CAATSA does not have any blanket or country-specific waiver
provision."

"We have not made any waiver determinations with respect to Indian transactions with Russia,"
the spokesperson told Reuters.

There was no immediate comment from Russian officials. Moscow has previously said that the
sanctions imposed on Turkey were illegitimate and showed arrogance toward international law.
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INITIAL PAYMENT IN 2019

India made an initial payment of $800 million in 2019 toward the Russian deal and the first set of
missile batteries are expected towards the end of this year.

Russia has traditionally been India's main weapons supplier but in recent decades the Indian
government has turned to the United States and Israel for new planes and drones.

U.S. officials believe there is still time for Delhi to reconsider, and that the punitive measures
would only kick in if the deal with the Russians was "consummated."

Washington has told New Delhi that if India acquires the S-400 it would affect how its systems
interact with U.S. military equipment that India now has and would jeopardise future arms
transfers such as high-end fighter planes and armed drones, according to the people aware of
the matter.

"There is a narrow chance India can avoid sanctions, presuming the S-400 purchase is
completed. At the moment, it's a good bet that sanctions will be applied against India," Richard
Rossow, a specialist at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington, said.

But the outcome could depend on how India-U.S. defence cooperation progresses, he said,
adding that India had been working with Washington on security in Asia more than ever before
and this could be a mitigating factor.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-17

NEPAL RAISES KALAPANI BOUNDARY ISSUE WITH
INDIA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Nepal

Pradeep Gyawali  

Nepal has raised the Kalapani boundary dispute with India during the Joint Commission
meeting, visiting Foreign Minister Pradeep Kumar Gyawali said here on Friday. The Minister
said that the Indo-Nepal boundary dispute exists in “two segments” and Kathmandu wishes to
find a solution to the matter urgently. Mr. Gyawali also took up Nepal’s requirement for vaccines
to fight the COVID-19 pandemic as Kathmandu approved Serum Institute of India’s (SII)
Covishield vaccine.

Mapping of territory

“We started the demarcation and mapping of the boundary since 1981. At that time, Joint
Technical Committee was founded which had tenure till 2007. It produced 182 strip maps which
depicts the border... but for various reasons [work on] two segments — Susta and Kalapani —
were not completed. If we talk of the overall boundary between Nepal and India, it is a smaller
segment. However, it is an unfinished work and that’s why we are talking of the need and
urgency of finalising and finishing those segments as well,” said Minister Gyawali, addressing a
gathering at the Indian Council of World Affairs (ICWA).

This is the first time that the Foreign Minister of Nepal has presented the dispute on the
boundary front from the Indian capital since the issue erupted in November 2019 prompting
Nepal to unveil a new political map that showed the Kalapani-Lipulekh-Limpiyadhura region of
Pithoragarh district as part of the country’s sovereign territory.

The Hindu had reported earlier citing informed sources that the Indian side was aware the
Nepalese delegation would raise the boundary issue in Friday’s interaction but said that India
will not discuss the matter at the Joint Commission level as the boundary dispute has a
dedicated Foreign Secretary-level mechanism which is yet to meet. Addressing the bitterness
that was witnessed in India-Nepal relations in 2020, Mr. Gyawali said there were “ups and
downs” and there were differences on some issues. “But overall partnership and relation moved
smoothly and we should take this momentum ahead by drawing lessons from that,” said Mr.
Gyawali highlighting that Nepal Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli and Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi shared “very personal” ties.

A statement issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Nepal said “boundary and border
management” was part of the discussion. In contrast, a statement issued by the Ministry of
External Affairs said “border management” was part of the discussion.

The statement from Nepal said that both the teams “discussed the review of the Peace and
Friendship Treaty of 1950”.

It is understood that the review has been recommended by the Eminent Persons Group (EPG)
constituted by Mr. Modi and Mr. Oli in 2016. The EPG report, which has been completed, is yet
to be submitted to the Indian Prime Minister. The Nepalese statement said the issue of
“submission” of the report was also raised during the meeting.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-18

THE UNRAVELLING OF LIBERAL GLOBALISM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

Few Presidents have tried to alter the fundamentals of American foreign policy since the end of
the Second World War like Donald Trump has done in the past four years. Mr. Trump broke with
the Washington consensus on what western policymakers and strategists call the liberal
internationalist order. He put his ‘America First’ doctrine in the driving seat of his foreign policy
wagon. He decried the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the bedrock of the trans-
Atlantic military cooperation, pulled the United States out of international organisations and
multilateral treaties, and launched tariff wars with both friends and foes alike.

Barring a series of normalisation agreements between Israel and some Arab countries, Mr.
Trump does not have any major foreign policy achievement to his credit. But he is more of a
disruptor than an achiever. And he has caused disruptions in America’s foreign policy which
could outlive his presidency. When Joe Biden assumes the White House very soon, the biggest
foreign policy challenge he faces is whether he could unmake the Trump legacy and take
Washington back to its liberal international consensus.

Also read | Trump leaves mark on immigration policy, some of it lasting

America’s isolationism did not start with Mr. Trump. He was rather harping on an old foreign
policy doctrine that shaped and drove American policy before the Second World War when he
pulled the U.S. back from the stage of global leadership. Before the war, the U.S., an emerging
economic and military power, was largely an isolated country that was focused on its own rise
and expansion. The economic catastrophe caused by the Great Depression and the losses it
suffered in the First World War prompted the American isolationists, including progressives and
conservatives, to push for a policy of non-involvement in European and Asian conflicts — a
policy Washington had largely followed throughout the 19th century.

The roots of the liberal internationalist order can be traced to the ideals of the 28th American
President, Woodrow Wilson. Wilson, who led the U.S. to the First World War, called for a rules-
based global order governed by international institutions in which countries could cooperate and
achieve peace (what he called “an organised common peace”) rather than going to war to meet
their goals. The Wilsonian principles on self-determination, rule of law within and between
countries, liberal capitalist economic model and freer trade and emphasis on human rights would
lay the foundations of the liberal global order which the West would wholeheartedly embrace
after the Second World War, but they did not have many takers in the U.S. during the inter-war
period. The U.S. was not even a member of the League of Nations.

Washington unearthed the values of Wilsonian globalism only after it suited America’s strategic
interests during the Cold War. When the world was divided between the capitalist and
communist blocs and when the communist and socialist parties (under the patronage of the
Soviet Union) started making advances into Asian and European countries, the U.S. turned to
liberal globalism and took up the leadership of the western world. It called itself and its allies the
“free world”, claiming moral superiority over the communist and socialist dictatorships. While this
remained the larger narrative, it did not stop them from embracing the dictators who were
opposed to the red bloc. Basically, liberal internationalism embodied the transborder cooperation
of western democracies and their allies in their fight against the socialist internationalism of the
rival bloc. When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, many pundits and policymakers saw it as a
triumphant moment for liberal internationalism. Some even predicted “the end of history”. The
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U.S. stepped up its leadership role: It started wars to protect human rights, export democracy
and defeat jihadists. But history did not proceed as the end-of-history theorists had prophesied.

Also read | More ups than downs, and many surprise turns in Trump’s foreign policy for India

From a normative point of view, the geostrategic charm of the liberal moral argument about
freedom has diminished in the post-Cold War world. On the other side, with the rise of religious
terrorism, even liberal democratic governments started arming themselves with more powers
that often clashed with civil liberties. The liberal promise of ‘minimum government’ stayed
confined to the economic realm, while the security state kept expanding its powers. On the
global stage, the U.S.’s repeated military adventures have tested its own hard power superiority.
The U.S. effected a regime change in Yugoslavia in 1999, but the campaign eventually led to the
disintegration of the country. In Iraq, the U.S. never won a conclusive victory. In Afghanistan,
after 19 years of war, the U.S. has struck a deal with the Taliban and is badly looking for an exit.
In Libya, the country “liberated by NATO”, there are two governments and two armies and many
militias backed by rival regional powers. When it comes to Iran and North Korea, the U.S. is not
as confident as it was with Iraq and Afghanistan on using force. This inability to win wars and
prolonged military campaigns turned foreign interventions unpopular again.

Analysis | Indo-Pacific document highlights Trump’s mixed China legacy

The biggest blow to the western liberal order, however, came from within. The crisis in
capitalism that broke out in 2008, has weakened the U.S. and western Europe (the guarantors of
the post-war order) economically, and unleashed political changes. The focus shifted away from
human rights and civil liberties to fighting terrorism and stopping immigration in many of these
countries. Illiberal, far-right and anti-immigrant Islamophobic parties started rising. They
challenged post-war internationalism, mobilised the public based on cultural nationalism and
vilified immigration and the flow of refugees (which was in part triggered by the wars the
globalists fought in poorer countries).

The rise of Mr. Trump to power in the U.S., the leader of the western liberal order (and the Brexit
vote in the United Kingdom) was the sharpest manifestation of this tectonic shift that has been
under way. Unsurprisingly, Mr. Trump, a product of the crisis in globalised capitalism, took the
U.S. back to pre-war isolationism. It may not be a coincidence that Mr. Trump is the first
American President since Jimmy Carter who has not launched a new war.

Mr. Biden’s foreign policy would be different from Mr. Trump’s. He would seek to strengthen
alliances and build a more consistent foreign policy approach to the myriad problems America is
facing. He could undo some of the policy decisions of Mr. Trump’s such as the U.S.’s withdrawal
from the Paris Climate Accord or its exit from the World Health Organization. But could Mr.
Biden, a liberal internationalist himself, revive the western liberal international order? Could he
revert to liberal trade, embrace globalisation like, say, Bill Clinton did, or launch wars in the
name of protecting human rights or exporting democracy? Could he establish the U.S.
hegemony over a fast-diversifying international system? The forces of history are against him.

Comment | Under Biden, unfurling India’s foreign policy concerns

After the Second World War, there was a trans-Atlantic consensus among the ruling elites of
North America and western Europe on how to tackle the challenges from the Soviet Union. Now,
there is no such consensus on how to tackle the challenges they face. There could be broad
agreements on issues such as climate change or the fight against COVID-19, but on critical
strategic issues such as the rise of China and the challenges from Russia, there is a huge gap
between the old globalists and the new populists.
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Mr. Trump has been defeated, but not Trumpism and the anti-globalist politics it has unleashed.
Even if Mr. Biden overcomes the currents of isolationism at home, he could face similar
challenges across the Atlantic where a bunch illiberal populist leaders and cultural nationalists
such as Marine Le Pen of France, Matteo Salvini of Italy, Norbert Hofer of Austria and Geert
Wilders of the Netherlands are on the ascent. Like Mr. Trump, none of them represents the old
order.

stanly.johny@thehindu.co.in
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-19

‘LAND UNDER PLA CONTROL SINCE 1959’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) on Monday said it was aware of infrastructure
construction by China in the past several years “along the Line of Actual Control (LAC)” and that
India has also stepped up its construction. The statement came after a report by NDTV showed
satellite images of a new Chinese settlement in Arunachal Pradesh.

This is the first time the government has acknowledged Chinese construction, although official
sources say the land has been under the Chinese People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) control
since 1959.

“The Chinese have been holding the area since 1959 and it is not a new development. Prior to
that, there was an Assam Rifles post there which was overrun. They have been doing
construction there on and off. There were some temporary constructions few years back. They
have now done permanent construction there,” an official source said. A second official source
said, “They are doing it [the construction] on their side and we are doing it on our side.”

Satellite images show the construction of a big village on the banks of Tsari Chu river in Upper
Subansiri district between November 2019 and November 2020.

Stating that the government remains committed to the objective of creating infrastructure along
the border areas for the improvement of the livelihood of its citizens, including in Arunachal
Pradesh, the MEA said in a statement, “Government keeps a constant watch on all
developments having a bearing on India’s security and takes all the necessary measures to
safeguard its sovereignty and territorial integrity.”

The MEA said that India, too, has stepped up border infrastructure, including the construction of
roads and bridges among others, which it added has provided “much needed connectivity to the
local population along the border.”

Briefing the Parliament in 2019 on the ongoing stand-off in eastern Ladakh, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh had said that China continues to be in illegal occupation of approximately 38,000
sq. km. in the Union Territory of Ladakh, and Aksai Chin, and also claims approximately 90,000
sq. km. of Indian territory in Arunachal Pradesh.

In addition to infrastructure development on the border to improve military movement, China has
in recent years established civilian settlements closer to the border.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-19

U.S., CHINA SPAR OVER THE ORIGINS OF NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Hua Chunying  

The U.S. and China on Monday sparred over the origins of the coronavirus pandemic, the latest
in a growing list of tensions that have left relations strained as President Donald Trump leaves
office.

In recent weeks, Washington and Beijing have clashed over trade issues, the sanctioning of
Chinese companies, Taiwan and Hong Kong. In a reflection of the state of relations, China’s
official Xinhua news agency issued a commentary, headlined “Good riddance, Trump
administration and its final madness”, hitting out over the sanctioning of six Chinese officials
related to Hong Kong.

The latest spat followed the U.S. State Department on Friday releasing a “fact-sheet” linking the
Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) to the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, which brought another
sharp response from Beijing.

The fact-sheet said while the U.S. “does not know exactly where, when, or how the COVID-19
virus — known as SARS-CoV-2 — was transmitted initially to humans”, it had “not determined
whether the outbreak began through contact with infected animals or was the result of an
accident at a laboratory in Wuhan, China.”

“The CCP’s [Chinese Communist Party’s] deadly obsession with secrecy and control comes at
the expense of public health in China and around the world,” it said, adding that it was making
public “previously undisclosed information”, saying “the U.S. government has reason to believe
that several researchers inside the WIV became sick in autumn 2019, before the first identified
case of the outbreak, with symptoms consistent with both COVID-19 and common seasonal
illnesses.” The fact-sheet also noted WIV researchers had “conducted experiments involving
RaTG13, the bat coronavirus identified by the WIV in January 2020 as its closest sample to
SARS-CoV-2 (96.2% similar)”.

China’s Foreign Ministry reacted sharply to the claim, with spokesperson Hua Chunying on
Monday calling Mr. Pompeo “Mr. Liar” and accusing the U.S. of deflecting blame away from the
Trump administration’s response to the pandemic.

‘Final madness’

“The statement and the list are full of conspiracies and lies, which are consistent with certain
U.S. officials who have dealt with the pandemic in a passive way and constantly shifted the
blame to others,” Ms. Hua said, adding it “showed that some U.S. politicians ignored public
safety and lives, go against science and are obsessed with making propaganda about
conspiracies and spreading 'the political virus’,” the Party-run Global Times quoted her as
saying.

“This is also the final madness staged by Pompeo, this Mr. Liar,” Ms. Hua said.
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A team of scientists from the WHO arrived in Wuhan last week to research the origins of the
outbreak. The agency said on Friday the world may never find “patient zero” as it continues its
study into tracing the origins in China.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-20

THE THREAT OF DEEPFAKES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

The protesters who created chaos in Capitol Hill on January 6 believe that the 2020 U.S.
election was stolen by the Democrats. This is largely due to misinformation and disinformation of
which deepfakes are a part. Deepfakes — synthetic media, meaning media (including images,
audio and video) that are either manipulated or wholly generated by Artificial Intelligence —
even have the power to threaten the electoral outcome of the world’s oldest democracy. Sevreal
social media platforms blocked President Donald Trump’s accounts after the attack.

The cyberworld has been facing the challenge of deepfakes for a while now. AI is used for
fabricating audios, videos and texts to show real people saying and doing things they never did,
or creating new images and videos. These are done so convincingly that it is hard to detect what
is fake and what is real. Detection can often be done only by AI-generated tools. Several books
caution us against the threats of AI-generated content comprising non-existent personalities,
synthetic datasets, unreal activities of real people, and content manipulation. Deepfakes can
target anyone, anywhere. They are used to tarnish reputations, create mistrust, question facts,
and spread propaganda.

In October 2020, the U.S. Senate summoned Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, Twitter’s Jack
Dorsey and Google’s Sundar Pichai to find out what they are doing to tackle online
misinformation, disinformation and fabricated content. Senators said they were worried about
both censorship and the spread of misinformation. According to Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act of 1996, a law which protects freedom of expression and
innovation on the Internet, “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be
treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider.” This means that the companies are not responsible for the posts on their platforms.
The chief executives said they need the law to moderate content, but industry watchers and
some politicians feel that the law is outdated and needs to be revisited.

India also faces the same problem. So far, it has not enacted any specific legislation to deal with
deepfakes, though there are some provisions in the Indian Penal Code that criminalise certain
forms of online/social media content manipulation. The Information Technology Act, 2000 covers
certain cybercrimes. But this law and the Information Technology Intermediary Guidelines
(Amendment) Rules, 2018 are inadequate to deal with content manipulation on digital platforms.
(The guidelines stipulate that due diligence must be observed by the intermediate companies for
removal of illegal content.) In 2018, the government proposed rules to curtail the misuse of
social networks. Social media companies voluntarily agreed to take action to prevent violations
during the 2019 general election. The Election Commission issued instructions on social media
use during election campaigns. But reports show that social media platforms like WhatsApp
were used as “vehicles for misinformation and propaganda” by major political parties during the
election.

This is worrying. Existing laws are clearly inadequate to safeguard individuals and entities
against deepfakes. Only AI-generated tools can be effective in detection. As innovation in
deepfakes gets better, AI-based automated tools must be invented accordingly. Blockchains are
robust against many security threats and can be used to digitally sign and affirm the validity of a
video or document. Educating media users about the capabilities of AI algorithms could help.

In July 2020, the University of Washington and Microsoft convened a workshop with experts to
discuss how to prevent deepfake technology from adversely affecting the 2020 U.S. presidential
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election. The workshop identified six themes: a) deepfakes must be contextualised within the
broader framework of malicious manipulated media, computational propaganda and
disinformation campaigns; b) deepfakes cause multidimensional issues which require a
collaborative, multi-stakeholder response that require experts in every sector to find solutions; c)
detecting deepfakes is hard; d) journalists need tools to scrutinise images, video and audio
recordings for which they need training and resources; e) policymakers must understand how
deepfakes can threaten polity, society, economy, culture, individuals and communities; and f)
the idea that the mere existence of deepfakes causes enough distrust that any true evidence
can be dismissed as fake is a major concern that needs to be addressed. In today’s world,
disinformation comes in varied forms, so no single technology can resolve the problem. As
deepfakes evolve, AI-backed technological tools to detect and prevent them must also evolve.

K. P. Shashidharan is a former director-general in the office of the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-20

INDIA-NEPAL RELATIONS IN A NEW TRANSITION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Nepal

As a unique characteristic, Nepal’s internal political fundamentals continue to shape its foreign
policy choices. In the process, what gets lost is the scope of pursuing ‘enlighted self-interest’. In
such a scenario, any inbound or outbound delegation is seen from a different prism, and
anything discussed or not equally gives ample space to interpretation and misinterpretation. The
year 2020 marked China’s unprecedented aggression, with an aim to counter India’s
conventional edge in Nepal and South Asia at large. Accordingly, China’s geo-strategic,
economic and infrastructural drives were made tempting to a precarious Nepal with its fragile
democracy and the adulterated ideological standing of the ruling Communist Party of Nepal
(CPN).

The CPN is a divided house, and publicly, this was known when Nepal’s Prime Minister K.P.
Sharma Oli dissolved the House of Representatives in late December 2020. The move was
termed ‘unconstitutional’ by the experts and the country’s Supreme Court is hearing writ
petitions against Mr. Oli. In fact, the Court has called for ‘serious constitutional interpretation’.
This merits to be seen even as a moral denial of the Oli government’s stature as a ‘caretaker
government’.

Amidst the domestic political chaos, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Nepal, Pradeep Kumar
Gyawali (picture), visited New Delhi for the sixth meeting of the India-Nepal Joint Commission
on January 15, 2021(https://bit.ly/3bTMniG), that was co-chaired by the External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar.

The keenly awaited meeting proved to be more focused on confidence-building measures such
as exchanges of courteous remarks on significant and concrete progress made since the last
meeting of the Joint Commission in taking forward several bilateral initiatives, and the close
cooperation between the two sides in combating the COVID-19 pandemic. An early provision of
vaccines to Nepal was positively considered by India. On the development partnership front, the
expansion of the Motihari-Amlekhganj petroleum products pipeline to Chitwan and the
establishment of a new pipeline on the eastern side connecting Siliguri to Jhapa in Nepal formed
a part of the discussions. For the upgraded first passenger railway line between India and Nepal
from Jaynagar to Kurtha via Janakpur, the elusive operating procedures for commencement of
train services have been discussed. Other “cross-border rail connectivity projects, including a
possible Raxaul-Kathmandu broad gauge railway line”, were also discussed.

The Joint Commission laid emphasis on the need for facilitating cross-border movement of
people and goods, thus giving the sub-regional cooperation, its actual due. The recently
inaugurated Integrated Check Posts (ICPs) at Birgunj and Biratnagar have helped in the
seamless movement of people and trade between the two countries. The construction of a third
integrated check post at Nepalgunj has already commenced, while the new integrated check
post at Bhairahwa would begin shortly. Since Nepal relies on India’s seaports in a big way for
trading, and goods are transported by road, the integrated check posts are expected to ease
trade and transit.

The joint hydropower projects, including the proposed Pancheshwar Multipurpose Project,
should get positive momentum following this round of meeting. India’s support to two more
cultural heritage projects in Nepal, namely, the Pashupatinath Riverfront Development and the
Bhandarkhal Garden Restoration in Patan Durbar is significant in the times when China is
exploring all avenues to disrupt Nepal’s natural choice in policy-making. Moving away from the
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recent hiatus, Nepal expressed support for India’s permanent membership of an expanded UN
Security Council (UNSC) to reflect the changed balance of power. The next meeting of the Joint
Commission in Nepal should be crucial in giving a new direction to the bilateral ties, keeping a
balance between change and continuity.

Notwithstanding the Nepali side’s demand to include the boundary in the Joint Commission
Meeting, India made it clear to find a fresh mechanism to resolve any such crucial long-pending
issue. Apparently, this was not something surprising, however, as Kathmandu had seen certain
signals about this. The growing disenchantment among the Nepali masses over the increased
centralisation of power, failure of the Provincial System in addressing the developmental issues,
misuse of Presidential authority by Nepal’s President Bidya Devi Bhandari, and unprecedented
corruption provide ample room for a re-setting of Nepal’s democracy. Worryingly, a large section
of the people want the ‘cultural Monarchy’ back to substitute the Presidential system and a re-
establishment of certain traditional ways to governance. While the unusual developments are
taking place in Nepal, there are many who still think that India is comfortable with some changes
as its Nepal policy is heading very clearly towards deeper engagement with all sections.

The timing of the high-profile visit was strategically important as in the last few months, as Mr.
Oli had categorically placed conditions before engaging with India at the top decision-making
level. With a possibility of surviving the self-created political stalemate feeble, Mr. Oli is believed
to be receptive towards unexpected changes. This is not something unfounded as one of the
key centres of the pro-monarchy agitation is his constituency in eastern Nepal, Jhapa. In the
time of transition, his outreach to India is being seen in such contexts. A great survivor so far, he
is believed to be open to gaining a new ground of support from different quarters including India.
His China connection has been artificial and failed him at times, and he knows this better than
anyone else. It is equally true that he has failed China too at times; by breaking even the
cosmetic ‘Communist unity’ in Nepal, he has finally made China’s hyper-interventionism a
wasted effort.

Democracy in Nepal is achieved, not ascribed, and Nepal and its people deserve a better deal
than what has been offered by the Oli-Bhandari duo. Like many other democracies across the
world, Nepal’s democracy has been affected with an extreme rise in majoritarian sentiments.
Nepal cannot afford to enter in another round of political instability, and those who have
commanding authority to spearhead India-Nepal bilateral relations must give a humane
consideration to it. At the crossroads, Nepal needs action and to come to term with realities.

Atul K. Thakur is a policy professional and columnist
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CURTAIN RAISER: INDO-FRENCH EXERCISE DESERT
KNIGHT-21

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Indian Air Force and French Air and Space Force (Armée de l'Air et de l'Espace) will conduct a
bilateral Air exercise, Ex Desert Knight-21 at Air Force Station Jodhpur from 20 to 24 Jan 21.

French side will participate with Rafale, Airbus A-330 Multi-Role Tanker Transport (MRTT), A-
400M Tactical Transport aircraft and approximately 175 personnel. The Indian Air Force aircraft
participating in the exercise will include Mirage 2000, Su-30 MKI, Rafale, IL-78 Flight Refuelling
Aircraft, AWACS and AEW&C aircraft.

The exercise marks an important milestone in the series of engagements between the two Air
forces. As part of Indo-French defence cooperation, Indian Air Force and French Air and Space
Force have held six editions of Air Exercises named 'Garuda', the latest being in 2019 at Air
Force Base Mont-de-Marsan, France. As measures to further the existing cooperation, the two
forces have been gainfully utilising available opportunities to conduct 'hop-exercises'. The
French Air and Space Force deployment while ferrying to Australia for Ex Pitchblack in 2018
was hosted by IAF at Air Force Stations Agra and Gwalior for exercise with fighters and MRTT
aircraft. Presently, the French detachment for Ex Desert Knight-21 is deployed in Asia as part of
their 'Skyros Deployment' and will ferry in forces to Air Force Station Jodhpur.

The exercise is unique as it includes fielding of Rafale aircraft by both sides and is indicative of
the growing interaction between the two premier Air Forces. As the two detachments commence
their air exchange from 20 Jan onwards, they will put into practice operational experience gained
across terrains and spectrums and endeavour to exchange ideas and best practices to enhance
interoperability.

***

ABB/IN/BSK/ASG

Indian Air Force and French Air and Space Force (Armée de l'Air et de l'Espace) will conduct a
bilateral Air exercise, Ex Desert Knight-21 at Air Force Station Jodhpur from 20 to 24 Jan 21.

French side will participate with Rafale, Airbus A-330 Multi-Role Tanker Transport (MRTT), A-
400M Tactical Transport aircraft and approximately 175 personnel. The Indian Air Force aircraft
participating in the exercise will include Mirage 2000, Su-30 MKI, Rafale, IL-78 Flight Refuelling
Aircraft, AWACS and AEW&C aircraft.

The exercise marks an important milestone in the series of engagements between the two Air
forces. As part of Indo-French defence cooperation, Indian Air Force and French Air and Space
Force have held six editions of Air Exercises named 'Garuda', the latest being in 2019 at Air
Force Base Mont-de-Marsan, France. As measures to further the existing cooperation, the two
forces have been gainfully utilising available opportunities to conduct 'hop-exercises'. The
French Air and Space Force deployment while ferrying to Australia for Ex Pitchblack in 2018
was hosted by IAF at Air Force Stations Agra and Gwalior for exercise with fighters and MRTT
aircraft. Presently, the French detachment for Ex Desert Knight-21 is deployed in Asia as part of
their 'Skyros Deployment' and will ferry in forces to Air Force Station Jodhpur.
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The exercise is unique as it includes fielding of Rafale aircraft by both sides and is indicative of
the growing interaction between the two premier Air Forces. As the two detachments commence
their air exchange from 20 Jan onwards, they will put into practice operational experience gained
across terrains and spectrums and endeavour to exchange ideas and best practices to enhance
interoperability.

***

ABB/IN/BSK/ASG
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-21

MILITARY SPECIALISTS TO GET S-400 TRAINING IN
MOSCOW

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

As India prepares to receive the first batch of S-400 long-range air defence system by year-end,
the first group of Indian military specialists are scheduled to depart for Moscow soon to undergo
training courses on the S-400, the Russian Embassy here said in a statement.

“S-400 supplies initiative is one of the flagship projects in the Russian-Indian military and
military-technical cooperation, which historically constitutes the main pillar of the special and
privileged strategic partnership between our two friendly countries,” said Russian Ambassador
Nikolay R. Kudashev, hosting the Indian team at an event in the embassy.

He further stated, “Currently Russia and India are deeply involved in joint development and
production of military equipment, components and spare parts as well as technologies sharing,
improving after-sales service system. We have developed an advanced legal base for this
purpose.”

In October 2018, India signed a $5.43-billion deal with Russia for five S-400 Triumf regiments
despite objections from the U.S. and the threat of sanctions under Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA).

U.S.’ concern

In the farewell address early this month, outgoing U.S. Ambassador Kenneth Juster declined to
comment on whether the U.S. would proceed with CAATSA sanctions against India over the S-
400 purchase, but said India should consider the impact of such purchases that constrain
“technology transfers” and other defence cooperation between India and the US.

On defence cooperation, Mr. Kudashev said along with the S-400, the two sides successfully
were moving towards the implementation of a AK-203 rifle contract and 200 Ka-226T utility
helicopters supplies among others. They are looking forward to an early implementation of the
spare parts joint production agreement. “Work also is going on the mutual logistics support
agreement, strengthening maritime cooperation, including in the Indian Ocean,” he said.
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5TH INDIA – SINGAPORE DEFENCE MINISTERS’
DIALOGUE, 20 JANUARY 2021

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: South-East Asia, ASEAN and India

The 5th Defence Ministers' Dialogue (DMD) between India and Singapore was successfully held
on 20 January 2021 through a video conference and continues the substantial increase in
bilateral cooperation and defence partnership over the years. Defence and security
engagements between India and Singapore have broadened significantly in scale and scope
across all three Services of the Armed Forces as well as in the areas of defence technology and
industry. Both countries have also found common ground on multilateral fora and engagements.

At this 5th DMD, both Ministers were pleased to witness the signing of the Implementing
Agreement on Submarine Rescue Support and Cooperation between the two Navies. The
Ministers also conveyed their full support towards the early conclusion of agreements to facilitate
conduct of live firings and to establish reciprocal arrangements for the cross-attendance of
military courses.

The Ministers further welcomed initiatives to expand bilateral defence cooperation including the
implementing agreement on Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) cooperation
in August 2020 for the two Armed Forces to have closer operational collaboration in response to
disasters and capacity-building activities of mutual interest. The cyber agencies of both armed
forces have also stepped up engagements.

During the dialogue, both Ministers exchanged views on the impact of the global COVID-19
pandemic on the defence and security engagements, including the best practices adopted by
their Armed Forces. Shri Rajnath Singh conveyed gratitude for the role of the Singapore Armed
Forces, in supporting foreign workers, many of whom were Indian Nationals, at the peak of
pandemic. Dr Ng also complimented India’s successes in bringing down the overall numbers
despite challenges of scale in terms of geography and population.

Both Ministers noted the commitment of their senior officials in sustaining the momentum of
annual dialogues during the ongoing pandemic through virtual meetings. This has kept bilateral
defence cooperation on a positive trajectory and laid the foundations for further cooperation in
2021.

The Ministers were pleased that the Indian Navy and Republic of Singapore Navy successfully
conducted the 27th edition of Singapore-India Maritime Bilateral Exercise (SIMBEX) and also
participated in the second edition of the Singapore-India-Thailand Maritime Exercise (SITMEX);
both held in November 2020.These exercises enhance interoperability amongst the navies and
underscore the shared responsibility of the countries to work together to keep sea lines of
communications open.

Shri Rajnath Singh reaffirmed ASEAN centrality in the regional security architecture and pledged
India’s support to all endeavours of the ASEAN Defence Ministers' Meeting (ADMM)-Plus. Dr Ng
expressed support for India’s upcoming co-chairmanship of the ADMM-Plus Experts’ Working
Group on HADR.

Both Ministers were committed to further enhance bilateral defence ties between India and
Singapore and supported multilateral initiatives to promote lasting peace and stability in the
region.
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CHINA DEFENDS NEW VILLAGE IN ARUNACHAL
PRADESH

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Gen. Bipin Rawat at India’s forward-most air-maintained post along the Subansiri valley in
Arunachal on January 3.PTI-  

China on Thursday said its construction of a village across the Line of Actual Control (LAC) in
Arunachal Pradesh was “beyond reproach” because it had “never recognised” Arunachal.

India’s Ministry of External Affairs said earlier this week it was aware of the construction “along
the LAC”. This followed a report showing satellite images of the village, built between November
2019 and November 2020 and located a couple of kilometres across the LAC, beyond what
India sees as the border separating Arunachal Pradesh and Tibet, on the banks of the Tsari Chu
river in Upper Subansiri district in Arunachal.

Indian officials said this area has been under Chinese control since 1959. There are close to two
dozen spots along the entire length of the LAC in all sectors where India and China do not agree
on its alignment. Indian officials said China had earlier built a permanent construction of military
barracks in this area. The construction of the village has been seen by analysts as a move to
bolster China’s claim to the area, and part of a broader recent push by China to build civilian
settlements in disputed frontier areas, which it has also done with Bhutan.

‘Clear position’

The Chinese Foreign Ministry on Thursday said at a press briefing, to a question about the
construction, that China’s “position on Zangnan [or South Tibet, as China refers to Arunachal]
region is consistent and clear”. “We never recognised the so-called Arunachal Pradesh,”
spokesperson Hua Chunying said. “China’s development and construction activities within our
own territory is normal. This is beyond reproach as it is in our territory.”

The Communist Party-run Global Times newspaper, in a report earlier this week, said the area
“has never been recognised by the Chinese government”. “China and India haven’t demarcated
the border line of this area yet. So they cannot accuse China of building a village on the Indian
side,” Qian Feng, director of the research department at the National Strategy Institute at
Tsinghua University, was quoted as saying.

That is in large part because China has refused to exchange maps showing its LAC perception
in the eastern sector, leaving unclear the extent of its claims on what is under its control.

Zhang Yongpan, a research fellow at the Institute of Chinese Borderland Studies at the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), told the Global Times “there is no doubt that the Tsari Chu
basin is an inherent part of China’s territory”.

The site of the village is close to where China had attacked an Assam Rifles post in 1959, in
what is known as the Longju incident, said south India-based Tibet scholar Claude Arpi. He said
it is at least 2 km south of the McMahon Line, which China doesn’t recognise. After the 1962
war, India stopped patrolling the area.

Mr. Arpi said the construction appeared to be part of a programme by China to build what it calls
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“poverty alleviation” villages. He estimates that under the initiative, launched after a Tibet
economic work conference in 2015, some 600 villages have been built, of which around 100 are
in border areas. “While the government calls them poverty alleviation villages, some of the
villages in border areas are very remote with little economic activity there, so they appear to
have a strategic purpose,” he said, adding that people had been moved to some of the new
villages from other parts of Tibet, including families of herders, to occupy the newly built houses.
Another village built last year, called Pangda, was built 2-3 km inside what Bhutan sees as its
territory, in another disputed area.

The new village in Arunachal is around 30 km from another well-known border village called
Yumai, which made headlines in China in 2017 when President Xi Jinping sent a letter to its
residents saying he hoped they “will motivate more herders to set down roots in the border area
like galsang flowers, and become guardians of Chinese territory”.

In 2015, the Chinese National Geography magazine reported that “the Tibetan family’s
residence there had helped China maintain control of the territory”, said a report in the South
China Morning Post . “Yumai would be occupied by India already if the family had decided to
leave,” the village’s head was quoted as saying.

Mr. Arpi notes at the time of Mr. Xi’s letter, Yumai had around 30 residents. Today, he said,
there are some 200 people living there.
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INDIA SAYS IT DOESN'T SUPPORT TREATY ON
NUCLEAR-WEAPON PROHIBITION

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

The Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons was approved by the United Nations General
Assembly in 2017

As the first-ever treaty to ban nuclear weapons entered into force, India said on Friday that it
does not support the treaty and shall not be bound by any of the obligations that may arise from
it.

The Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons was approved by the United Nations General
Assembly in 2017, but none of the nine countries known or believed to possess nuclear
weapons supported it and neither did the NATO alliance. The treaty came into force on Friday.

In a statement, the Ministry of External Affairs said India continues to attach high priority and
remains committed to universal, non-discriminatory and verifiable nuclear disarmament.

"As far as the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) is concerned, India did not
participate in the negotiations on the TPNW and has consistently made it clear that it will not
become a party to the Treaty," the MEA said.

India does not support the treaty and shall not be bound by any of the obligations that may arise
from it, it said.

India believes that the treaty does not constitute or contribute to the development of customary
international law, nor does it set any new standards or norms, the statement said.

The MEA stated that India reiterates its commitment to the goal of a nuclear-weapon-free world.

India believes that this goal can be achieved through a step-by-step process underwritten by a
universal commitment, and an agreed global and non-discriminatory multilateral framework, as
outlined in the country's working paper titled 'Nuclear Disarmament', submitted to the UN
General Assembly and the Conference on Disarmament.

In this regard, India supports the commencement of negotiations on a comprehensive Nuclear
Weapons Convention in the Conference on Disarmament, which is the world's single multilateral
disarmament negotiating forum working on the basis of consensus, the MEA said.

India stands ready to work with all UN member states towards the objective of a world free of
nuclear weapons, it said.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
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KAZAKHSTAN TAKES A SIGNIFICANT STEP FORWARD
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Central Asia

More from the author

Elections to the Kazakh Majilis (lower house of Parliament) as well as the maslikhats (local
government bodies) were held on January 10, 2021. These were the first elections held after the
implementation of a package of political reforms, announced by President Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev in December 2019, designed to further enhance the ‘’openness, fairness, and
transparency’’ of Kazakhstan’s electoral system.

The reforms included the establishment of an Institute of Parliamentary Opposition to provide
additional guarantees for representation of minority parties in the governing structures of the
legislative body.

In addition, the number of signatures needed to create a political party with the ability to contest
elections was halved, from 40,000 to 20,000. Furthermore, procedures for political activism,
including holding national assemblies and rallies, were simplified.

In an attempt to modernise the system and make politics attractive to women and youth under
29 years of age, the government stipulated a quota of 30 per cent for this segment in the
candidate lists of political parties.

Kazakhstan’s bicameral parliament consists of the (mostly) elected Majilis and the Senate
(Upper House). Of the 107 seats in the Majilis, 98 are elected via party lists to five-year terms.
The remaining nine seats are filled by the Assembly of the People, a body with delegates from
regional assemblies of the people intended to represent the many ethnic groups within
Kazakhstan; its members are appointed by the president.

The Senate is also mostly elected, with 34 of 49 members being indirectly elected by regional
parliaments (two for each of the 14 regions and two each from the cities of Almaty, Nur-Sultan,
and Shymkent). The remaining 15 Senate seats are decided by the President.

For the January 10 elections, 10,061 polling stations were made available for an electorate of 11
million voters, including 66 polling stations in Kazakhstan’s overseas missions in 53 countries.
While a turnout of 63.3 per cent was announced, some commentators noted that it appeared to
be on the high side on account of the COVID pandemic and temperatures of minus 10 degrees
celsius in the capital, Nur-Sultan and several regions of the country.

As per results announced by the Central Election Commission, three parties garnered enough
votes to pass the required 7 per cent threshold: The Nur Otan (Radiant Fatherland) Party –
71.97 per cent; the Ak Zhol (White Path) Democratic Party – 10.18 per cent; and the People’s
Party (formerly the Communist People’s Party) – 9.03 per cent. The Auyl (Village) People’s
Democratic Patriotic Party obtained 5.75 per cent and the Adal (Justice) Party secured 3.07 per
cent. These two parties, therefore, will not find a place in the new parliament.

These percentages translate into 76, 12, and 10 seats respectively for the three parties in the
107-member lower chamber. In 2016, the number of seats for Nur Otan, Ak Zhol and People’s
Party were 80, and nine each respectively. This indicates a loss of four seats by Nur Otan as
compared to its performance in the 2016 elections, three of them going to Ak Zhol and one to
the People’s Party. Nur Otan though continues to have a pre-dominant majority in the Majilis.

/taxonomy/term/2136
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The decisive victory of Nur Otan party does not come as a surprise as it has occupied a
commanding position in the country’s political life since it was established by the first president
of the country, Nursultan Nazarbayev, in 1999. Nur Otan has the most organised and cohesive
infrastructure in the country, with various internal committees, a youth wing, its own media
resources, etc. Till date, Nur Otan has enjoyed a complete and unquestioned supremacy in the
domestic polity, society, business and media.

The Ak Zhol party calls itself “the” parliamentary opposition. It has identified bureaucracy and
corruption, social injustice and the growing gap between the rich and the poor, and
monopolisation of the economy and power by a select few, as the main threats to Kazakhstan.
Azat Perushaev, the party’s president, has warned that further intensification of reforms could
lead to a crisis of statehood, as happened in Belarus and Kyrgyzstan, and earlier in Ukraine.

The elections were monitored by 398 accredited foreign observers, including from 10
international organisations and 31 foreign states, as well as numerous domestic observers.
Some international election monitors criticised the elections for absence of real competition and
raised concerns over freedom of assembly. The main charge was that since all political parties
contesting the elections were supportive of the policies of the ruling party, the campaign was not
competitive, and voters had no genuine political alternatives to choose from.

Some candidates from the Nur Otan Party who will be entering the Majilis in the aftermath of the
January 10 elections include First Deputy Chairman of the party, Bauyrzhan Baibek; Prime
Minister Askar Mamin; former speaker of the Senate and daughter of first President Nazarbayev,
Dariga Nazarbayeva; Chief of Staff of President of Kazakhstan, Yerlan Koshanov; Chairman of
the Board of the Sovereign Wealth Fund, Samruk-Kazyna Akhmetzhan Yesimov; and Majilis
Chairman Nurlan Nigmatulin — all heavy weights of the ruling party.

What is interesting and noteworthy is that Dariga Nazarbayeva has also been included in the list
at a prominent position. This will provide her an opportunity to rehabilitate herself in the political
landscape of Kazakhstan. It would be recalled that Nazarbayeva had replaced Tokayev as
President of the Senate when he took over as the interim President of the country after
Nazarbayev suddenly tendered his resignation on March 20, 2019.

She was then seen to have been positioned by Nazarbayev, her father, to be next in succession
to Tokayev when he would relinquish the office of the President in the coming years. This
assessment however received a rude shock when she was removed, without a comment or
explanation, from the position of President of the Senate by Tokayev in May 2020 and also lost
her parliament seat.

This development led to several speculations by analysts and observers. Some opined that it
was done by Tokayev to exercise his full control and authority during the time of the pandemic
and curb Nazarbayeva’s political ambitions. It was also suggested that she might have
considered it prudent to be at least officially one step removed from power as Kazakhstan faced
down the coronavirus pandemic. There were also a few scandals linked to Nazarbayeva
reported in the press at that time, which could also have contributed to this outcome.

Nazarbayeva’s induction into the new Majilis will provide her with the possibility to establish and
enhance her authority and influence in the evolving political matrix of the country.

Recent events in the political spectrum in the country would appear to suggest that rivalries
among the elites of Kazakhstan have got sharper after Nazarbayev demitted office in March
2019. While not as dramatic as the events in Kyrgyzstan or Belarus, these rivalries have
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intensified dramatically over the last 22 months since the transition of power from Nazarbayev to
Tokayev.

In a new development, elite groups started using international journalists and publications to
pass compromising material, kompromat, on one another. In the past few months, there have
been major exposes in the Financial Times, Wall Street Journal, and London Times on Dariga
Nazarbayeva; Taimur Kulibayev, Nazarbayev’s son-in-law; and Bulat Utemuratov, a major
Nazarbayev confidant, financier and mining magnate.

The parliament (Majilis and Senate) whose powers were significantly enhanced at the expense
of the presidency by Nazarbayev before demitting office in March 2019, could hence play a
much more significant role in determining the evolving balance of power and influence between
the different political elites of the country.

Since its independence in 1991, political stability, security, and economic growth have been of
paramount importance to the Kazakh leadership. The country’s leadership has paid lip-service to
the goal of promoting democracy in the country.

It has been insisting that free and transparent elections, freedom of media and expression,
freedom to organise political protests and demonstrations will be made available only in due
course after stability and development are assured.

As Nazarbayev has often said, ‘’Democracy is a long-term goal but stability could be at risk if
change is too swift.’’ So although Tokayev has promised that he will introduce a government that
listens to the people, he is moving on the path laid down by Nazarbayev.

The January 10 elections were the eighth parliamentary election in Kazakhstan’s history since
its independence in 1991, and the first under Tokayev’s presidency. In remarks delivered after
election results became clear, first President Nursultan Nazarbayev highlighted unity and
continuity and stated that “Kazakhstanis associate the further development of the country with
our party.” He concluded that “Unity is our strength.”

Kazakhstan is making slow but steady progress towards further democratisation and openness
of its political system, even as jostling by elites to secure their positions ahead of the ultimate
exit of Nazarbayev from the political scene is set to grow.

Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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INDIA, CHINA HOLD MILITARY TALKS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

An IAF fighter jet flying over Leh on January 15.PTI  

The ninth round of Corps Commander-level talks between India and China were under way on
Sunday at the Moldo border personnel meeting point on the Chinese side opposite Chushul in
Eastern Ladakh as both sides attempt to work out a phased disengagement and de-escalation
plan to end the nine-month stand-off.

A defence official said the talks began at 10 a.m. Talks were still on at the time of going to print.

Disengagement plan

Officials said a broad disengagement plan had been worked out but it was held up over some
issues. Both sides would attempt to work that out at the talks, a second official said. This was
the reason for the delay in scheduling the ninth round of talks. The eighth round was held in
November last year.

It has to be a comprehensive disengagement plan beginning with all friction points in Eastern
Ladakh and then de-escalation along the Line of Actual Control, the second official said,
referring to China’s insistence on discussions centred on the South Bank of Pangong Tso first
and taking up other friction areas later.

The Indian delegation is led by Lt. Gen. PGK Menon, General Officer Commanding of the 14
Corps, and includes Naveen Srivastava, Additional Secretary (East Asia) from the External
Affairs Ministry. A Ministry representative has been part of the previous few rounds of talks as
well. The delegation includes two Major Generals and two Brigadiers, and Deepam Seth,
Inspector-General, North West Frontier, Indo-Tibetan Border Police.

Officials have stated on several occasions that any withdrawal will be phased and will take time,
given the large number of troops and equipment deployed by both sides and also verify
compliance on the ground by the Chinese side at each step.

The talks are guided by the five-point-plan for disengagement and de-escalation agreed to by
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar and his Chinese counterpart, Wang Yi, in Moscow on
September 10 last year. After the sixth round of talks on September 21, both sides for the first
time issued a joint statement agreeing to “stop sending more troops to the frontline” and “refrain
from unilaterally changing the situation on the ground”.
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TROUBLED WATERS: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON PALK
BAY FISHING CONFLICT

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

The tragic death of four fishermen from Tamil Nadu — one of them a Sri Lankan Tamil refugee
living in India — allegedly when the Sri Lankan Navy was about to arrest them last week, is yet
another instance of the unresolved fisheries conflict in the Palk Bay taking an unacceptable toll
of lives. While fishermen in Tamil Nadu say the four were killed in an attack by the Sri Lankan
Navy, the latter maintains that they died when their trawler collided with a naval vessel while
trying to avoid being apprehended. India has lodged a strong protest with the Sri Lankan
authorities, who have set up a committee to find a permanent solution to the incursions by Indian
fishermen. It was less than a month ago that the two countries resumed discussions through
their Joint Working Group on fisheries after a three-year gap. India sought the early release of
fishermen arrested in Sri Lankan waters, as well as the boats in Sri Lankan custody. Sri Lanka
underscored the need to curb the illegal fishing, which adversely affects the livelihood of its war-
affected fishermen. When the two sides decided to create a joint working group some years ago,
they had agreed that there would be no violence or loss of life in the handling of the fishermen
and that a hotline would be established between the respective Coast Guards. It is unfortunate
that the hotline is yet to be operationalised, and deaths continue to occur.

The humanitarian approach that has been expected to be the cornerstone of the approach to
this conflict has not always been discernible. The plan to wean away Tamil Nadu fishermen from
the tendency to exploit the remaining fishery resources on the Sri Lankan side by replacing their
trawlers with deep sea fishing vessels has not really taken off. Attempts to forge a negotiated
settlement through direct talks involving fishermen from both sides have also reached a
stalemate. Sri Lanka favours joint patrolling by both countries, and a ban on unsustainable
fishing practices by Tamil Nadu fishermen — such as bottom trawling — but the latter want a
lengthy phase-out period. Political leaders in Tamil Nadu rarely acknowledge that the State’s
fishermen contribute immensely to the problem by crossing territorial waters. Nor is there
sufficient recognition that the incursion into Sri Lankan waters is driven by trawler owners who
force their poor employees to do so, who then get killed or arrested, leading to the festering
conflict. So far there has not been enough political resolve to end this conflict. A comprehensive
solution, one that would severely curtail unauthorised fishing and help in an orderly sharing of
and sustainable use of resources by fishermen from both sides, is long overdue.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-26

INDIA, CHINA TROOPS FACE OFF IN SIKKIM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Chinese troops had attempted to transgress into Indian territory but were stopped by the Indian
Army

Indian and Chinese troops were engaged in a ‘minor’ face-off at Naku La in north Sikkim last
week, the Indian Army said on Monday, adding that it was resolved by local commanders
following established protocols.

“It is clarified that there was a minor face-off at Naku La area of North Sikkim on 20 January and
the same was resolved by local commanders as per established protocols," the Indian Army
said in a statement. Two people aware of the incident said Chinese troops had attempted to
transgress into Indian territory but were stopped by the Indian Army. One of the two people cited
above said a physical fight broke out injuring soldiers on both sides.

Also Read | The Indian-Americans driving Biden’s agenda

Analysts in India, however, called the 20 January incident “provocative", coming just days ahead
of a meeting between senior military commanders of the two countries.

Following the conclusion of the talks held at Moldo on the Chinese side of the Line of Actual
Control (LAC), India and China said on Monday that they had “positive" and “constructive"
discussions on reducing tensions as they agreed to work towards an “early disengagement" of
tens of thousands of troops massed along their common border for months.

The long session of talks began Sunday morning and ended in the early hours of Monday. The
Indian delegation was led by Lt. General P.G.K. Menon, general officer commanding of Leh-
based 14 Corps, which oversees security in Ladakh. Both sides said the latest round of talks
“further enhanced mutual trust and understanding". They termed the talks as “candid" and that it
resulted in an “in-depth exchange of views on disengagement," according to a joint statement
issued after the talks.

“The two sides agreed to push for an early disengagement of the frontline troops," the statement
said adding that the delegations agreed to “hold the 10th round of the corps commander level
meeting at an early date to jointly advance de-escalation."

“The two sides agreed to continue their effective efforts in ensuring the restraint of the frontline
troops, stabilize and control the situation along the LAC in the western sector of the China-India
border, and jointly maintain peace and tranquillity," it added.

Lt. General (retired) Deepender Singh Hooda, former head of the Indian Army’s Northern
Command, said the principles of disengagement have to be finalized at the diplomatic and
political levels instead of military. “The military commanders then work out how it will play out on
the ground," he said.

Tensions between India and China have been simmering since last May. Both sides have
deployed tens of thousands of troops backed by artillery, missile batteries and fighter jets. In
fact, following a serious clash between Indian and Chinese troops on 5 May 2020, along the
banks of Pangong Tso in Ladakh, the troops were yet again involved in another serious clash at
Naku La, which led to injuries on both sides. The incidents led India to mobilize troops to secure
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its borders along the LAC.

Hooda said “the Chinese are attempting to establish permanence to their claims" in the disputed
areas along the LAC. While one of the ways of doing this was to challenge Indian patrols along
the Pangong Tso, another was by building a new village in an area in Arunachal Pradesh. The
village was being built in an area that both countries recognize as disputed though under
Chinese occupation since 1959, he said. “Knowing that there were military-level talks to take
place, it was provocative".

Following the mobilization of troops in Ladakh last May, India strengthened its vigil along the
3,000-km border with China.
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AT DAVOS FORUM, XI WARNS WORLD LEADERS
AGAINST ‘NEW COLD WAR’

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

Power point:WEF founder Klaus Schwab, left, and Chinese President Xi Jinping at the virtual
Davos meet on Monday.AFP-  

Chinese President Xi Jinping warned global leaders at an all-virtual World Economic Forum
(WEF) at Davos on Monday against starting a “new Cold War”, and urged global unity in the
face of the coronavirus pandemic.

Having largely curbed the spread of the pandemic within its borders, Mr. Xi wants to position
China as a key player in a new multilateral world order as the U.S. remains crippled by the
pandemic.

“To build small cliques or start a new Cold War, to reject, threaten or intimidate others... will only
push the world into division,” said Mr. Xi, adding that confrontation will lead to a “dead end”.

In a swipe at moves targeting China launched by the previous U.S. government, Mr. Xi said
confrontation “will always end up harming every nation’s interests and sacrificing people’s
welfare”.

The Chinese leader also reaffirmed Beijing’s ambitious climate pledges to slash carbon
emissions by 65% by 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2060 — both significant
commitments as China emits a quarter of the world’s greenhouse gases.

“Meeting these targets will require tremendous hard work from China. But we believe that when
the interests of the entire humanity are at stake, China must step forward, take action and get
the job done,” he said.

In virtual format because of the pandemic, this week’s event is headlined: “A Crucial Year to
Rebuild Trust.”

The big names from Europe will be German Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President
Emmanuel Macron and European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, who heads the
European Union executive.

Shift to Singapore

U.S. President Joe Biden will not appear at Davos. John Kerry, the special climate envoy, will be
attending the virtual event.

Following the first virtual session, Davos will move in May to Singapore, far from the luxury
Swiss ski resort where it has taken place since it was launched in 1971, the brainchild of
German professor Klaus Schwab.

The stated reason for the change is health and safety, as the city-state has recorded just 29
COVID-19 deaths.
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But there is also an economic background to the move underscored by French insurance-credit
group Euler Hermes, who said in a study this month that the “world’s economic centre of gravity”
(WECG) has been moving towards Asia since 2002.

Booking growth of 2.3% last year while other major economies slumped, China is now on course
to equal the size of the U.S. economy in 2030, two years earlier than the analysts predicted
before the pandemic.

“The COVID-19 crisis could accelerate the shifting global balance towards Asia,” Euler Hermes
said.
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PURSUING NATIONAL INTERESTS, AT THE UN HIGH
TABLE

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: UNO and its various Agencies

India deserves a permanent seat at the high table of the United Nations, the UN Security
Council (UNSC), but is almost sure not to have it anytime soon. Therefore, its two-year non-
permanent stint at the UNSC should be viewed as a once-in-a-decade opportunity to clearly
identify and pursue its national interests regionally and globally, rather than chase chimerical
goals such as a permanent membership or to issue please-all platitudes.

The UNSC, unfortunately, is where the leading powers of the international system dictate terms,
show less powerful countries their ‘rightful’ place, fight among themselves even as they
negotiate deals outside the horseshoe-tabled room. This is not where the lofty ideals of the
human race come to fruition; nor are the members of the elite body persuaded by moral and
ethical considerations. Seated at the table for the eighth time, New Delhi knows the game. And
yet, sometimes it becomes a victim of its own past rhetoric and forgets to play the game to its
advantage.

Also read | UNSC unable to effectively address complex issues because it lacks inclusivity: India

New Delhi’s entry into the UNSC coincides with the emergence of a new world order, one
marked by systemic uncertainty, little care for global commons, absence of global leadership,
the steady division of the world into rival blocs, and an age marked by unabashed pursuit of
narrow national interests, putting even the rhetoric about a value-based global order on the
backburner. Efforts by the newly-inaugurated Biden administration in the United States,
especially to rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement and, possibly, the Iran nuclear deal, may go on
to ameliorate some of the harsh impact of this dog-eat-dog global (dis)order. However, the deep
systemic malaise that has already set in will outlive the good ‘intentions’ of a democratic
administration in Washington DC, delayed as they come.

The UNSC has also reached a point wherein its very relevance is in serious doubt, let alone
serious expectations of it to live up to its primary objective: “the maintenance of international
peace and security”.

India is different too. It is no longer an ardent believer in the fantastical claims about a perfect
world at harmony with itself, nor is it a timid bystander in global geopolitics. Contemporary India
is more self-confident, resolute and wants to be a shaper of geopolitics even though it lacks the
material wherewithal, economic heft, and domestic consensus, to action its ambitions. But at
least its mindset has changed, from being satisfied on the margins to desiring to be at the centre
stage. On the downside, however, its hard realism is not just a foreign policy attribute but
reflective of and stems from its domestic political dynamics, worrying as it were.

Also read | Accorded ‘highest priority’ to getting permanent membership of UNSC: India

New Delhi’s pursuit of its interests at the UNSC should, therefore, reflect its material and
geopolitical limitations, and its energies should be focused on a clearly identified agenda.

New Delhi’s tenure at the UNSC comes in the wake of its growing military rivalry with Beijing, the
impact of which has already started to be felt at the UNSC meetings in New York. China’s
opposition to having India chair the Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC) in 2022 was a
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precursor to the things to come on the high table. If the Biden administration were to continue
with Donald Trump’s policy of pushing back Chinese aggression including at the UNSC, New
Delhi might find itself some useful allies in checking Chinese aggression in the region.

Greater Indian alignment with the West at the UNSC, an unavoidable outcome, could, however,
widen the growing gulf between Moscow and New Delhi given Russia’s increasing dependence
on Beijing in more ways than one. However unfortunate that may be, it might not be possible for
New Delhi to sit on the fence anymore; doing so would bring more harm than goodwill in an
international system where battlelines are sharpening by the day.

Also read | ‘Enormous divisions’: China cautious on G4 calling for UNSC reforms

India’s seat at the UNSC is also significant vis-à-vis China because the next two years will be
key to ensure checking further Chinese incursions along the Line of Actual Control and building
up enough infrastructure and mobilising sufficient forces in the forward areas. Our experience
from Doklam to Ladakh to now Arunachal Pradesh points in one direction — that Chinese land
grab attempts will continue unabated and in pushing Beijing back, we would need all the
assistance we can get.

Terror is likely to be a major focus for India at the UNSC. External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar’s statement at the UNSC Ministerial Meeting on the 20th Anniversary of Security
Council Resolution 1373 and the establishment of the Counter Terrorism Committee has set the
stage for New Delhi’s approach on the issue: “Terrorists are terrorists; there are no good and
bad ones. Those who propagate this distinction have an agenda. And those who cover up for
them are just as culpable”.

New Delhi recently assumed the chair of the Taliban sanctions committee which assumes
significance given the fast-moving developments in Afghanistan and India’s new-found desire to
engage with the Taliban. The issue of terrorism has been a major theme in the country’s national
security and foreign policy discourse for decades now, more so of this government. India must,
however, formulate its policy towards terrorism with far more diplomatic finesse and political
nuance especially given that it is chairing the Taliban sanctions committee while courting the
very same Taliban. More so, a nuanced policy towards the Taliban would be difficult to sustain
without a similar treatment of domestic insurgencies. Put differently, if New Delhi wishes to make
its mark on the global discourse and policy formulation on terrorism, it would need to approach
them with far more clarity and intellectual coherence.

Yet another area New Delhi would want to focus on while seated at the high table would be to
use the forum and its engagement there to build coalitions among like-minded states and set out
its priorities for the next decade — from climate change to non-proliferation. While these topics
might only concern the UNSC in varying degrees, New Delhi should use its bargaining power at
the UNSC to pursue its national interests in other forums and domains as well.

In first speech at UNSC, Jaishankar slams China and Pakistan on terrorism

Perhaps more significantly, New Delhi’s UNSC strategy should involve shaping the narrative and
global policy engagement vis-à-vis perhaps one of the biggest grand strategic concepts of our
time — the Indo-Pacific. Given India’s centrality in the Indo-Pacific region and the growing global
interest in the concept, New Delhi would do well to take it upon itself to shape the narrative
around it. In doing so, it should, through the UNSC and other means, court Moscow once again
and assuage its concerns about the Indo-Pacific.

New Delhi’s pursuit of its national interest at and through the UNSC must also be tempered by
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the sobering fact that the UNSC is unlikely to admit new members any time soon, if ever at all.
India’s past global engagements and efforts have often been contingent on the hope that it
would one day be admitted to the UNSC given its irrefutable claim. But a cursory glance at the
recent debates on UNSC reforms and the state of the international system today should tell us
that bending over backwards to please the big five to gain entry into the UNSC will not make a
difference. So New Delhi must focus its energies on what it can achieve during the short period
that it would be in the UNSC rather than what it wishes happened.

Happymon Jacob teaches at Jawaharlal Nehru University and recently founded Council for
Strategic and Defense Research, a New Delhi-based think tank. Link: https://csdronline.org/
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CHINA SLAMS APPS BAN, URGES INDIA TO ‘CORRECT
DISCRIMINATORY MEASURES’

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

China on Wednesday called on India “to immediately correct its discriminatory measures” over
the decision to extend a ban on 59 Chinese apps.

The Indian government recently sent notices to Chinese firms, informing them that the ban,
announced in June, would continue. India had banned the 59 Chinese apps including TikTok,
WeChat and UC Browser, citing national security concerns in the wake of the stand-off in
Ladakh. Another 118 apps were banned in September and 43 more in November.

The recent notice was sent after reviewing the responses from the Chinese firms, which had
been given a chance to respond to the June move.

The Ministry of Electronics and IT had said in its order last year that it had received “credible
inputs that such apps pose [a] threat to sovereignty and integrity of India” and that it had taken
the measure “in view of information available they are engaged in activities which are prejudicial
to sovereignty and integrity of India, defence of India, security of state and public order.”

“Since last year, the Indian side has repeatedly used national security as an excuse to prohibit
some mobile apps with Chinese background,” the Chinese Embassy in New Delhi said in a
statement.

“These moves [are] in violation of WTO’s non-discriminatory principles and fair competition
principles of a market economy and severely damage the legitimate rights and interests of
Chinese companies,” said Ji Rong, a spokesperson for the Embassy. “The Chinese side firmly
opposes them.

‘Comply with local laws’

“The Chinese government always asks Chinese companies to observe international rules and
local laws and regulations when doing business overseas,” the Embassy said. “The Indian
government has the responsibility to follow WTO rules and market principles and protect the
legitimate rights and interests of international investors including Chinese companies.”

The moves had “hindered the improvement of the Indian business environment and the
innovative development of related Indian industries,” the Chinese Embassy said. “China-India
economic and trade cooperation is mutually beneficial by nature,” it said. “We urge the Indian
side to immediately correct its discriminatory measures and avoid causing further damage to
bilateral cooperation.”
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RUSSIA MOOTS WEST ASIA MEET AS U.S. RESETS
PALESTINIAN TIES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Russia backed a Palestinian proposal for a West Asia peace conference, suggesting on
Tuesday it could be held at ministerial level in spring or summer, as the U.S. said it would move
towards renewing ties with the Palestinians under Joe Biden.

The U.S. — which had sided with Israel under the administration of Donald Trump — said on
Tuesday it intended to “restore credible U.S. engagement with Palestinians as well as Israelis.”

Recalling that Moscow had backed Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas’ idea for international
talks in early 2021 when he first proposed it in September, Russia’s Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov offered ideas about who could be invited.

“We propose holding an international, ministerial-level meeting in spring-summer 2021,” Mr.
Lavrov told a UN Security Council meeting held by videoconference.

The roughly 10 participants would include Israel, the Palestinians, the four members of the so-
called West Asia diplomatic quartet (Russia, the UN, the U.S. and the EU), along with four Arab
states — Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates, Mr. Lavrov said.

“It would also be important to invite Saudi Arabia, which is behind the Arab peace initiative,” he
added.

China voiced its support for Russia’s idea at the UN meeting, but most other participants did not
offer an opinion on the proposal.
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INDIA HOLDS TALKS WITH RUSSIA, JAPAN FOR
TRILATERAL COOPERATION IN TRANSPORT, COAL
MINING AMONG OTHERS

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

New Delhi: India, Japan and Russia have identified energy, coal mining, transport and logistics,
maritime connectivity, diamond processing, pharmaceuticals and healthcare among areas of
potential cooperation in the Russian Far East, a statement after talks among the three countries
said on Wednesday.

The talks among representatives of the three countries, that took place last week, happened for
the first time, the statement said adding that it was at the Track II or semi official level.

It may be seen as an attempt by India and Japan – both part of the grouping loosely known as
the Quad along with the US and Australia -- to engage Russia. Russia and China – who have
developed strong ties in recent years – are opposed to the Quad seen as a US led initiative and
aimed at containing Beijing.

The first round of the India-Japan-Russia was hosted by the Indian government backed Indian
Council of World Affairs (ICWA) think tank with Japan’s Economic Research Institute for
Northeast Asia (ERINA) and Russia’s Far East Investment and Export Agency (FEIEA)
attending as co-partners.

“The focus of the first dialogue was on the exchange of views and information among the three
sides on their respective outlook on the economic opportunities in the Russian Far East," the
statement said.

“The participants agreed that it is in the three countries' shared interest to promote the trilateral
framework to harness economic opportunities in the Russian Far East for mutual benefit," it said.
The three identified energy, coal mining, transport and logistics, maritime connectivity, diamond
processing, agro-industry, forestry, pharmaceuticals, healthcare, high technology, scientific
research, capacity building, tourism, humanitarian fields as potential areas of trilateral
cooperation, it said.

All three countries welcomed their growing links in the Arctic, “recognising the inter-connected
nature of regional development alongside the Russian Far East," it said.

“It was suggested to explore the potential for trilateral partnership in the development of the
Arctic and the Northern Sea Route through the promotion of investment and trade linkages," the
statement said.

The three countries agreed that their business communities were important to identify areas and
concrete projects for trilateral cooperation and sought the appointment of representatives to
carry forward the economic dialogue, it added.

The talks on cooperation in the Russia Far East come little more than a year after after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the region in September 2019. During the visit, Modi pledged
$1 billion dollars for the development of the Russian Far East – a vast region comprising roughly
a third of Russia’s territory and rich in natural resources including minerals, hydrocarbons,
timber and fish but economically under developed. A harsh climate, sparse population,

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/covid19-india-reports-12-689-new-cases-in-a-day-active-cases-at-1-76-lakh-11611717150674.html
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increasing migration from the area, poor infrastructure and lack of connectivity are seen as some
of the factors contributing to the region remaining underdeveloped. In recent years, China too
has shown an interest in the region which borders it and is rich in minerals.
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INDIA SIGNS STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
WITH INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY (IEA)

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

The Framework for Strategic Partnership between the International Energy Agency (IEA)
members and the Government of India was signed on 27th January, 2021 to strengthen mutual
trust and cooperation & enhance global energy security, stability and sustainability.This
partnership will lead to an extensive exchange of knowledge and would be a stepping stone
towards India becoming a full member of the IEA.

The MoU was signed by Mr. SanjivNandanSahai, Secretary (Power) from the Indian side and
Dr.FatihBirol, IEA Executive Director from the IEA side.

The contents of the Strategic partnership will be jointly decided by the IEA Members and India,
including a phased increase in benefits and responsibilities for India as an IEA Strategic partner,
and building on existing areas of work within Association and the Clean Energy Transitions
Programme (CETP), such as Energy Security, Clean & Sustainable Energy, Energy Efficiency,
Enhancing petroleum storage capacity in India, Expansion of gas-based economy in India etc.

The IEA Secretariat will be responsible for implementation of the cooperative activities in India
and for facilitating discussion between the IEA Members and India to further develop the
Strategic Partnership.
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The Government of Indiaendeavours to take necessary steps to encourage and promote
strategic and technical co-operation in the energy sector in the identified areas noted above,
through the Framework Agreement.

*****

Monika

The Framework for Strategic Partnership between the International Energy Agency (IEA)
members and the Government of India was signed on 27th January, 2021 to strengthen mutual
trust and cooperation & enhance global energy security, stability and sustainability.This
partnership will lead to an extensive exchange of knowledge and would be a stepping stone
towards India becoming a full member of the IEA.

The MoU was signed by Mr. SanjivNandanSahai, Secretary (Power) from the Indian side and
Dr.FatihBirol, IEA Executive Director from the IEA side.

The contents of the Strategic partnership will be jointly decided by the IEA Members and India,
including a phased increase in benefits and responsibilities for India as an IEA Strategic partner,
and building on existing areas of work within Association and the Clean Energy Transitions
Programme (CETP), such as Energy Security, Clean & Sustainable Energy, Energy Efficiency,
Enhancing petroleum storage capacity in India, Expansion of gas-based economy in India etc.

The IEA Secretariat will be responsible for implementation of the cooperative activities in India
and for facilitating discussion between the IEA Members and India to further develop the
Strategic Partnership.
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The Government of Indiaendeavours to take necessary steps to encourage and promote
strategic and technical co-operation in the energy sector in the identified areas noted above,
through the Framework Agreement.

*****

Monika
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RTI: OCI CARD DOES NOT ALLOW ‘TABLIGH WORK’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

Citizens of foreign countries, but of Indian origin, who wish to seek Overseas Citizen of India
(OCI) cards or are already cardholders cannot indulge in ‘Tabligh work’, a response to a Right to
Information Act (RTI) request stated.

The query was filed by city resident Syed Liaqat Ullah who sought information on the subject
after an acquaintance of his, a citizen of an European country, filed an application for an OCI
card.

“The declaration was that the applicant should not indulge in Tabligh activities. Tabligh, though
means propagation of faith, is generally associated with the Tablighi Jamaat. Though there is
mention of OCI card not being used, unless authorised by the government, missionary work,
mountaineering and research, I wanted to know why there was a mention of the Tabligh activity
specifically,” the Right to Information Act applicant said.

In its response, the Consulate General of India in Birmingham, United Kingdom, stated, “As a
matter of policy of the Government of India, OCI is a type of life-long visa and under its
provisions Tabligh work is not permissible. If anyone intends to travel to India for Tabligh work,
they are free to apply for a separate visa under appropriate category.”

The Tablighi Jamaat was in focus of various State governments and the Centre after an
outbreak of coronavirus early last year.
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FOR ONE AND ALL: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
CHINA’S GLOBAL LEADERSHIP ROLE

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

In 2017, China’s President Xi Jinping became the first General Secretary of the Communist
Party of China to attend the World Economic Forum at Davos, a gathering synonymous with
global capitalism. He delivered a robust defence of globalisation, three days before newly
elected U.S. President Donald Trump was set to be sworn in, and six months after the Brexit
vote in the U.K. On January 25, Mr. Xi returned to the Davos platform, albeit virtually. His
speech carried many of the similar themes from four years ago, calling for global unity, closer
coordination on macroeconomic policy, and more equitable growth. It did also carry two
messages that appeared to be aimed at Washington, a reflection of four turbulent years of a
tariff and technology war between the world’s two biggest economies. “Each country is unique
with its own history, culture and social system, and none is superior to the other,” he said.
“Difference in itself is no cause for alarm. What does ring the alarm is arrogance, prejudice and
hatred; it is the attempt to impose hierarchy on human civilisation or to force one’s own history,
culture and social system upon others.” He also hit out at attempts “to build small circles or start
a new Cold War, to reject, threaten or intimidate others, to wilfully impose decoupling, supply
disruption or sanctions” and said a “misguided approach of antagonism and confrontation, be it
in the form of cold war, hot war, trade war or tech war, would eventually hurt all countries’
interests.”

If Mr. Xi’s first Davos speech found a broadly receptive audience amid a crisis in capitalism, with
the rise of populism in the West creating the space for China to try and fill a void in global
economic leadership, China will find a harder sell four years on. His message “to stay committed
to international law and international rules instead of seeking one’s own supremacy” and for “the
strong [to] not bully the weak” will appear especially jarring to those in China’s neighbourhood.
Indeed, only the day before the speech, military commanders from India and China spent over
16 hours in talks, the latest unsuccessful attempt to disengage two forces that have been
eyeball-to-eyeball for months, after China’s unprecedented military mobilisation across the LAC
starting in May. It is not only India that is dealing with a harder Chinese military posture in the
midst of a global pandemic. On January 23, eight bombers and four fighters from China entered
Taiwan’s air defence identification zone, the latest warning to Taipei. One cannot find fault with
Mr. Xi’s statement that “decisions should not be made by simply showing off strong muscles or
waving a big fist”. Indeed, its importance is in its relevance to all the big, militarised powers. And,
China is one of them.
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PM ADDRESSES WEF’S DAVOS DIALOGUE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important

organizations

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi addressed the World Economic Forum’s Davos
Dialogue today via video conferencing. He spoke on the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution - using
technology for the good of humanity’. Prime Minister also interacted with the CEOs during the
event.

Speaking on the occasion, the Prime Minister said that he has brought the message of
confidence, positivity and hope from 1.3 billion Indians amidst these times of apprehension. The
Prime Minister told the gathering that despite the initial misgivings about the India’s capacity to
handle the pandemic, India moved forward with proactive and pro-participation approach and
worked on strengthening the COVID specific health infrastructure, trained its human resource to
tackle the pandemic and used technology massively in testing and tracking of the cases. In
India, fight against corona was turned into people’s movement and India succeeded in saving
lives of maximum number of its citizens. India’s success has global implications as 18 percent of
world population live here, and effective containment here saved the humanity from a very big
tragedy, said the Prime Minister. Shri Modi also talked about the world’s biggest vaccination
drive and India’s global efforts during the pandemic. He talked about evacuation of citizens when
air space was closed and supply of medicines to more than 150 countries. Today, India is
helping countries with online training, knowledge of traditional knowledge, vaccines and vaccine
infrastructure. He informed that apart from the two current made in India vaccines, more
vaccines are in pipeline which will enable India to help the world at greater scale and speed.

The Prime Minister also informed the forum about the steps being taken on economic front. He
said that India has maintained economic activity by starting infrastructure projects worth billions
of rupees and initiating special schemes for employment. Earlier we focused on saving lives now
everyone is focussed on the growth of the country. India’s ambition of self-reliance will
strengthen globalism anew and will help in Industry 4.0, noted Shri Modi.

The Prime Minister asserted that India is working on all the four factors of Industry 4.0-
connectivity, automation, artificial intelligence or machine learning and real-time data. India is
among the countries where data charges are the cheapest and mobile connectivity and smart
phones have reached far and wide. India’s automation design expert pool is vast and the
country has made a mark in the field of AI and machine learning. Growing digital infrastructure
has made digital solutions everyday part of life in India. The Prime Minister said that today 1.3
billion Indians have universal ID- Aadhar which is connected to their account and phone. In
December itself there has been 4 trillion rupees worth of transection through UPI. India could
transfer 1.8 trillion rupees worth of assistance through direct benefit transfer to the accounts of
760 million Indians during the pandemic. Digital Infrastructure  has made public service delivery
efficient and transparent.  India has started a campaign for providing easy access to health care
by giving Unique Health ID to its citizens, informed the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister assured the forum that India’s Aatamnirbhar Bharat movement is committed
to global good and global supply chain as India has capacity, capability and reliability to
strengthen global supply chain. Its massive consumer base will further grow and help global
economy.

 The Prime Minister said India, along with possibilities, is filled with confidence and drive as
there have been continued emphasis on reforms and incentive based stimulus. Structural
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reforms during Corona times have been supported by production linked incentives. India offer
ease of doing business as there is a predictable and friendly environment from tax regime to FDI
norms. And to top it all India is matching its growth with the goals of climate change, said Shri
Modi.

The Prime Minister cautioned that technology should become a tool of ease of living not a trap,
we have to keep this in mind as Corona crisis has reminded us of value of humanity, concluded
the Prime Minister. 

During the question answer session, the Prime Minister explained to  Joe Kaeser, President &
CEO, Siemens, the contours of aatamnirbhar Bharat campaign and said that making India a
manufacturing and export hub is big part of the vision. He also invited the global players to  take
advantage of 26 billion dollar Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme. In a reply to Bjorn
Rosengren, CEO, ABB, Shri Modi listed out the ongoing infrastructure projects in the country
and informed that under National Infrastructure pipeline, projects worth 1.5 trillion US dollars will
be implemented in the country in next five years.  To Ajay S Banga, CEO, Mastercard, Shri Modi
explained the massive financial inclusion that has taken place in the country in the recent times
and steps taken to strengthen MSME sector. In a reply to an observation from  Arvind Krishna of
IBM, the Prime Minister emphasized the depth of digital India. The Prime Minister said that the
country’s digital profile has been completely transformed. Government’s vision is to transform
the country through access, inclusion and empowerment while ensuring the privacy of the user.
To Nobuhiro Endo, Chairman of the Board, NEC Corporation, the Prime Minister explained
India’s approach towards the opportunities created by urbanization. India is focussing on
sustainable urbanization with focus on ease of living, ease of doing business and climate
sensitive development. This commitment has led to investment of 150 billion dollars were
invested in urban India during 2014 to 2020, said the Prime Minister.

 

****
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The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi addressed the World Economic Forum’s Davos
Dialogue today via video conferencing. He spoke on the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution - using
technology for the good of humanity’. Prime Minister also interacted with the CEOs during the
event.

Speaking on the occasion, the Prime Minister said that he has brought the message of
confidence, positivity and hope from 1.3 billion Indians amidst these times of apprehension. The
Prime Minister told the gathering that despite the initial misgivings about the India’s capacity to
handle the pandemic, India moved forward with proactive and pro-participation approach and
worked on strengthening the COVID specific health infrastructure, trained its human resource to
tackle the pandemic and used technology massively in testing and tracking of the cases. In
India, fight against corona was turned into people’s movement and India succeeded in saving
lives of maximum number of its citizens. India’s success has global implications as 18 percent of
world population live here, and effective containment here saved the humanity from a very big
tragedy, said the Prime Minister. Shri Modi also talked about the world’s biggest vaccination
drive and India’s global efforts during the pandemic. He talked about evacuation of citizens when
air space was closed and supply of medicines to more than 150 countries. Today, India is
helping countries with online training, knowledge of traditional knowledge, vaccines and vaccine
infrastructure. He informed that apart from the two current made in India vaccines, more
vaccines are in pipeline which will enable India to help the world at greater scale and speed.
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The Prime Minister also informed the forum about the steps being taken on economic front. He
said that India has maintained economic activity by starting infrastructure projects worth billions
of rupees and initiating special schemes for employment. Earlier we focused on saving lives now
everyone is focussed on the growth of the country. India’s ambition of self-reliance will
strengthen globalism anew and will help in Industry 4.0, noted Shri Modi.

The Prime Minister asserted that India is working on all the four factors of Industry 4.0-
connectivity, automation, artificial intelligence or machine learning and real-time data. India is
among the countries where data charges are the cheapest and mobile connectivity and smart
phones have reached far and wide. India’s automation design expert pool is vast and the
country has made a mark in the field of AI and machine learning. Growing digital infrastructure
has made digital solutions everyday part of life in India. The Prime Minister said that today 1.3
billion Indians have universal ID- Aadhar which is connected to their account and phone. In
December itself there has been 4 trillion rupees worth of transection through UPI. India could
transfer 1.8 trillion rupees worth of assistance through direct benefit transfer to the accounts of
760 million Indians during the pandemic. Digital Infrastructure  has made public service delivery
efficient and transparent.  India has started a campaign for providing easy access to health care
by giving Unique Health ID to its citizens, informed the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister assured the forum that India’s Aatamnirbhar Bharat movement is committed
to global good and global supply chain as India has capacity, capability and reliability to
strengthen global supply chain. Its massive consumer base will further grow and help global
economy.

 The Prime Minister said India, along with possibilities, is filled with confidence and drive as
there have been continued emphasis on reforms and incentive based stimulus. Structural
reforms during Corona times have been supported by production linked incentives. India offer
ease of doing business as there is a predictable and friendly environment from tax regime to FDI
norms. And to top it all India is matching its growth with the goals of climate change, said Shri
Modi.

The Prime Minister cautioned that technology should become a tool of ease of living not a trap,
we have to keep this in mind as Corona crisis has reminded us of value of humanity, concluded
the Prime Minister. 

During the question answer session, the Prime Minister explained to  Joe Kaeser, President &
CEO, Siemens, the contours of aatamnirbhar Bharat campaign and said that making India a
manufacturing and export hub is big part of the vision. He also invited the global players to  take
advantage of 26 billion dollar Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme. In a reply to Bjorn
Rosengren, CEO, ABB, Shri Modi listed out the ongoing infrastructure projects in the country
and informed that under National Infrastructure pipeline, projects worth 1.5 trillion US dollars will
be implemented in the country in next five years.  To Ajay S Banga, CEO, Mastercard, Shri Modi
explained the massive financial inclusion that has taken place in the country in the recent times
and steps taken to strengthen MSME sector. In a reply to an observation from  Arvind Krishna of
IBM, the Prime Minister emphasized the depth of digital India. The Prime Minister said that the
country’s digital profile has been completely transformed. Government’s vision is to transform
the country through access, inclusion and empowerment while ensuring the privacy of the user.
To Nobuhiro Endo, Chairman of the Board, NEC Corporation, the Prime Minister explained
India’s approach towards the opportunities created by urbanization. India is focussing on
sustainable urbanization with focus on ease of living, ease of doing business and climate
sensitive development. This commitment has led to investment of 150 billion dollars were
invested in urban India during 2014 to 2020, said the Prime Minister.
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2021: YEAR OF INDO-FRENCH ALLIANCE TOWARDS A
GREENER PLANET

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Europe, European Union (EU) and India

Minister for Environment,Forest and Climate Change, Shri Prakash Javadekar and Ms Barbara
Pompili, the French Minister for Ecological Transition launched the Indo-French Year of the
Environment in New Delhi today. The basic objective is to strengthen Indo-French cooperation in
sustainable development, increase the effectiveness of actions in favor of global environment
protection and give them greater visibility.

 

Welcoming Ms Barbara Pompili on her maiden visit to India, Shri Prakash Javadekar
emphasised on the significance of India-France alliance in working towards climate change. He
stated “We are the two main pillars of the International Solar Alliance launched by PM Shri
Narendra Modi. This revolutionary step has changed into a successful experiment. This
partnership towards global environment protection will set an example for the rest of the world to
work more effectively and efficiently towards sustainable development.

Launched the #IndoFrench year of Environment with my French counterpart Ms. Barbara
Pompili. The Indo-French partnership on Environment, Biodiversity,#Climate Change and other
allied areas will set an example for the rest of the world.@barbarapompili @MEAIndia
@Indian_Embassy pic.twitter.com/BItaamxUc7

“India has made significant progress towards climate change action & has already achieved
26% of reduction of emission intensity. As of 2020 the renewable capacity in India stands at 90
GW which includes 36 GW of solar energy & 38 GW of wind energy. “, informed Shri Javadekar

https://twitter.com/hashtag/IndoFrench?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Climate?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/barbarapompili?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/MEAIndia?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/Indian_Embassy?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/BItaamxUc7
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He further added that India looks forward to strengthen the Indo-French cooperation in
sustainable development, increase the effectiveness of actions in favor of the global
environment protection and give them greater visibility.

French Minister for Ecological Transition Ms Barbara Pompili reiterated the significance of the
Indo-French partnership towards climate change and environment protection and said that
through this partnership, France and India look forward to setting an example for the rest of the
world. “India can motivate many many countries in the field of sustainable development”,said the
French Minister.

 

 

The Indo-French Year of the Environment over the period 2021-2022 would be based on five
main themes: environmental protection, climate change, biodiversity conservation, sustainable
urban development, and the development of renewable energies and energy efficiency. It is also
a platform for engaging in discussions on critical areas of collaboration relating to environment
and allied areas.

From the French side, it will be held under the aegis of the Ministry of Ecological Transition, in
close collaboration with the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs with the support of the
Embassy of France in Delhi and its partners. From the Indian side, it will be coordinated by the
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) along with the Ministry of
External Affairs, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
and other concerned Ministries/Departments/Organisations. A joint screening committee will
also be set up to finalise the calendar of the events for the Indo-French Year of the Environment.

Prior to the launch, a bilateral Meeting was also held between the French delegation and their
Indian counterpart at the Environment Ministry wherein both the sides  deliberated on issues
relating to climate change, bio-diversity, blue economy, international solar alliance, cooperation
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in the field of single-use plastic etc. 

***

GK

Minister for Environment,Forest and Climate Change, Shri Prakash Javadekar and Ms Barbara
Pompili, the French Minister for Ecological Transition launched the Indo-French Year of the
Environment in New Delhi today. The basic objective is to strengthen Indo-French cooperation in
sustainable development, increase the effectiveness of actions in favor of global environment
protection and give them greater visibility.

 

Welcoming Ms Barbara Pompili on her maiden visit to India, Shri Prakash Javadekar
emphasised on the significance of India-France alliance in working towards climate change. He
stated “We are the two main pillars of the International Solar Alliance launched by PM Shri
Narendra Modi. This revolutionary step has changed into a successful experiment. This
partnership towards global environment protection will set an example for the rest of the world to
work more effectively and efficiently towards sustainable development.

Launched the #IndoFrench year of Environment with my French counterpart Ms. Barbara
Pompili. The Indo-French partnership on Environment, Biodiversity,#Climate Change and other
allied areas will set an example for the rest of the world.@barbarapompili @MEAIndia
@Indian_Embassy pic.twitter.com/BItaamxUc7

“India has made significant progress towards climate change action & has already achieved
26% of reduction of emission intensity. As of 2020 the renewable capacity in India stands at 90
GW which includes 36 GW of solar energy & 38 GW of wind energy. “, informed Shri Javadekar

He further added that India looks forward to strengthen the Indo-French cooperation in

https://twitter.com/hashtag/IndoFrench?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Climate?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/barbarapompili?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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sustainable development, increase the effectiveness of actions in favor of the global
environment protection and give them greater visibility.

French Minister for Ecological Transition Ms Barbara Pompili reiterated the significance of the
Indo-French partnership towards climate change and environment protection and said that
through this partnership, France and India look forward to setting an example for the rest of the
world. “India can motivate many many countries in the field of sustainable development”,said the
French Minister.

 

 

The Indo-French Year of the Environment over the period 2021-2022 would be based on five
main themes: environmental protection, climate change, biodiversity conservation, sustainable
urban development, and the development of renewable energies and energy efficiency. It is also
a platform for engaging in discussions on critical areas of collaboration relating to environment
and allied areas.

From the French side, it will be held under the aegis of the Ministry of Ecological Transition, in
close collaboration with the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs with the support of the
Embassy of France in Delhi and its partners. From the Indian side, it will be coordinated by the
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) along with the Ministry of
External Affairs, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
and other concerned Ministries/Departments/Organisations. A joint screening committee will
also be set up to finalise the calendar of the events for the Indo-French Year of the Environment.

Prior to the launch, a bilateral Meeting was also held between the French delegation and their
Indian counterpart at the Environment Ministry wherein both the sides  deliberated on issues
relating to climate change, bio-diversity, blue economy, international solar alliance, cooperation
in the field of single-use plastic etc. 
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-29

JAISHANKAR OUTLINES 8 PRINCIPLES FOR
REPAIRING INDIA-CHINA TIES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Jaishankar also mentioned three 'mutuals — mutual respect, mutual sensitivity and mutual
interests' as determining factors for the ties which, he said, came under 'exceptional stress'
following last year's events in eastern Ladakh as he referred to China's massing of troops in the
region

NEW DELHI : External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar on Thursday outlined eight principles to
repair strained relations between India and China that included strict adherence to all
agreements on border management, fully respecting the LAC, showing sensitivity to each
other's interests, and making peace and tranquillity along the frontier basis for advancing overall
ties.

He also mentioned three "mutuals — mutual respect, mutual sensitivity and mutual interests" as
determining factors for the ties which, he said, came under "exceptional stress" following last
year's events in eastern Ladakh as he referred to China's massing of troops in the region.

"Any expectation that they can be brushed aside, and that life can carry on undisturbed despite
the situation at the border, that is simply not realistic," he said delivering the keynote address at
the 13th All India Conference of China Studies.

Also Read | Battered infra dream awaits a new deal

He said the India-China relationship is truly at a crossroads today and choices that are made will
have profound repercussions, not just for the two nations but for the entire world.

In criticism of China, Jaishankar said the developments in eastern Ladakh have "profoundly
disturbed" the ties because they not only signalled a "disregard" for commitments about
minimising troop levels, but also showed a willingness to breach peace and tranquillity.

"Significantly, to date, we have yet to receive a credible explanation for the change in China's
stance or reasons for massing of troops in border areas. It is a different matter that our own
forces have responded appropriately and held their own in very challenging circumstances," he
said.

"The issue before us is what the Chinese posture signals, how it evolves, and what implications
it may have for the future of our ties," Jaishankar added.

Giving a clear perspective of India's approach in dealing with China, the minister said the
development of ties can only be based on "mutuality", whether it is immediate concerns or more
distant prospects.

Talking about the experience of the past, he said it showed the importance of stabilising ties
even while adjusting to changes.

"From that, we can seek proper guidance that will be to the benefit of both nations. These can
be summed up by eight broad propositions. First and foremost, agreements already reached
must be adhered to in their entirety, both in letter and spirit," he said.

https://www.livemint.com/Search/Link/Keyword/S-Jaishankar
https://www.livemint.com/Search/Link/Keyword/India-China-Relations
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"Second, where handling of border areas is concerned, the Line of Actual Control (LAC) must be
strictly observed and respected; any attempt to unilaterally change the status quo is completely
unacceptable," Jaishankar added.

Third, he said, peace and tranquillity in border areas is the basis for the development of ties in
other domains, noting if they are disturbed, so inevitably will be the rest of the relationship.

This, he said, is quite apart from the issue of progress in boundary negotiations.

"Fourth, while both nations are committed to a multi-polar world, there should be a recognition
that a multi-polar Asia is one of its essential constituents. Fifth, obviously each state will have its
own interests, concerns and priorities; but sensitivity to them cannot be one-sided. At the end of
the day, relationships between major states are reciprocal in nature," Jaishankar said.

"Sixth, as rising powers, each will have their own set of aspirations and their pursuit too cannot
be ignored. Seventh, there will always be divergences and differences but their management is
essential to our ties," he said.

The last principle, he said is that civilisational states like India and China must always take the
long view.

"Respecting the three mutuals and observing those eight principles that I spoke about will surely
help us make the right decisions," he said.

Referring to talks to resolve the standoff, he said discussions were underway through various
mechanisms on disengagement at border areas.

He said the advancement of ties in the last three decades was clearly predicated on ensuring
that peace and tranquillity was not disturbed and that the LAC was both observed and respected
by both sides.

"For this reason, it was explicitly agreed that the two countries would refrain from massing
troops on their common border," he said.

Jaishankar also talked about "events" before 2020 that reflected the "duality" of cooperation and
competition while referring to blocking at the UN the listing of Pakistani terrorists involved in
attacks on India as well as Beijing's opposition to New Delhi's membership of the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG) and for a permanent seat in the UNSC.

"We saw trade grow dramatically, though its one-sided nature made it increasingly controversial.
In sectors like power and telecom, Chinese companies obtained access to the Indian market,"
he said.

Jaishankar said through common membership of plurilateral groups by India and China was a
meeting point, yet, when it came to interests and aspirations, some divergences were apparent.

"You may recall the practice of stapled-visas; or the reluctance to deal with some of our military
commands. Then there was China's opposition to India's membership of the NSG and to a
permanent seat in the UNSC.

"When it came to trade, promises of market access did not match delivery. The blocking of UN
listing of Pakistani terrorists involved in attacks on India had its own resonance. And of course,
the violation of Indian sovereignty by the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor," he said.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-30

PALK BAY FISHING DISPUTE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Fisherfolk stage a protest at Thangachimadam in Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, following the death
of four fishermen in Palk Strait.   | Photo Credit: Balachandar L

Samson Darwin was a toddler when his family fled their home in Jaffna in the 1990s, to escape
the civil war that was tearing apart Sri Lanka’s north and east. Mandapam camp in
Ramanathapuram became their “home”. Away from incessant bombing and destruction, they
thought they had another chance at life.

Last week, 28-year-old Darwin’s body was brought back home after he and three other
fishermen died in the Palk Strait, in Sri Lankan waters. Darwin’s wife (they got married just a
year ago) had given birth to their first child weeks before that, and just as their new life as a
family was about to begin, his life ended.

Also read | New Delhi conveys ‘strong protest’ to Colombo over death of Indian fishermen in
Palk Strait

Darwin fled the civil war nearly 25 years ago but the adversity that began chasing him then
came a full circle that fatal night. “After escaping the battle in Sri Lanka, we came here
[Ramanathapuram]... but Darwin died in the hands of the Sri Lankan Navy,” a relative says,
requesting anonymity. He echoes the grief that pervades their village following the tragic death
of Darwin, along with A. Mesiya (30), V. Nagaraj (52) and S. Senthil Kumar (32), all hailing from
Ramanathapuram, on the night of January 18.

Outraged by the incident, Tamil Nadu fishermen have accused the Sri Lankan Navy, which was
patrolling the seas for “poaching” fishing trawlers, of killing the four men. The Sri Lankan Navy,
on the other hand, maintains that the fishermen and their boat “sank” while “resisting arrest” by a
Navy vessel.

The Indian government conveyed its “strong protest” to Sri Lanka, and insisted it adopt a
humanitarian approach in dealing with fishermen. Sri Lanka’s Fisheries Minister Douglas
Devananda, a Tamil from Jaffna, set up a three-member committee tasked with finding a
“permanent solution” to the Palk Bay fisheries conflict, affecting fishermen of Tamil Nadu and
northern Sri Lanka.

None of the official statements mentions a probe being sought or agreed to. The four Tamil
Nadu fishermen and the Sri Lankan Naval personnel alone were witnesses to what happened
late that night, mid-sea, and only one side is alive to tell their story.

Editorial | Troubled waters: On Palk Bay fishing conflict

“What wrong did my brother do? He was unarmed and he has been brutally killed,” says A.
Simon, Mesiya’s older brother, in his thatch-roofed hut in Thangachimadam, a predominantly
fishing village in Ramanathapuram. “Whenever we set out fishing we pray that we return home
safely, irrespective of whether the catch is good or not. The innocent fishermen’s end is
horrifying.”

That too at sea, to which their lives are so intimately tied. Fisherfolk wake up to the sound of the
sea, head to the waters for a living, come back to the shore, catch some sleep at odd hours,

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Balachandar-L/
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/chennai/bodies-of-tn-fishermen-brought-to-kottaipattinam/article33646802.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/mechanised-boat-with-four-fishermen-goes-missing-pudukottai-colombo/article33613530.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/mechanised-boat-with-four-fishermen-goes-missing-pudukottai-colombo/article33613530.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/new-delhi-conveys-strong-protest-to-colombo-over-death-of-indian-fishermen-in-palk-strait/article33630560.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/new-delhi-conveys-strong-protest-to-colombo-over-death-of-indian-fishermen-in-palk-strait/article33630560.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/sri-lanka-appoints-committee-to-look-for-permanent-solution-on-fishermen-issue/article33671717.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/sri-lanka-appoints-committee-to-look-for-permanent-solution-on-fishermen-issue/article33671717.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/troubled-waters-the-hindu-editorial-on-palk-bay-fishing-conflict/article33651445.ece
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again with the reassuring sound of the waves. “After fishing for about 30 hours, we return to the
shore. On many days, the Sri Lankan Navy, under the pretext of surveillance, chases us.
Sometimes they throw stones at our boats or hurl empty liquor bottles,” says another fisherman
mourning Mesiya’s death.

Fishermen’s representatives in Tamil Nadu accuse the Sri Lankan Navy of injuring hundreds of
fishermen over the years. “About 300 of our fishermen have died in the Palk Strait,” says P.
Sesu Raja, Rameswaram-based leader of a fishermen’s association engaged mostly in bottom
trawling. The Sri Lankan Navy has consistently denied the mounting allegations — through the
years of the war and since it ended in 2009.

Also read | Long-term solution to Palk Bay conflict elusive: Sri Lankan fishermen

While the cause of death of the deceased fishermen has never been established in a court of
law, the fact that these young fishermen died at sea remains a grim reminder of the human cost
of the Palk Bay fisheries conflict. Their distressing death, when they were out at sea to earn a
day’s living, is yet another stark reflection of a long-festering problem — of depleting marine
resources in the Palk Bay, competing livelihoods of fishermen, and a solution that remains
elusive, as the fishermen on both sides are unable to agree on it.

Tamil Nadu fishermen are not a homogenous group with the same interests. They are part of a
complex ecosystem of moneyed and often politically influential owners of trawler fleets who
engage other fishermen; of those who practise traditional fishing in their small, mechanised
boats; and thousands of poor fishermen who have only their labour to sell in order to survive.
Depending on who you ask, a different aspect of the problem comes to light.

Like Sesu Raja, most owners of the 5,000-plus registered trawlers say that the Sri Lankan Navy
“attacked our fishermen”, arrested them, or seized their vessels.

Also read | Deep sea fishing scheme makes slow progress

Daily wage fishermen speak of the enormous pressure on them to risk their lives and go as far
as it takes to get a decent catch that would ensure a day’s earnings in full.

Arockia Sesu, 47, from Thangachimadam, who has been fishing for 29 years, says he makes
about 700 on a good day. With a family of five, including his elderly mother and two children,
making both ends meet is no easy task. “Earlier, it was just poverty which we had to battle. But
in recent years, we also have to safeguard ourselves from the Sri Lankan Navy’s aggression,”
he says.

Despite the GPS units attached to their boats, the fishermen often stray into Sri Lanka’s
territorial waters, across the International Maritime Boundary Line, mutually agreed upon by the
neighbouring countries in the mid-1970s.

Also read | In Palk Bay, goodwill slips through fishing nets

India embraced mechanised fishing using bottom trawlers, after its fishing fleet was
“modernised” between the 1950s and the early 1970s, with millions of dollars from the
Norwegian government.

In the fishing method of bottom trawling, fishermen drag large nets from the vessels through the
sea, virtually scooping out young fishes, shrimps and other organisms from the seabed
indiscriminately. Some use thangoosi valai or monofilament nets, widely considered harmful for

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/long-term-solution-to-palk-bay-conflict-elusive-sri-lankan-fishermen/article18152000.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/deep-sea-fishing-scheme-makes-slow-progress/article33369040.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/In-Palk-Bay-goodwill-slips-through-fishing-nets/article12374225.ece
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marine species.

The catch, using these methods, has proved significantly higher, boosting the State’s exports.
Data from the Fisheries Department show that Tamil Nadu exports about 1.28 lakh tonnes of
sea food, amounting to 5,591 crore.

Also read | India must demonstrate goodwill in fishermen issue, says Sri Lankan Minister

For the export-oriented governments at the Centre and State, and profit-driven owners of
trawlers, the practice gradually became an addiction despite the serious environmental
implications along the Tamil Nadu coast, periodically highlighted by scientists.

Small-scale fishermen, too, bear the brunt. In Pudukkottai district, further up the coast, small-
scale fishermen spoke of how the trawlers have struck a huge blow to their livelihoods. “They
[trawlers] return with huge catches thus depleting the marine resources and depriving the
smaller mechanised boat fishermen of Pudukkottai district of good catch,” said B. Balamurugan,
president of the Mechanised Boats Association in Jagadapattinam, from where over 200
mechanised boats using traditional fishing practices operate.

The trawlers are not just at the centre of an international conflict but have also bred local
conflicts, points out Chinna Adaikkalam, President of the Kottaipattinam Mechanised Boat
Owners Association. “The longer-sized and higher capacity Karaikal trawlers have resorted to
long durations of fishing, for almost 15 days, leaving hardly anything for us in our seas,” he says.

Comment | Is ‘deep sea fishing’ the silver bullet?

Intuitively chasing fish, Tamil Nadu fishermen employed in the larger, mechanised trawlers
regularly veer into Sri Lankan waters. The ecological damage is comparatively less on the Sri
Lankan side because most Sri Lankan fishermen do not engage in bottom trawling. It is the
prospect of a bigger catch that pushes Tamil Nadu fishermen to risk encountering arrest by the
Sri Lankan Navy or worse, death.

Over time, Sri Lankan fishermen grew more vocal about the adverse effects of bottom trawling
along their coastline. Their catches fell, and livelihoods were threatened.

Fishermen on both sides speak of a time when they shared cordial ties. “We would call each
other machaan and maapilai [brother-in-law and son-in-law]. We would share our porridge,
karuvaadu [dried fish] and beedis. They would give us cigarettes and biscuits,” Sesu Raja
recalls. Sri Lankan fishermen too reminisce about a time when they took an overnight boat
journey to catch the latest M.G. Ramachandran film in Rameswaram and return the following
day.

Also read | Indian trawlers are back, say Sri Lanka's fishermen

But the Sri Lankan civil war and the growing use of mechanised bottom trawlers in India have
strained their ties. For a good part of the nearly three-decade civil war, fishermen in the northern
Jaffna peninsula and the Vanni were barred access to the sea, as the Sri Lankan Navy, along
with the armed forces, was taking on the LTTE.

It is when the war ended in 2009 that the fisherfolk, most of them displaced in the years of strife,
returned to their homes, and gradually began to rebuild their lost livelihoods. However, their
return to sea was far from smooth: they found their catch dwindling after Indian trawlers ravaged
their seas at least thrice a week, and their nets, often bought with huge loans, getting caught

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/india-must-demonstrate-goodwill-in-fishermen-issue-says-sl-minister/article33350971.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/is-deep-sea-fishing-the-silver-bullet/article19834939.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/indian-trawlers-are-back-say-sri-lankas-fishermen/article32024955.ece
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and damaged under the trawlers.

The Sri Lankan Navy stepped up surveillance, arresting fishermen and seizing trawlers
“trespassing” into Sri Lankan waters. Since 2010, more than 3,000 Indian fishermen, all from
Tamil Nadu, have been arrested by the Navy. As of today, 12 fishermen and more than 60
trawlers are in Sri Lankan custody. The issue has remained a sensitive bilateral issue, but the
Central, State and provincial governments in India and Sri Lanka have achieved little success,
besides “paying lip service”, fishermen note with distrust.

Sri Lanka banned bottom trawling in 2017, and in 2018, imposed large fines on foreign vessels
fishing illegally in its waters. While arrested fishermen have been released periodically, at times
after a considerable diplomatic push by New Delhi, the 60-odd trawlers seized since remain in
custody. Their owners in India are yet to come to Sri Lanka, to appear in court and pay the fine,
before reclaiming the vessels, say officials in Sri Lanka’s Fisheries Department.

Talks at the governmental level, as well as among fishermen, have not resulted in a durable
solution. With heightened surveillance and increased arrests making news in late 2020, India
and Sri Lanka resumed bilateral talks, after a three-year gap, in December 2020, through a Joint
Working Group with senior officials from both sides.

Apart from government-level talks, fishermen leaders from both countries have held discussions
several times since 2004. They met at least six times between 2010 and 2015 – in both India
and Sri Lanka – when the Palk Bay conflict intensified. Tamil Nadu fishermen could not keep
their promise of “phasing out” trawlers, and also refused to agree to Sri Lankan fishermen’s
demand that bottom trawling be fully stopped as a goodwill gesture. Talks remain deadlocked
since.

Also read | Sri Lanka calls for joint patrols to resolve fishing issues with India

“It is not possible to find a solution to the five-decades-old vexatious issue in two or three
sittings. No follow-up action has been taken to resume talks for so long. Governments are
receptive and react only when fishermen are killed or arrested in Sri Lankan waters,” says U.
Arulanandam, Tamil Nadu’s representative of the Alliance for the Release of Innocent
Fishermen, a long-time activist based in Pamban, Ramanathapuram.

While a section of fishermen in Pudukkottai and Ramanathapuram districts is for restarting talks,
fisher leaders in Sri Lanka remain sceptical. “We are really pained by the recent death of Indian
fishermen. We are all fishermen first, only then Indian or Sri Lankan. We fully understand their
suffering, we are in solidarity with them and want to put an end to this,” says K. Rajachandran,
who leads a fisher cooperative in Karainagar, a small island off the Jaffna peninsula.

At the same time, he calls for more sincerity in trying to come up with a solution. “I have been for
several rounds of these talks. Despite many assurances to phase out trawlers, they continued
coming in trawlers very close to our shore. If they agree to use small boats and traditional fishing
methods, we are more than willing to come to the table to work out an arrangement to share our
resources responsibly. That is the only way our future generations can live,” he says, insisting
that stopping the use of trawlers be a pre-condition for future talks.

Also read | Why are several T.N. fishermen in trouble with the Sri Lankan Navy?

Unlike the state, fisher leaders do not talk in terms of invisible boundary lines in the sea, or the
law that deems their fishing “illegal, unreported and unregulated”. They appear more inclined
towards a humane and practical arrangement that will address their short-term concerns of

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/sri-lanka-bans-bottom-trawling/article19227034.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/india-sri-lanka-to-hold-talks-on-fishermen-issue/article33274506.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/india-sri-lanka-to-hold-talks-on-fishermen-issue/article33274506.ece
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securing their livelihoods, as well as the long-term interest of preserving the marine organisms in
the Palk Bay.

“The use of bottom trawlers has to be stopped fully. Northern fishermen here, whose livelihoods
were devastated by a long-drawn civil war, are frustrated that despite their struggle over many
years, the problem of bottom trawling by Tamil Nadu has not ended,” says Ahilan Kadirgamar,
senior lecturer at the University of Jaffna, who researches fisherfolk’s livelihoods in Sri Lanka’s
war-affected region. “There could be more rounds of talks and a promise of a permanent
solution, but how can you really resolve this crisis without addressing the fundamental problem
that is bottom trawling,” he asks.

Further, the Indian trawlers have spawned a fleet of relatively smaller, but still destructive
trawlers in Jaffna, Rajachandran notes with concern. “We don’t oppose trawlers because they
are from India. We oppose trawlers from Jaffna [there are some 500] as well. It is the destructive
practice we are against, not the fishermen engaging in it.”

Comment | Fishing in troubled waters

Some others like Annalingam Annarasa, leader of the federation of fisher cooperative societies
in Jaffna, want to give talks another chance. “Honestly, this is not an issue between two
countries, or one between the Tamil Nadu fishermen and the Sri Lankan Navy. It is
fundamentally an issue threatening the livelihoods of Tamil fishermen in both India and Sri
Lanka. We need to work together with mutual understanding and solidarity,” says Annarasa.
“We need to form an alliance with small-scale fishermen in Tamil Nadu and together raise
awareness about the dire consequences of bottom trawling. That could be a starting point for
talks.”

Meanwhile, a project of the Indian government, aimed at weaning Tamil Nadu fishermen off
trawlers and diverting them to deep-sea fishing methods, took off in 2017, but has hardly
progressed as planned. Both New Delhi and Tamil Nadu, implementing the 1,600 crore initiative,
hoped to replace at least 2,000 trawlers with deep sea fishing boats with long lines and gill nets.
However, less than a tenth of that target has been achieved, The Hindu reported in December.

According to Johny Tom Varghese, Project Director Palk Bay and Additional Director (Fisheries)
in Tamil Nadu, deep sea fishing will eventually be lucrative, though it is capital-intensive. “A
fisherman who invests his money in a deep sea fishing boat can break even in about 18 months.
We are training them. We have signed 103 agreements with individuals under the scheme,” he
says.

Those grappling with the shift from trawlers to deep sea vessels are also confronted with rising
costs. In Sesu Raja’s view, the 70% subsidy, together from the Centre and State, for the deep
sea fishing boats, is insufficient. “The governments had worked out the cost at 80 lakh per boat,
while it is almost 1.20 crore today,” he observes.

Pointing to the scheme’s “very slow progress,” Arulanandam says, “If it is implemented within a
year or two, I hope it can offer a possible solution. But the governments should make sure of
buying back all existing trawlers.”

The fishermen in Kottaipattinam and Jagadapattinam villages in Pudukkottai too complain that
while the government is taking steps to introduce deep sea fishing, the old boats are yet to be
weeded out. The proposal to shift fishermen of Kottaipattinam, Jagadapattinam and
Rameswaram towards deep sea fishing has not picked up, fishermen say.

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/columns/Fishing-in-troubled-waters/article14406727.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamil-nadu/deep-sea-fishing-scheme-makes-slow-progress/article33369040.ece
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There have not been many takers for fish farming in the Gulf of Mannar, either. The hype
following the successful demonstration of fish farming by the Central Marine Fisheries Research
Institute in Mandapam was short-lived. The Fisheries Department seized mechanised boats
used for pair trawling on several occasions, but the punitive actions could not eliminate the
practice fully. The deep divisions among various fishing groups and frequent agitations have put
the brakes on enforcing strict regulations, according to fishermen.

As the campaign in election-bound Tamil Nadu picks up, the issues of fishermen, who constitute
a sizeable electorate in coastal districts, will take centre stage again. “The real challenge for
fishermen on both sides is to keep this issue in focus even after the polls,” says Annarasa,
reflecting a similar sentiment heard in Tamil Nadu about “not allowing politicians to exploit our
situation.”

At one level, the problem at hand is historical, complex and layered. At another, it is about
sustaining and sharing finite marine resources in the Palk Strait, a narrow strip of water, just
over 100 km at its widest, separating south India and northern Sri Lanka. As fishermen
repeatedly point out, at the heart of this persisting conflict is their insecurity about their
livelihoods and futures. Elections come and go, but that is yet to be decisively addressed.
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BIDEN GOVT. WILL BUILD ON THE QUAD: NSA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

A step forward:A file photo of National Security AdviserJake Sullivan participating in an event in
Wilmington.AFPCHANDAN KHANNA  

The new U.S. National Security Adviser (NSA), Jake Sullivan, has said the Biden administration
would like to carry forward the work of the Donald Trump administration in strengthening the
Quad grouping — India, the U.S., Japan and Australia.

His comments will bring some measure of clarity to discussions on the level of priority the new
administration will assign the Indo-Pacific, which had been elevated by the Trump administration
as a foreign policy priority, mostly as a reaction to China’s growing assertiveness.

“I think we really want to carry forward and build on that format, that mechanism which we see
as fundamental a foundation upon which to build substantial American policy in the Indo-Pacific
region,” Mr. Sullivan said at a webcast discussion, ‘Passing the Baton’, organised by the U.S.
Institute for Peace.

The discussion between Mr. Sullivan and his predecessor Robert O’Brien was moderated by
Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of State from the George W. Bush administration.

Mr. Sullivan described the Quad and the Abraham Accords — deals signed in 2020 to normalise
relations between Israel and certain West Asian and North African countries — as examples of
Trump administration’s actions that were positive and ones the Biden administration would build
on.

Iran nuclear deal

Earlier in the discussion, Mr. O’Brien had said the Quad “may be the most important
relationship” the U.S. has established since NATO and an example of working with allies to
confront China.

Mr. Sullivan, however, said Mr. Trump and Mr. Biden had some “real differences” in their
approach to the relationship with Iran.

“It starts from a sober analysis of the state of affairs, which is that Iran’s nuclear programme has
advanced dramatically over the course of the past couple of years, they are significantly closer
to a nuclear weapon than they were when the previous administration withdrew from the JCPOA
[Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action or the ‘Iran deal’],” he said.

On Afghanistan, Mr Sullivan said that the Biden administration would take decisions on the
withdrawal of the remaining 2,500 American troops by May 1 from the country, based on
whether the Taliban were fulfilling their end of a U.S.-Taliban agreement from February last
year.

“So, what we’re doing right now is taking a hard look at the extent to which the Taliban are, in
fact, complying with those three conditions and in that context, we will make decisions about our
force posture and our diplomatic strategy going forward,” he said.

Mr. Sullivan said three conditions in the agreement were of particular importance: the Taliban
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cutting ties with terror groups including al-Qaeda, reduction in violence, and third, the Taliban
participating “in a real way, not a fake way, in negotiations with the Afghan government.”

‘China challenge’

The former and current NSAs also differed in their characterisation of the top challenges facing
the U.S. “A very assertive, rising China” was the biggest challenge to the U.S., according to Mr.
O’Brien.

Iran, Russia and less high-profile challenges like cartels and transnational crime were some of
the others.

For Mr Sullivan, the most pressing challenge was the turmoil within the U.S. itself.

“It occurs to me something that Joe Biden has really reinforced for us, which is that foreign
policy is domestic policy and domestic policy is foreign policy. And at the end of the day, right
now, the most profound national security challenge facing the United States is getting our own
house in order, is domestic renewal,” Mr. Sullivan said.

He described COVID-19, the economic crisis and “acute threats to our basic constitutional
republic and “deep divisions” as domestic challenges facing the country.

Investing in allies and re-establishing America’s place in multilateral forums like the World Health
Organization and Paris Climate Accord were the next priority. Then the U.S. would be in a
position to effectively deal with “the China challenge” , the climate crisis , the current and future
pandemics and so forth, Mr. Sullivan said.
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CHINA IS STILL LARGEST SOURCE OF CRITICAL
IMPORTS FOR INDIA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Key supplier:India’s pharmaceuticals and electronics sectors are hugely dependent on
China.File Photo  

China still remains the largest source of critical imports for India, from mobile phone components
to pharmaceutical ingredients, and India is working on a multi-pronged strategy to reduce this
reliance, which is a bigger concern than the imbalance in trade.

“The trade deficit is not in dollars, it is in overdependence,” said Sanjay Chadha, Additional
Secretary in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, speaking at the All India Conference of
China Studies (AICCS), organised by the Institute of Chinese Studies (ICS) Delhi and Indian
Institute of Technology Madras (IIT-M).

“A mobile phone requires 85% content coming from one country. If China were to stop the active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) for penicillin, we would not be able to produce it in this
country. When somebody controls your production, that is a sentiment which raises concern.”

PLI scheme

Mr. Chadha said that India was working on a multi-pronged strategy to reduce this dependence,
ranging from the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme to boost domestic manufacturing, a
global effort involving India’s foreign missions to find alternatives to China, and the use of free
trade agreements (FTAs) with other trading partners.

COVID-19 had helped accelerate this change. When production in China was hit early in 2020,
although its economy would recover by the summer and become the only major economy to
avoid contraction last year, India shared with its foreign missions lists of items critically
dependent on China, following which the missions linked up with suppliers in their countries.

Mr. Chadha, however, sounded a note of caution, suggesting this process was at the beginning,
not the end. “We have to keep in mind China is still our largest source of imports for critical
items,” he said, “and our pharmaceuticals and electronics sectors are hugely dependent on
China.”

What offered opportunities for India was the push from many countries to not necessarily
relocate from China - which still remains integral to global supply chains - but to diversify, with
future capacity expansion up for grabs. The PLI scheme is hoping to capture that diversification.

“If 85% of my components [for mobile phones] is dependent on one country, should I not have a
production linked incentive to have the big companies come here? We have seen Apple start
manufacturing in India. The PLI is going to accelerate that investment.”

Mr. Chadha said this was “not so much a China obsession as it is to try and make supply chains
resilient, either by way of adding or diversify sources”.

China still remained the biggest source of India’s imports, but imports last year fell 10.8%, the
lowest since 2016. Two-way trade in 2020 reached $87.6 billion, down by 5.6%, while the trade
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deficit declined to a five year-low of $45.8 billion.

Mr. Chadha noted that steel imports had fallen from a high of $2.8 billion to less than $1 billion,
with China replaced by South Korea in part because of an FTA. India in 2019 withdrew from the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), which would have put India and China
in the same trading bloc. “The FTA,” he said referring to the example of steel, “is resulting in
diversification for free.”

On the trade front with China, he said India’s exporters had struggled for years but made little
headway because of a number of non-tariff barriers. In 2018, both sides signed a number of
protocols, including for rice and tobacco, but “none of this materialised in substantial trade”.
India’s exports to China did, however, cross $20 billion for the first time last year.
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THE HINDU EXPLAINS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries

on India's interests

The story so far: Australia is working on a law that seeks to make Internet platforms Google
and Facebook pay news media companies for displaying their content as well as linking to their
content. Following the publication of its draft, last year, Facebook said such a law could force it
to block Australian news content on its feed. Last week, just over a month after Australia
introduced the legislation in Parliament, Google said it will shut down its search engine there if
the law becomes a reality, prompting Prime Minister Scott Morrison to say, “We don’t respond to
threats.”

The broad idea has been around for a few years now. In its 2019 report, Digital Platforms
Inquiry, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), the country’s
competition regulator, noted that there was a fundamental imbalance in the power between
news media and internet platforms. Specifically mentioning Google and Facebook, the report
said these platforms had “substantial bargaining power in relation to many news media
businesses.”

Also read | Google and Facebook risk big fines under draft Australian news law

Very few platforms have the billion-plus-user base or the financial strength of a Google or
Facebook. On the other side are millions of individual publishers, none close to being any match
for the scale of the top tech platforms.

It also highlighted that media regulation hardly applied to platforms, though they have been
increasingly playing much the same role as the media. The last two decades have also seen the
tremendous rise of the platforms and sharp decline of the traditional news media, which forms
the context in the report.

The Australian government, reportedly sensing how important it was to have a strong and
independent media environment in a democracy, asked the ACCC to come up with a draft code,
which it did last July. After some changes, the Treasury Laws Amendment (News Media and
Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code) Bill was introduced in December 2020. The
biggest players in Australia’s news media business, including Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp and
Nine Network, have batted for such a law.

Also read | U.S. asks Australia to scrap proposed laws to make Facebook, Google pay for news

What is being proposed is a mandatory mechanism, under which news media companies will
get to negotiate with Facebook and Google regarding payment for their content. If parties –
digital platforms and news media – cannot arrive at a negotiated agreement about remuneration,
an arbitral panel “will select between two final offers made by the bargaining parties.” Further,
the Bill provides for a 14-day notice that platforms need to give publishers regarding any change
in their algorithms. This is important because changes in platform algorithms have a significant
impact on the referral traffic that publishers receive, and consequently affects their business.

Also read | Australia says Google and Facebook draft laws fair, critical for media future

Yes. This is one of those rare interventions by a government in publisher-platform relationships.
Platforms perform an important function in a digital world that is filled with an unimaginably huge
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amount of content and information, and into which there is an unceasing flow of new content
every second. They help users discover content in this vast information heap, either by way of
search or via a friend’s feed, for instance. This is also why publishers need platforms. For many
news publications, even well-established ones, Google and Facebook are the source of much of
their traffic.

Also read | World Wide Web inventor opposes Australia's news payment plan

Publications often worry about faring well on Google and Facebook. They also worry about
keeping pace with algorithmic changes. But the publisher-platform relationship has rarely ever
been about money. It has almost always been about tools and strategies for publishers to fare
well on the platforms.

Google is not just against the idea of paying for the links but is also critical of the proposals on
arbitration and algorithmic changes. In its blog, Google has said: “Right now, no website or
search engine in Australia pays to connect people to other sites through links… The Code
undermines one of the key principles of the open Internet people use every day.” Further, it does
not agree to the allegation that it is responsible for the decline in newspaper revenue.

Also read | Google says Australian law on paying for news is unworkable

Shutting down its search engine in Australia is a real option because Google has taken such a
step in the past. In 2014, Google shut its News Service in Spain, when the government
introduced a law to make it pay a licence fee to use news content. Google shut down its Chinese
search engine in 2010. In France, it has been forced by law to strike deals with publishers. The
EU copyright rules, which France has given force to, “allow publishers to demand a fee from
online platforms showing extracts of their news,” says a Reuters report. It isn’t clear on what
basis the remuneration has been calculated.

Google has proposed a different solution. It goes by the name, Google News Showcase, a
licensing arrangement with publishers across the world, toward which it plans to spend $1 billion
globally in the next three years.
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Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
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